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ABSTRACT 
In this dissertation, I describe patterns of interaction that were identified from in-
depth narrative interviews with LGBTQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer) 
people in two contrasting research sites.  Thirty-five participants live in a small town in 
the Midwest known for its religious and political conservatism, and thirty-one live in a 
mid-sized city on the east coast that is known for being “liberal.”  The dissertation 
focuses on these patterns of interaction at three key social sites.  First, in interactions with 
straight family and friends, I show that sexuality—like race, class, or gender—influences 
the emotion work one is expected to perform.  LGBTQs’ deliberations about belonging 
lead them to suppress or evoke emotions as they work to overcome relational boundaries.  
Second, in interactions with the general public, I find that LGBTQs in the small town 
describe a moral framework of “respect” that compels them to refrain from acts of 
visibility; while LGBTQs in the urban site feel they have a “responsibility” to enact a 
visible gay presence.   Beliefs, in this case, influence LGBTQs’ decisions to engage in 
acts of “everyday queer visibility.”  Finally, I find that rural LGBTQs engage in a process 
of intragroup boundary-work as they distance themselves from other LGBTQ people and 
from a larger gay community.  Contrary to other scholarship and hypotheses about how 
	  	   viii 
marginalized people construct identity and community, LGBTQ people in this site reject 
collective identity, while simultaneously solidifying boundaries between “straight” and 
“gay.”   
While a good deal of other research focuses on LGBTQ identity, this dissertation 
utilizes a “critical interactionist” framework in order to examine the influence of 
dominant, place-based ideologies on LGBTQs’ patterns of interaction.   Such an 
approach offers a more inclusive portrayal of the variety of LGBTQ experience, one that 
does not simply privilege narratives of resistance, but also sheds light on how social 
power functions in the everyday lives of LGBTQs.   
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CHAPTER ONE 
Introduction 
Background 
Elizabeth is a thirty-three year-old woman who works in government and 
community relations in a mid-sized city on the East Coast.  Her wife is a corporate 
lawyer and they live in a brownstone in one of the city’s most expensive neighborhoods.  
Originally, however, Elizabeth is from a small town in Nebraska.  Elizabeth is not 
exemplary of the participants in my sample.  Thirty-five of the lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender, or queer (LGBTQ) participants live in a small town known for being 
politically, socially, and religiously conservative.  The other thirty-one participants live in 
the same mid-sized city as Elizabeth, a city that many of my participants describe as 
“liberal.”  While participants’ backgrounds vary, Elizabeth maintains some ties to her 
hometown in Nebraska from which she is able to offer a comparative perspective unique 
to that of most of my participants.  This comparative perspective is highlighted in the 
story Elizabeth tells me of her wedding, and serves as introduction to the sort of 
comparative interactions that are the focus of this dissertation. 
A few years ago, Elizabeth and her partner decided that they wanted to get 
married and agreed they would elope.  They hired a Justice of the Peace, sent invitations 
for a celebratory brunch to their friends who were local, and mailed marriage 
announcements to family members before leaving for a weeklong honeymoon in London.  
They did not send marriage announcements to family members they knew would not 
support their marriage, and some people declined to attend their brunch due to their 
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opposition to same-sex marriage.  Still, Elizabeth describes being pleasantly surprised at 
the responses of other members of their families.  When they returned from London, for 
instance, a package was waiting for them from Elizabeth’s mother which contained their 
marriage announcement which she had had framed and silver champagne glasses with 
their names and anniversary date engraved on them.  Elizabeth describes the gift as “so 
Nebraska,” but imagines the courage it took for her mother to take their marriage 
announcement to a local framer so that she could give it to them as a gift.   
Even more unexpected is when Elizabeth’s mother asked if they would like a 
wedding reception when they come back to Nebraska that summer.  They agree, and over 
Memorial Day weekend, her mother hosted a wedding reception at the old family 
farmhouse.  Elizabeth describes it as “about as country as you can get,” with barbeque, 
fried chicken, Pepsi, Pabst Blue Ribbon, and a chocolate fountain.  Leading up to the 
reception, however, Elizabeth found herself engaged in numerous conversations with her 
mother about things such as the wording of the invitation.  Her mother consulted her time 
and again and, Elizabeth explains, “My mom was so nervous about the wording.  Like, 
she kept emailing it back and forth to me, not wanting to offend us or say anything 
wrong.”  Elizabeth engaged in these discussions, and also explains that she is not fully 
aware of all of the consequences that may have come to her mother for hosting the 
reception.  She says that she has heard “bits and pieces.”  Her mother’s best friend, for 
instance, told her that she would not attend the reception because she “doesn’t believe in 
what we’re doing.” 
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At the reception, Elizabeth explains that she and her partner were “bracing for the 
worst” and preparing themselves for “things to get ugly,” or for people to ask the kinds of 
“inappropriate, probing” questions that they had encountered in the past.  Instead, they 
were pulled aside multiple times to have people tell them about a gay uncle or gay friend 
of theirs, or somebody who lives nearby, and “they were just glad we did what we did 
because they know their friend would never be able to do this.”  One of her aunts 
approached her and told her that “There’s these two girls down the street from us and 
they’re going to Iowa next month, and they’re getting married and their moms aren’t 
throwing them a shower, so I’m going to throw them one.  They deserve their own 
shower.”   
The evening before our interview, Elizabeth went through the cards she and her 
partner received after they announced their marriage.  As she looked through the cards, 
she noticed a difference between those from people in the city in which they live and 
those from friends and family in Nebraska.  In the Northeast, people often gave them 
cards that contained the language or images of “bride and groom.”  But, “they would kind 
of cross it off and just be like, ‘They haven’t caught up yet,’ or whatever.”  She explains 
that she thinks people in the Northeast thought, “’It doesn’t matter.  They’re cool.  
They’re our friends’ or whatever.  They kind of cross it out—like ‘bride and bride’—or 
make jokes about it in the card or something.”  In Nebraska, however, she notes with 
some surprise, “We didn’t get one of those in Nebraska.”  She explains, “people all, like, 
went out of their way—and I’m talking, like, my eighty-year-old aunt, who they still 
somehow manage to find the gender neutral Hallmark cards.  And we got like six of the 
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same card cause there’s like one or two options of that, with the $5 bill tucked inside.”  
She continues, “But, they weren’t just blank cards….I don’t think we received any bride 
and groom cards from Nebraska…from, like, old people.  These weren’t like our young, 
hipster friends.  These were like our aunts and uncles and grandmas and, you know, that 
whole world.” 
In the telling of her story, Elizabeth highlights some of the instances when she 
was pleasantly surprised by her Nebraska family’s support for her marriage.  But, as she 
tells it, it also becomes clear that she engaged in a good deal of interactional work with 
others in order for the reception to go smoothly.  Like the conversations she had with her 
mother about the wording of the invitation, Elizabeth describes conversations with one of 
her closest friends who contacted Elizabeth to tell her that she was “having trouble” with 
her husband who was “having issues” with Elizabeth’s marriage and wedding reception.  
She confessed to Elizabeth that she did not know how to explain her relationship with her 
partner to him, or to their children.  Elizabeth explains that she understood her friend to 
be asking, “What is the language on this?”, and dove into finding answers to guide her 
own interactions with her friend, as well as her friend’s interactions with her family.  
Over a long series of emails, she felt she helped her friend “find the script.”  In the end, 
the entire family ended up coming to the reception and Elizabeth says, “I don’t know if 
the kids got like the full explanation or not, but they definitely decided to show up, 
including the dad.” 
Elizabeth is more successful in changing her family and friends’ attitudes toward 
homosexuality than many of my participants, and she is unique in that she has a cultural 
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understanding of two culturally distinct places.  But, Elizabeth’s story brings to the 
forefront two points:  1) interactions matter 2) interactions are context-specific.  When 
Elizabeth got married and during the time I conducted my research, same-sex marriage 
was not legal in Nebraska, nor was it legal in my rural research site or in the majority of 
the United States.  For over a decade, before the 2015 ruling of Obergefell v. Hodges, 
which legalized same-sex marriage throughout the United States, the rights afforded to an 
LGBTQ, married individual in one state were often different from the rights afforded to 
an LGBTQ, married individual in another state.  Given that, much of the comparative 
focus on the experiences of LGBTQs has been on these formal inequalities among them.  
Yet, in Elizabeth’s account of her marriage in which celebrations occurred in both a state 
where same-sex marriage was legal and one in which it was not, her lasting impressions 
are of her interactions with her friends and family, and she demonstrates vividly that 
these interactions vary by place.   
In the following chapters, LGBTQs describe interactions with family and friends, 
but also with the general public and other gay people.  Patterns of interaction emerge in 
these interviews, and those patterns sometimes vary according to place.  The focus of the 
dissertation, then, is on this form of sexuality in interaction.  In the following chapters, I 
describe patterns of interaction that emerge among LGBTQs at these three keys sites of 
interaction—straight family and friends, the public, and other gay people--explore how 
and why these patterns exist, and illustrate how sexuality operates within everyday 
interaction. 
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LGBTQ Sexual Identities 
 Beyond legal rights and structural inequalities, scholars have given significant 
attention to the construction of LGBTQ sexual identities.  Much of this work has focused 
on gay identity as it has been constructed out of social movements for gay rights 
(Gamson 1995, Bernstein 1997, Armstrong 2002, Duggan 2003, Ghaziani 2011).  
Broadening this conception of gay identity, which has focused primarily on gay, urban, 
male sexual identities, some scholars have recently turned to the construction of sexual 
identity as its occurs in a particular place, for instance in the suburbs (Brekhus 2003), or 
in “the country” (Gray 2009; Kazyak 2011).  Most recently, Brown-Saracino (2015: 2) 
looks to multiple sites and finds heterogeneous “sexual identity cultures” across four 
small U.S. cities, differing orientations to sexual identity among LBQ women across 
sites, but similar orientations to sexual identity within each site.   
 As a result of her findings, Brown-Saracino (2015: 6) calls for a “sociology of 
variation,” “analytical and methodological tools for pursuing questions about the sources 
of differences rather than identification of generalities,” a concept that previous research 
on sexual identity only implicitly illustrates.  Studies on LGBTQ people in rural areas, for 
instance, challenged notions of homosexual sexuality as confined to cities, but these 
studies--confined to a single site--have not been able to describe differences in 
orientations to identity or explain why such variation exists (Gray 2009, Kazyak 2011, 
Barton 2012).  The nature of previous research, Brown-Saracino (2015: 53) also points 
out, has caused us to explain “geographically variable identities” as “emerging from 
major, categorical differences, such as urban or rural, large or small city, or as relating to 
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regional conditions,” an approach that overlooks distinctions among places.  Similarly 
skeptical of arguments that contend that identity “arises from the group, individual, 
organization, or broad cultural, social, and political context,” Brown-Saracino (2015: 5, 
53) makes the case for identity variation as it occurs at the “meso or place level.”   
 These two related ideas—challenging the emphasis on sexual identities arising out 
of “broad trends in politics, culture, and economy” and, instead, looking to variation as it 
occurs at the place-level—similarly guide much of this dissertation (Brown-Saracino 
2015: 6).  While Brown-Saracino maintains a focus on sexual identity along a spectrum 
of identity politics and integrationist approaches to sexual identity, my findings point to 
even greater variation as it occurs at the place-level:  variation among LGBTQ people 
that is not easily categorized and labeled as a kind of LGBTQ identity, but is better 
understood as differences in patterns of interaction.  Whereas previous research on 
sexuality and place is focused on a single site or, in Brown-Saracino’s (2015) case, four 
small cities with similar features of place--including being “lefty” locales with higher 
than average numbers of LBQ women--my research sites were chosen because of their 
cultural differences.  Throughout the dissertation, I often rely on the descriptors “rural” 
and “urban” to distinguish between the two sites, but do not intend to argue that 
differences in patterns of interaction among participants arise primarily due to simple 
distinguishing features of place category such as population or density.  Rather, I outline 
below an interactionist description of the research sites, emphasizing how participants 
perceive and come to understand the places where they live.  In the chapters that follow, I 
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will describe LGBTQ patterns of interaction as they emerge in these two different 
cultural settings. 
 
Research Sites and Theoretical Framework:  An Interactionist Approach to Place and 
Inequality 
Thomas Gieryn (2000: 471) writes, “A place is remarkable and what makes it so 
is an unwindable spiral of material form and interpretive understandings or experiences.”  
The orientation to the research sites that follows comes from LGBTQs’ interpretive 
understandings and experiences of the places they live, and follows a symbolic 
interactionist framework for understanding the influence of place on individuals.  Gieryn 
(2000: 481), in fact, goes so far as to argue that because of people’s attachments to place, 
“sociologists should perhaps add place to race, class, and gender as a wellspring of 
identity.”  Individuals’ perceptions and understanding of place, I concur, tell us much 
about how their interactions in place are constrained or enabled.  But, I show here that 
place impacts the way one acts out their sexual identity in interactions with others—just 
as it may also impact one’s racial, class, or gender identity. 
Blumer (1969: 2) outlines three basic premises of symbolic interactionism, 
“Humans act toward things on the basis of the meanings they ascribe to those things.… 
The meaning of such things is derived from, or arises out of, the social interaction that 
one has with others and the society….[and] The meanings are handled in, and modified 
through, an interpretive process used by the person in dealing with the things he or she 
encounters.”  When LGBTQs talk about the places they live, actual and imagined 
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interactions with others are at the forefront of their descriptions.  When LGBTQs 
consider how to interact with friends and family, the general public, and other gay 
people, it is clear in conversations with them that they are simultaneously interpreting and 
making sense of their community.  The orientation to the research sites that follows, then, 
comes out of participants’ meaning making and understanding of the places they live.  
Social interaction is both the genesis and product; LGBTQs’ understanding of place 
comes out of social interaction in that place, and patterns of interaction that emerge are 
the result of this understanding.  Blumer (1969: 10) explains that individuals attribute 
subjective meanings to social objects and symbols, and “regulate their behavior based on 
the meaning they attribute to objects and symbols in their relevant situation.”  Objects fall 
into three categories—social (e.g., people), cultural (e.g., ideas), and physical (e.g, 
things)—and the nature of the object “consists of the meaning that it has for the person 
for whom it is an object” (Blumer 1969: 11).  When participants make sense of the places 
they live and deliberate about how to act and interact as a result, they view place through 
this lens, too.  Social, cultural, and physical features of place act as “objects” or symbols 
to be interpreted, and LGBTQs’ subjective meanings guide their interaction. 
Yet, a traditional interpretation of the premises of symbolic interactionism, which 
emphasizes an actor’s meaning-making agency does not fully capture my participants’ 
experiences as members of a marginalized group.  My findings suggest that it is essential, 
especially when describing the experiences of marginalized groups interacting in social 
settings, to account for power.  Alicia Cast (2003: 198) argues, “the relative power of 
individuals interacting in groups is an important dimension of the social context because 
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these power relations shape interaction in important ways.  Indeed…the relative power of 
the person interacting is important in understanding one of the most basic components of 
social interaction:  the definition of the situation.”  In the description of place that 
follows, it is clear that LGBTQ people often define the cultural, social, and material 
features of place in relation to the dominant social group, in this case, individuals who 
identify as heterosexual.  The critical interactionist framework for which Cast (2003) and 
others (Dennis and Martin 2005; Stryker 2008; Burbank and Martins 2010) advocate best 
captures the process through which LGBTQs’ interactions are shaped and the importance 
of place in the construction of those interactions.  My LGBTQ participants’ subjective 
interpretation of the places where they live, while productive of interaction, also 
constrains and patterns their interaction.   
 In recent years, scholars have fruitfully defined “microagressions” as a form of 
dominance in everyday interaction, namely, “brief and commonplace daily verbal, 
behavioral, or environmental indignities, whether intentional or unintentional, that 
communicate hostile derogatory or negative slights and insults toward members of 
oppressed groups” (Nadal 2008: 23).  Recent research has focused on microaggressions 
on the basis of sexual identity (Sue 2010, Nadal 2013), as well as on racial, gender, and 
other microaggressions (Sue 2007, et. al., Sue 2010, Ong, et. al. 2013, Nordmarken 
2014).  Much of this research is based in psychology, pointing to the negative mental 
health outcomes for groups such as LGBTQs who must engage in the cognitive, 
emotional, and behavioral “processes of dealing” with microagressions (Nadal 2013).  It 
has also provided vignettes and case studies that describe such interactions.  In the course 
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of my research, I heard many versions of this kind of “everyday oppression” experienced 
by my participants.  But, rather than focus on how straight people perform 
microaggressions onto gay people, or medicalize LGBTQs’ mental health as it results 
from microagressions, a critical interactionist framework takes these power relations into 
account but focuses on LGBTQs’ own patterns of everyday action and interaction as they 
interpret their social settings and make decisions about how to act within them.  Rather 
than simply describe the “detrimental impacts” (Nadal 2013) that self-reflexive LGBTQs 
describe to researchers when they are able to articulate experiences of microaggressions, 
my research focuses on LGBTQs’ processes of deliberation as they act and interact with 
friends and family, the general public, and other LGBTQs.  Such a focus sheds light on 
patterns of interaction, and a comparative approach to these interactions sheds light on 
the power of social and cultural norms, including the influence of place, in shaping 
interactions. 
 
Cultural Perceptions of Place 
Rural Site 
 One question this dissertation raises is how marginalized or minority populations 
make decisions about their everyday interactions with those who hold greater social 
power on account of their identities.   In the following chapters, I describe everyday 
negotiations of action and interaction that would be difficult to imagine straight people 
undertaking.  When LGBTQ people engage in “emotion work,” for instance, they are 
abiding by “feeling rules” that they did not create but feel they must follow.  LGBTQs’ 
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perceptions and descriptions of their communities illustrate a necessity for being unduly 
attentive to the cultural, social, and physical features of place (Hochschild 1979, 1983).  
And when they make meaning of these elements of place, they are looking for the 
interactional rules and resources of their social settings.  Sometimes these interactional 
rules and resources have been created and constructed by other LGBTQ people; but more 
often it is status-secure actors who have created and defined them but marginalized 
people who are under the most pressure to follow them. To better understand the patterns 
of interaction that I describe throughout the rest of the dissertation, then, it is essential to 
understand how LGBTQs in both research sites interpret the cultural, social, and physical 
features of the places they live.  While everyday interactions are individually undertaken, 
internally deliberated, and interactionally defined, the patterns of interaction that emerge 
tell us much about how place influences interactions. 
 Regardless of their own background and beliefs, the LGBTQ people in my rural 
site present the community where they live as uniformly religiously, socially, and 
politically conservative.  When asked to describe the town, they consistently respond 
with words and phrases such as:  “Bible Belt,” “Bible-thumping,” “fire and brimstone,” 
“narrow-minded,” “small and small-minded,” “old-fashioned,” “backwards, “Bible 
town,” “very Republican,” and “church overload.”  One participant summarizes, “99% of 
people here are Christian and pride themselves on being totally Christian and all about 
God and the Bible.”  Many elaborate to include those religions that they perceive as 
particularly influential to the culture of the area, most frequently naming Southern 
Baptists, but also Pentecostals, Methodists, Assemblies of God, Jehovah’s Witnesses, 
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and, conservative Christians, generally.  They also note the presence of “Bible colleges” 
and “headquarters” of various organizations, including the Ku Klux Klan, various 
religious organizations, anti-gay movements, and Tea Party groups.  Some provide more 
elaborate answers, “You walk around the corner, and you get smacked with a Bible;” or 
“Oh, this place is totally controlled by the church.  I mean, duh;” and “If you don’t 
belong to a church, you need to find one very, very quickly.”  Another replies, “It’s very 
strong anti-Obama, anti-gay, if you don’t believe in my church, you’re going to Hell.”  
One woman describes a culture of church-goers who all think they are “better than you,” 
noting that in her town they shut down traffic lights after church services to let attendees 
exit while others wait to pass through.  The culture, they explain, inspires an 
acceptance—even an expectation—of “gay jokes or faggot jokes about AIDS.”  Local 
churches are so preoccupied with homosexuality that one man, the owner of the nearest 
city’s gay bar, explains that it was in church as a child that he first learned “what gay 
was.” 
 People mostly credit religion for residents’ conservative homophobic and 
religious beliefs, but also describe locals’ limited interaction with people whose beliefs, 
identities, or experiences are different from their own.  Homophobia, one participant 
explains, is “just bred into” the people who live in the area.  She elaborates, “I think it’s 
just being raised, I mean, it’s just the way that they were raised, honestly.  I mean, I don’t 
think it’s anything malicious on their part.  I don’t think they’re out to gay bash or 
anything like that….It’s [the town] just back in the country hillbilly days.  You know, 
there’s no Black people, there’s no gay people, there’s just good ol’ Christian hillbillies, 
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you know.”  Another participant speculates that “people don’t really have culture in this 
area,” and then those same people become teachers and pass their beliefs on in area 
schools.  “They go to a local college, they get a teaching certificate, and then they’ve 
never been anywhere.  But, then they come back and they teach other kids in this area.  
So, it’s like a revolving circulation of people that are not diverse, you know?”  Another 
participant also argues that people in the town “don’t go anywhere,” making them 
“ignorant and sheltered because they haven't been anywhere else in the United States or 
anywhere else in the world.”  She elaborates, “And I think a lot of people that were born 
and raised here, they stay here and they don’t ever leave. I mean, you know, ‘The farthest 
trip was this one great one where we all got in the minivan and we drove to Florida.’  I'm 
like, ‘Whoa.’ You know.  And, ‘Oh my God, we went to Disneyland on the red day!’  
And I'm like, ‘What the hell does that even mean?’ ‘They're all these gays.’ I was like, 
‘Oh, well, yeah. Should have fucking looked that up before you went.’” 
  Understanding LGBTQs’ processes of deliberation regarding how to act and 
interact in a town that they describe here as homogenously conservative and homophobic 
involves the process of meaning-making and social interaction that Blumer and other 
symbolic interactionists describe.  But, the particular perspective of LGBTQ people 
navigating a heteronormative and homophobic culture—or other marginalized individuals 
interacting with those with greater social power—requires attention to power and 
inequality that a critical interactionist framework provides.  Burbank and Martins (2010: 
35) call for such a framework, one that melds symbolic interactionists’ attention to 
meaning-making, reference groups, and the concept of a “looking-glass self” with the 
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“ideological hegemony” and skepticism of an authentic subject of Foucault and critical 
theorists.  They understand reference groups not merely as “the groups with whom the 
individual communicates and whose perspective is used to see reality,” but also the 
means by which “dominant ideology” is transmitted.  Likewise, they emphasize that 
when people “can step outside and imagine seeing themselves as others see them”—as in 
the concept of the “looking glass self”—they imagine themselves as the “dominant, 
ruling, upper class” does (2010: 35).  When LGBTQ people in my rural site deliberate, 
then, about how best to act and interact with others in their community, the “dominant, 
ruling, upper class” that they imagine interacting with are heterosexuals who hold 
socially, religiously, and culturally conservative ideologies.  Their assessment of the 
culture of the place they live, according to a symbolic interactionist framework, is their 
first step in determining how they will interact with others in that place. 
 It makes sense, then, that in spite of participants’ ability to recognize and describe 
the dominant ideologies of their community, very few participants reject outright many of 
the beliefs and values that they see as central features of the town.  Kristy, who describes 
the people who live in the town as “ignorant,” then says that “as a whole” she shares the 
beliefs and values of the town, explaining,  
I like the Bible Belt, family oriented thing of [the town].  I think it’s great.  I think 
the United States, as a whole, has lost that a lot, especially in the bigger cities.  I 
like how safe it is here, you know, and that's because of that. That's because of the 
people. They're good-hearted Americans here. [Nearby town where a tornado 
recently occurred], for instance, is a very good example.  It showed that the 
people in this area really come together very well and care about their neighbor. 
In the cities, you don’t get that. 9/11, you didn’t get that.  So, you know, yeah, I 
do believe in everything here.  
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Jacob attributes much of the homophobia he experiences to religion.  He also describes 
breaking down in tears upon arriving in town after being forced to move back to the area 
for financial reasons.  Nevertheless, he admits that he sometimes goes to church with his 
family.  He acknowledges that the congregants are “not the type of people who are going 
to vote for gay marriage,” but explains, “Honestly, I like to go to church services some of 
the time, mostly for the singing….And I like some gospel music, too.  I was raised here. I 
was raised with conservative views. I do not necessarily go very far with them, but some 
of them do stick around. Again, it's what I called earlier--that setback. So, that's the kind 
of conservative views I have. Based on being raised here.”  Rose, like Kristy, contrasts 
her perception of the culture of the area to that in cities.  She explains to me that she 
knows she could get a higher-paying job in another area, but says, “I feel like there’s very 
strong family values here still.  More so than cities anyway.  Which I share.  I’m very 
much a family person.” 
When Rose says she is a “family person,” she explains that she speaks to at least 
two of her family members every day, and it is this intimate network that most shapes 
her.  As Styker (2008: 19-20) argues, social life takes place “not within society as a 
whole,” but “within relatively small networks of role relationships, many—perhaps 
most—local.”  Rose exemplifies his point that “to the degree that one’s relationship to a 
set of others depend on being a particular kind of person and playing out particular roles, 
one is committed to being that kind of person.” Even in spite of LGBTQs’ understanding 
that part of the culture of the area is a culture of homophobia, most of the rural LGBTQs 
expressed shared values and being, in many ways, “the kind of person” that lives in the 
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area.  Tessa, for instance, tells of an instance when she went to the human resources 
department at her workplace about discrimination, only to be asked, “Why don’t you just 
move?”  Likewise, when she came out to her boss as transgender, he said, “You know, 
you have to move.  You’re never going to be accepted here.  When are you going to 
move?”  She says, “He actually looked me right in the eye and said, ‘You should go to 
‘Frisco.’  I kid you not.  I kid you not.”  She explains, “And I said, ‘Well, I don’t want to 
move.  This is my home.  This is where I live.  This is my home.  Why should I have to 
move for my civil rights to be guaranteed?  I’m not going to drink out of the special water 
fountain for the trannies.  You know, I love my little town.’”  She contrasts herself to her 
brother, whom she describes as a “transplanted New Yorker” who “hates Midwestern 
values, hates Midwestern work ethic, hates Midwestern religious organizations….But, I 
like the fact that I’m a Midwesterner.  I like that I grew up in Podunk.  I like that I’m 
from a small town.” 
 In our cultural narrative of LGBTQ people and rural places such as this, we might 
expect Tessa, in fact, to leave and “go to ‘Frisco,” as her boss suggests she should.  But, 
even in the unlikeliest instances, the LGBTQ people I spoke to are making meaning of 
the places they live and interacting with straight people in ways that are not documented 
or described in much of the literature on sexuality, place, and identity.  Kendra, for 
instance, has described herself as “the opposite” of what the town stands for, noting that 
she is a gay, married woman.  She is also biracial, describes her religion as “pagan,” and 
is originally from the West Coast.  She tells me that she has had many occasions in public 
or at work when people “come up and start preaching to me or hand me pamphlets.”  So, 
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when she began to tell me about the time a stranger called her and told her that they had a 
Bible waiting for her at a local church with a note inside, I shook my head in disbelief, 
assuming that I understood Kendra’s perspective.  Instead, she tells me that she did, in 
fact, go to the church to retrieve the Bible and attended a few services after that.   
 Kendra’s story exemplifies the inescapability of religion in this area, even for 
someone not a Christian.  For others, religious identities and social worlds had been a 
central part of their lives before a realization of their same-sex attraction.  Their 
negotiation of these beliefs and social worlds is even more complicated as they wrestle 
with how to interact with the homophobia of their community.  Mike asserts that he 
“believes just like I did,” except for the way in which Pentecostalism “goes way too hard 
on our lifestyle.  And I think that should be between me and God, not between you and 
me.”  Otherwise, he says, “I believe in the Bible….For the morals and values, yes, I 
pretty much uphold the same thing as everybody else.”  He has tried going to other 
churches, hoping he might find acceptance, because he knows he is not welcome in the 
Pentecostal church, but even in those that are more welcoming, he says, “That’s not how 
I was raised.  I miss it….If you’ve ever been to a Pentecostal church you know it’s real 
upbeat.  Music’s upbeat.  And music’s my life.  So, that’s part of what I miss, being able 
to sing in the choir, sing special music in church.  I miss that part of my life.  And that’s 
why I find it so hard to find a church around here that we can go to.”  In contrast, he 
explains that at another church he attempted to attend, a woman spoke of “how man 
healed her daughter.”  “I’m like, ‘Man don’t heal nobody.’  God gives you the power to 
help that person, you gotta give the credit where credit’s due.  So, I guess I am kind of 
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close-minded about religion in a sense.  I believe in God and Jesus.  That’s it.  I don’t 
believe in Muhammad.  I don’t believe in fairies, I don’t believe in this, I don’t believe in 
that.  I actually get kind of mad when people go around and say there’s no.…we have to 
come from somewhere.  I don’t come from no big bang theory, from the frickin’ ocean 
with a bunch of fish, you know.” 
While many of the people I spoke to are religious, they are divided between those 
who fully share the beliefs that they grew up with versus those who have formed a 
different version of those beliefs.  Suzanne is an example of one of the people I spoke to 
in the rural location who retain their childhood religious beliefs, including what their 
religion says about homosexuality.  Suzanne explains, “And I was raised Methodist.  To 
me, that’s still my religion.  Regardless of my sexuality, that is my religion.”  I ask her if 
there is anything about her upbringing in the church that she disagrees with now.  She 
replies, “There’s probably not one thing I don’t disagree with the religion.  Because I 
know God looks at my lifestyle as a sin.  There’s not really one thing I would change.  
About my religion.  Or any other religion.  We believe in God.  We believe in Jesus 
Christ.  So, there’s really not one thing that I would change ‘cause that’s my belief.”  
When I clarify that she thinks that God looks at homosexuality as a sin, she says yes; and 
when I ask her if she is okay with that, she responds, “I have to be okay.  Cause this is my 
sexual preference.  And I know that’s how he looks on it.  But, again, this is my life.  
He’s put me on this earth for a reason.  He knows.  You can’t hide from God.  I have to 
be okay.  This is my life.  This is the life I chose.”  Her own belief that she thinks 
homosexuality is morally and religiously wrong is a clue to how she might choose to 
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interact with others, especially because she follows with, “All that has mattered to me is 
the people I know, my friends, my gay friends, my family, don’t treat me no different-
regardless of their religion, their preferences, whatever.  That is all that has mattered to 
me.”   
 Others describe feeling deeply conflicted about what their religion says about 
homosexuality and their own beliefs about it.  Rose describes her religious background.  
“Yes, I was raised Assembly of God for twelve years, and then Baptist.  I went to a 
Methodist college, and I went to a nondenominational Christian school….So, I do 
consider myself to be religious.”  Having previously described her struggle with being a 
lesbian inside of these traditions, and fearing that she would be kicked out of the college 
she was attending for being gay, I begin to ask her if she feels there is any conflict 
between her religious beliefs and her sexuality.  Before I even finish the question, she 
exclaims, “Absolutely!  For every day of my life for years.  I would be like, this is not 
okay.  Waking up, not okay.  Now, I've come to the point with just me knowing that what 
I believe in and just my few beliefs or whatever, and the fact that I am a good 
person…But, I just feel like I can wake up every day and be okay with who I am, that's 
it.”  When I ask her if she still feels like her religious beliefs tell her that homosexuality is 
wrong, she hesitates. “Right.  Ok.  Right.  Ok.  I can’t really make a, I can’t really make a 
decision.  Because I feel like it does say that it’s wrong.  It also says that a lot of things 
that are done daily are wrong.  I feel like in this area, homosexuality is the worst thing in 
the world.  They’re like, oh, if you’re gay, you’re going to Hell.  And that’s my brother’s 
response to me.”   
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Traditionally, symbolic interactionism has been understood as a micro theory 
“unable to take account of patterns of inequality and power” (Dennis and Martin 2005), 
and inequality has been studied from a “macroscopic structural vantage point.”  But 
Anderson and Snow (2001: 395), for instance, argue that such an approach to 
understanding inequality “misses much of the relevance to understanding the real-life 
implications of inequalities in the everyday functioning and psychology of social actors.”  
Participants from this rural community describe the way their own beliefs and values 
have been constructed out of interaction with dominant others.  But, when they negotiate 
how to regulate their behavior, as Blumer describes, based on the meanings they attribute 
to cultural—along with social and physical—objects and symbols, they are under 
additional pressure as members of a minority or marginalized group.  Understanding 
patterns of behavior as place-responsive highlights the importance of taking account of 
the ways in which marginalized people interact in response to place-specific dominant 
ideologies or groups, not simply on the basis of their sexual identities or individualized, 
self-serving interpretations of the cultural features of place.  Place, from a critical 
interactionist perspective, offers the “meso-level” (Brown-Saracino 2015) source of 
power and inequality as marginalized individuals make decisions regarding their micro-
level everyday interactions. 
 
Urban Site 
Participants describe the Northeast city in somewhat less unanimous terms, but 
frequently describe the culture as “liberal,” “open-minded,” “progressive,” and “forward-
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thinking.”  Relatedly, they sometimes describe the population as “young,” but also 
“standoff-ish,” and “pretty cold.”  Many point to the population as educated, one 
participant saying that there is “an assumption of a certain level of sophistication or 
intelligence.”  Evan acknowledges that he knows that, in reality, when he is out around 
the city it is “equally likely that I could find someone as understanding and 
knowledgeable as not,” but that he feels that, in general, it is a “city where people have a 
certain level of understanding, an area that really gets it and is known for also being like 
very liberal,” a characteristic of the city that he attributes in part to the number of 
colleges and universities and being at the forefront of the movement for marriage 
equality.  
 In contrast to the explicitly homophobic culture of my rural site, participants in 
the urban site describe the general culture of the city as heteronormative but not 
necessarily homophobic.  One woman observes, for instance, that it would have been 
“really defiant” to talk about her girlfriend in the workplace in the town where she grew 
up.  Here, however, she thinks there are people she works with who probably think it is 
wrong for two women to get married, or for gay people to be ordained, and who have a 
“love the sinner, hate the sin” attitude, but she does not have to work “face-to-face” with 
people who think “gay people are icky.”  While she feels people may be “taken aback by 
it,” there is a “social expectation that people aren’t going to be overtly homophobic—at 
least in the circles I run.” 
 While participants describe homophobia as being less an engrained part of the 
general culture of the city, they still describe individual instances of homophobia—
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interactions with people and communities that I show in later chapters do influence the 
way they negotiate interaction.  Whereas the culture in the small town is one that is 
overwhelmingly and overtly Christian, in the city, participants describe interactions with 
individuals who are religious and believe that it is morally wrong to be gay, but they do 
not assume that everyone they encounter is Christian.  Alessandra, for instance, notes the 
existence of a chapel on her college campus, but after being told by a priest that being 
gay is wrong, she feels she cannot go to church even though she still retains her Catholic 
faith.  She says that she feels like it is a “privilege” for straight people to be able to go to 
church, “but I do not feel like I have that privilege.”  She feels like being Catholic is in 
“her roots” and would want to go to a Catholic church if she were to go; however, she 
says, “I feel like if I was not included from the get-go, I shouldn’t be there.  It’s kind of 
like if you weren’t on the list for a party but then someone is like, I know you, so you can 
go.  No, that was not me.  I was not wanted originally so I do not want to go to this party.  
That’s how I feel about it.  I wish I was on the list.” 
 In both my rural and urban research site, LGBTQs’ perceptions of the dominant 
culture of their communities guide their everyday interactions.  An instance that 
Elizabeth describes exemplifies the way her perception of her city as “liberal” and 
“accepting” of gay people empowers her to interact with straight people in a way that 
rural participants’ understanding of their community does not allow.  As part of her job, 
Elizabeth sometimes meets with government officials.  On this particular day, she is at 
the state house meeting with “all guys twenty years older than me.”  One has just held 
open the door for her and they are in a room “trying to make chitchat” with the state 
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representative when one of the men asks her, “So, what did you and the hubby do this 
weekend?”  She responds, “Actually, it’s my wife.”  The room, she says, goes silent.  
While she senses that the men in the room are uncomfortable with her sexuality, she 
describes how the culture of the city empowers her to respond as she did.  She relates her 
thinking to me, “You know, we’re in [name of the state].  If they have a problem with it, 
they can get out of the room.  It’s like, this isn’t anything.  I found that very empowering.  
Where it’s just like I have full cover and I don’t have to, like, they’re wrong.  The state 
house we’re sitting in affirms that my relationship and my marriage is legitimate.”  
Elizabeth’s actions, while clearly affirmative of her sexual identity are still guided by her 
perceptions of her community’s dominant ideologies.  In this case—unlike in the rural 
site—she is able to use her perception of community’s dominant ideology to her 
advantage. 
 
Social Perceptions of Place 
Rural Site 
 In addition to describing the cultural features of place, participants describe the 
social features of their communities, the people they most frequently interact with.  
According to Cooley, reference groups are “the groups with whom the individual 
communicates and whose perspective is used to see reality” (Burbank and Martins 2010: 
35).  When participants describe the places they live, a different image of the social 
features of place emerge in the rural location versus the urban location.  First, in the rural 
location, participants describe family members as one of their primary reference groups.  
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They describe interacting with family members frequently, but they also internalize one 
of the cultural features of the town, that of--“family values”--as they attach great moral 
significance to these interactions.  Patterns of interaction with family members emerge 
that will be described in later chapters, and as a primary reference group, family members 
are one group through which dominant ideologies are passed along.  But “family” is also 
an explanation that many rural participants give for living in the area, even if they 
sometimes imagine living elsewhere.  One man says, “I like being close to my 
grandchildren.  Some of them come over a lot and my seven year-old granddaughter had 
her birthday here, so we threw a party.  I like that.”  Colt says, “I love my family way too 
much to move away from them….I would move three or four hours driving distance, but 
I’d have to be within distance of my family.  Cause I don’t want to live a plane trip away 
from anybody.”  Rose, who has a degree in nursing, but is currently a home health aide, 
is conflicted about moving.  She says that she knows she could get a better job in a bigger 
city, but “the people who are the most important people in my life are here.”  Likewise, 
Betty says that she and her partner might consider moving if her parents were not alive, 
but questions whether it “would be fair” for them to move now that her parents are in 
their seventies. 
 Sometimes, participants contrast the “family values” of this area to what they 
imagine is the absence of family values in cities.  Similarly, they contrast what they 
perceive as the “friendliness” of the area with the lack of friendliness in cities, a 
characteristic of place that participants often speak about positively.  Betty says, “I think 
that’s the one thing I really like about this area is—people are friendly.  Because we’re 
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really outgoing and friendly people and maybe people from the inner cities, big cities 
aren’t, you know.”  She says that she once visited New York City and “I think one of the 
biggest things that bothered me is that people wouldn’t make eye contact.  I’m like, ‘God 
why aren’t they looking at me?’”  In her town, on the other hand, she says, “It’s corny, 
but, I mean, I wave at people.  I’m out there and somebody honks, they’ll honk and I 
know who they are, you know?”  She continues to relive her trip to New York City, “It 
really got uncomfortable sometimes…and I associate it with…I don’t know, maybe it 
is…they don’t like little country me, I don’t know.  Those damn city folks.  The snobs.  
And it could have been what I was wearing, I don’t know.” 
 While participants often describe “friendliness” as a positive feature of the town, 
they also describe the lack of anonymity as impacting their actions and interactions 
around their sexual identity, especially knowing what they do about the beliefs and values 
of those with whom they are likely to come in contact.  Many people explain that they 
feel they cannot go anywhere without seeing someone they know.  Kristy says, “Because 
people know me in town.  It’s a small town, you know, and they will have heard of me or 
something.  Being a bartender for as long as I was, I mean, I'm not like some rock star. 
But being a bartender when you're in such a small town, anybody that has a drink in their 
life will remember you.”  Another person explains that in a town that is “very 
homophobic,” being visibly out anywhere would “not be okay,” especially because she 
played basketball in high school, which brought with it a “small-town hero situation.”  
Thomas, who just graduated from high school where he was the only out gay person, 
recalls that after he came out,  
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Every single person in that school knew who I was.  It was almost kind of 
flattering.  But, at the same time, it wasn’t.  I had people I didn’t even know…I 
didn’t even know their names, say stuff to me.  Weird things to me.  I remember 
my sophomore year walking into our commons area and people would be there 
eating breakfast and I didn’t eat breakfast, so I would just keep walking.  And 
there was this one kid who sat at this one table and every single day without fail, 
I’d walk by that table and he’d scream something at me.  I didn’t know anything 
about him, I didn’t know who he was, and I never said anything, didn’t know his 
name, didn’t know what grade he was in, had never seen him before in my life 
until he started insulting me.  And they all knew my name.  Everyone.  I don’t 
know how they knew.  I don’t know how it came out so fast.  When I came back 
my sophomore year, it was just like everyone knew, they’d look at me, and stare 
at me like I was some sort of a freak show.  How’d everyone find out so fast?  
Like, everyone.  I don’t know how, but everyone knew.   
 
Francisco explains that he will not date anyone who lives in the town, as long as he is 
here.  He says, “I have a reputation.  This is a small town.  People talk.  And I don’t want 
to have my name on that.  Cause I heard people.  Cause I heard people talk really bad 
about other people and I don’t want to be one of those.”  In a conversation with three 
other participants, Mya says, “It’s still a very small town.  I mean, there’s not a time that 
you would go to Walmart that you don’t run into somebody you know.  If you want to go 
somewhere, but not be seen by people, you gotta go out of town.  Dani agrees, “It’s not a 
town where you can keep a secret.  It’s that small.”  And Gala elaborates, “It’s drama, 
drama, drama.”  Dani goes on, “We all work in the service, restaurant industry and in 
[town], if one person’s worked at one restaurant, they’ve worked at many of the 
restaurants.  ‘I know so and so, who knows so and so’?  Have you heard of the seven 
degrees of Kevin Bacon?  Like here, what name you throw out, you can get back to that 
person within seven people.  It is a small town.”  Another person comments that in spite 
of the town’s continuing growth and the fact that the population is now 10,000, it still 
feels like “it might as well be population one hundred.”  Many participants have 
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experienced especially difficult situations when they came out, and note that it is difficult 
to avoid people who have harassed them in the past because of the “smallness” of the 
town.  Knowing that he was likely to run into someone he knew at Wal-Mart, one 
participant describes waiting until 3:00 AM to go and then making his boyfriend go one 
way while he went the other.  After one run-in at a McDonald’s in which people he knew 
approached him, including the deacon of his church, and yelled at him in language he 
remembers “exactly:” “What are you doing, you faggot?  You homosexual, you probably 
got AIDS by now, don’t you.”  He moved to a different town where he feels like he “can 
be more myself,” but still occasionally runs into “some church people” he knows, some 
of whom recently told him he was going to hell because he had a goatee at the time. 
 In the rural location, participants sometimes contrasted how they understand the 
social character of their community with what they have experienced or imagined in 
cities.  When they make this comparison, they most often imagine a social acceptance in 
cities that would allow them to act in ways that would identify them as gay.  One 
participant says, “In Washington state, there’s a city called Spokane.  It’s like the entire 
city was built for gays and lesbians.  You know?  And it’s just like completely normal, 
you know?”  She compares the city of Spokane to the town she lives where “people have 
never seen it before.”  Another person describes a neighborhood she visited in San Diego 
as a “safe haven for all gay people,” as her partner chimes in, “We do not have that here.”  
She elaborates, “I would say this was two square miles for gay people.”  They have 
talked about moving, they explain, and mention Everett, Washington, a place that her 
brother (who is also gay) encouraged them to visit after he was there, telling them, 
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“Come up here!  You won’t believe how open everybody is up here!”  She says that he 
described seeing gay couples walking through the grocery store holding hands—“with 
their kids!—Back home, you’d be like, (gasps), you’d fall over.”  A teacher tells me that 
when she was in San Francisco a few years ago for a workshop, people “asked you 
questions about your personal life and I talked about my partner and they didn’t care.”  
Still, they often wonder about other aspects of imagined city life that they find less 
desirable—the cost, the “tiny backyards,” the “pace,” etc.  One man, who had, in fact, 
just killed a chicken with his bare hands for his dinner that night before I arrived for our 
interview, wonders aloud where he could possibly ever move where he could “get the 
kind of social environment” that would allow him to be more open about his sexuality 
and still have “his space.”  He expresses genuine curiosity about how the people in my 
comparative site “experience life,” saying, “because in my imagination, I would think 
living in a larger city, you would be able to feel more comfortable.”  He pauses, though, 
and offers an example that illustrates how perception of place affects action and 
interaction, even when actual experience is different.  With great excitement, he and a 
former boyfriend had planned a trip to New York City.  One of the things they were most 
excited about was attending services at the Metropolitan Community Church, a church 
created especially to serve LGBTQ people.  On their walk there, however, he experienced 
homophobic epithets being screamed at him for the first time in his life.  He recounts that 
“somebody yelled from a car and had some very hateful things to say.  We were walking 
to church.  At the MCC in New York City.” 
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 The chapters that follow explicitly describe the social interactions LGBTQs 
engage in with friends and family, the general public, and other gay people; interactions 
that are shaped by LGBTQs’ understanding of their communities.  In previous research, 
when place has been analyzed as an influence on LGBTQs’ identities, scholars have 
generally argued that LGBTQ identity has taken shape in reference to other LGBTQs.  
My focus on patterns of interaction demonstrates that when LGBTQs’ identities and 
actions are shaped by place, interactions with heterosexuals—those with greater social 
power—are as, or more, influential than interactions with a community of other gay 
people, whether at the local level or broader contemporary mainstream gay politics.  In 
Brown-Saracino’s (2015: 30) work on variation in sexual identity cultures among cities, 
for instance, she argues that one (of three) features of cities that serves as a guidepost 
orienting LBQ women toward an identity is “evidence of a city’s social character, 
particularly pertaining to its LBQ population,” emphasizing the influence of LBQ 
women’s interactions with other LBQ women.  Indeed, Brown-Saracino (2015: 54) 
clarifies that, “Thus, even in an article highlighting identity variation, this research 
reveals the degree to which self-understanding remains a collective, interactive 
accomplishment.”  While this dissertation is guided by the theoretical framework that 
self-understanding is interactive, I diverge from the idea that for LGBTQ people, self-
understanding comes primarily from interaction with the LGBTQ population.   
My rural research site brings this argument to light.  Where Brown-Saracino’s 
research focuses on “lefty locales” with a significant LBQ population, and other research 
similarly focuses on places and instances where gay people frequently interact with each 
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other, the experiences of the LGBTQs in my rural research site highlight negotiations of 
identity and interaction as they occur in a place that holds conservatism and homophobia 
as dominant cultural ideologies.  The rural research site, then, puts into sharp relief the 
role of dominant populations and ideologies on the construction of patterns of interaction.  
But, it turns out that LGBTQs in the urban site similarly describe attention to dominant 
populations and ideologies in their own processes of deliberation about action and 
identity.  The differences that emerge are due to a different understanding of the cultural, 
social, and physical features of their place and position. 
 
Urban Site 
 In contrast to the friendliness and lack of anonymity that participants describe in 
the small town, people in the city say that it is “hard to make friends here,” as people are 
not “overwhelmingly warm,” “not as welcoming as they should be,” and “keep to 
themselves and don’t get into your business about stuff.”  Another says that “you could 
be next door neighbors with someone for twenty years and not know them,” “the ‘good 
morning’ and ‘hello’ and the greeting in the street that happens other places does not 
happen here.” 
 Just as participants more often view the general culture of the city as “liberal” and 
“accepting,” in spite of instances and prejudice and homophobia that they sometimes 
simultaneously describe, their overall perception of the social features of the city are 
important in their deliberations about interaction and in their desire to live in the city.  
Evan, for instance, explains that he is “more comfortable” in this community simply 
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because he “knows that there’s a queer population.”  While he understands the social 
character of the city as such, he follows that he thinks that the queer population is 
“surprisingly smaller than one might think for the size of the city or just kind of more 
disjointed.”  He pauses again and then admits that he actually “doesn’t know.”  In spite of 
imagining the existence of a queer community he says, “I haven’t really ever felt I 
could…I can’t find a way to really connect with the community but I know that it’s 
there.”  While some of the people I spoke with in the urban site describe participating in 
some sort of community of LGBTQ people, the majority do not.  In most cases, their 
interactions with other gay people are limited, even while their perception of the social 
character of the community is important. 
 Here, too, LGBTQ people often describe the community in reference to the 
straight majority.  One woman describes her first day of work at a private high school 
after she had just moved to the city.  The principal stood up at an assembly in front of six 
hundred students and teachers and introduced the new teachers.  Two of the teachers 
were a same-sex couple and when he introduced them he noted that they had just gotten 
married.  Paula uses this example to describe the social and cultural character of the 
community to me, saying, “I moved weakly against the wall and thought to myself ‘What 
the fuck is this?  Where am I?’  Cause I’d never seen anything like it.”  She is pleasantly 
surprised—even stunned—by the acceptance for the same-sex couple that the principal 
shows, and her understanding of the kinds of actions and interactions that are acceptable 
come from what she perceives is acceptable to the straight majority.  Another participant 
notes that because there is a “large gay community here,” straight people that one 
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encounters will likely have met at least one other gay person, and another says, “It’s not 
like in a small town where it’s possible to maybe have people who actually believe 
they’ve never met or seen a gay.  I don’t think that’s really probably possible here.”  
These individuals describe a scenario in which gay people have certainly had a role in 
shaping straight people’s opinions about gay people due to their presence and interaction 
with them.  Yet, they still describe their perception of the social character of the city in 
reference to the straight population. 
 
Physical Perceptions of Place 
Rural Site 
 Communities are also characterized by their physical features and material 
resources.  More often than not, when they describe these characteristics, participants 
describe them as resources that constrain or enable specific types of interaction.  While 
some lament the low wages in the area, many also point to the jobs that do exist as the 
reason they live here.  Dani, who currently works in catering at a hotel, describes the 
area’s job opportunities positively, “I don’t think I’d have the opportunities I’ve had even 
work-wise.  To be able to climb the ladder at both ends of the work.  I’ve been at the 
bottom of it, I’ve been a manager at some places and I don’t think I would have had that 
opportunity.”  Her daughter, also a lesbian who works in the service industry, says, “It’s 
kind of a boring town, but as you get older, it’s all about the money, I guess.  Working.”  
Her mother proudly elaborates on her daughter’s job opportunities, “She’s always 
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worked—since she was sixteen years old—she’s unemployed now, for the last two 
months, which is the longest ever, so it’s racking her brain.”   
Many, however, point to their financial circumstances as preventing them from 
moving elsewhere.  While employment or the possibility for it brought or keeps many 
people here, some of the same people who cite this feature of the town also 
consequentially describe being depressed by the necessity of living in this place.  Jacob 
was born and raised in the town, moved away for a time, but eventually came back 
because he could not afford to live elsewhere.  He moved in with his dad and got a job, 
but says that as he approached the town he “felt so defeated.  I remember clearly.  I’m 
coming up [the highway] and I look to my left and I see [the town] in all its glory.  And I 
started bawling.  No way I’m back here.  Oh my god.  Somebody kill me.  Please.  
Seriously, is there a cliff so I can just drive this car off it?”  He explains to me that he is 
“currently trying to leave” again and steps me through his plan.  He will stay with a 
friend after the rental lease on his apartment ends so that he will not be bound by a lease.  
He has also slowly been accumulating college credit and would like to “see what I can do 
with this degree.”  He ponders that it could be a good time to move to the closest small 
city where there is a “bigger gay community,” or maybe even to a larger city in the state--
“big gay community up there,” he explains.  Months later, when I am back in town 
completing research, I run into him.  He explains to me that his plans, thus far, have not 
worked out.  It seems he will be here for the foreseeable future.  Likewise, Kendra says 
that the place “sucks you in; that’s why I’ve been here for five years.  I didn’t plan on 
staying.  I was going to come out here and help my mother, do what I need to do, and 
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then I was going to go back to college.  That’s what I was going to do.  That was five 
years ago.  I’m still here.  Really haven’t gotten any further than I was when I left 
college.”  While there are some jobs available in the service industry, she explains one of 
the financial conundrums of such work.  Businesses that may hire in the summer or fall 
often lay off their employees in slower seasons, “All the money that you've saved up is 
gone. And then you have to save it all up again. And you can make promises that you 
think you're going to do and it's not going to happen.  Cause by the time you get there, 
you can’t, you don’t have time for it.”  Aspirationally, she concludes, “Regardless of 
what happens, the world could end, I’m leaving here.  I’m leaving this place.”  
 Some participants describe the reasons why they like living in the area, but 
participants also frequently cite material constraints that keep them here.  Belle explains 
that it is difficult for her to imagine life anywhere else, having only lived in this one 
place, but lists some larger cities on the East Coast that she thinks would be interesting to 
experience.  She qualifies this though, “Nobody can afford to live there.  For what we’re 
paying here, it wouldn’t even touch anything there.”  She explains that she always said 
that she would move to the largest city in the state, “Always.”  But she says, “I don’t 
know what happened.  Her partner chimes in that she did live there for a short time, but 
found it, “difficult, very difficult….It was so hard.  Like, financially.  No car, working 
three jobs, could barely make bills and really nobody around because everybody was out 
for themselves pretty much.”  But “as far as the lifestyle goes,” she admits, “it was a lot 
easier,” meaning that she found people there to be less homophobic.  Still, she explains, 
she did not understand the “attitude” of the other gay people she met there.  Jacob, who 
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had to move back to town after being unable to afford living elsewhere, explains that he 
“would have liked to explore the intricacies of the gay community more” and “pursue 
these interests.”  He would “love to go and see Stonewall.”  But says, “You know what, I 
have to worry about putting a roof over my head next month.  I can’t afford it.  Because I 
have to worry about paying the electric bill.”  Similarly, Francisco, who is originally 
from a bustling metropolis in South America explains that the job he has now keeps him 
here.  But, he “really wants to move to a bigger city.  My dream goal always was to finish 
up in New York.  Maybe one day I will.  Every time I think about leaving [the town] for a 
bigger city, something happens that keeps me here.  I change jobs, and I was thinking 
about leaving here, and I got employee of the year.  I love my job here…But, if it wasn’t 
for my job here, I would have left a long time ago.”  At the same time, he knows that he 
will never find “the right guy for me in this town.”  Ideally, he would like to be “more 
active in the gay community.”  Although he admits that it will not happen here, he says, 
“I want to participate.  I have tons of dreams.  I want to have my own TV show.  It would 
be a gay TV show.”   
 Max describes himself as a happy person who normally likes himself and those 
around him.  He confesses to me, however, that he has become very depressed as a result 
of living in the town.  His partner’s job brought them here and now back taxes and bills 
from the IRS have “added years to my sentence.”  Material constraints brought them 
here, material constraints keep them here, and he is depressed by the absence of actual, 
physical places to go in order to be around other gay people.   Days before we spoke, he 
and his partner received another bill from the IRS, and having been “very depressed” 
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already, he “just had a breakdown.”  He and his partner were supposed to go to the gay 
bar in the nearest small city “because there’s nothing here.”  But, he has already told me 
he “hates” this bar and hates going because it is a long and difficult drive on curvy, hilly 
roads.  “It’s so awful that it literally drove me to tears.  Like, we’re going there, and I 
fucking hate it, and I don’t want to go, and I just got really emotional.  And I don’t cry-
it’s very abnormal-but I was just so sad.  And I was kind of crying and he’s like, ‘We can 
stay.’  And I was like, ‘No, we should go, it’s the only gay thing around.’”  In fact, this is 
Max’s second attempt at living in the town.  He and his partner moved here for his 
partner’s job, moved away, and then moved back again, a point of contention in their 
relationship.  Because of their financial situation, they felt compelled to take the job here.  
His partner convinces him when they move back the second time that things are better in 
the town now that there is a Super Walmart, a Target, and more people.  Max agrees that 
these additions to the town have improved his experience, but as he drove back into town 
the second time, much like Jacob, he found himself “on the verge of tears.  I’m like, I just 
can’t live here.  I’m going to waste my thirties in this horrible place.”  He continuously 
finds that when he does try to go to some physical place in the area—be it a park or the 
gay bar he describes--he is always disappointed, saying, “There’s nothing here that’s 
good.”   
 Styker (2008: 19) and others who advocate a critical interactionist or “structural 
symbolic interactionist” framework call for greater attention to “the role of social 
structures on social interaction,” arguing for the “utility of thinking of structures as social 
boundaries making it more or less probable that persons with different backgrounds and 
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resources will enter particular social relationships,” or that “social structures on various 
levels and of various kinds operate as facilitators of and constraints on entrance into and 
departures from networks of interpersonal relationships.”  What is inferred from Styker’s 
and others’ explanation, however, is that interpersonal relationships will develop among 
LGBTQs on the basis of shared sexual identity, and that social boundaries will form 
between gay people and straight people due to a different background and experience.  
Using the same framework, however, I find that LGBTQs do develop shared patterns of 
interaction, but that these patterns emerge within the constrained resources of their local 
communities and not primarily in interaction with other LGBTQ people.  When 
participants describe the physical features of their rural community, they describe 
features of place and material constraints that disenable them from participating in either 
local or national, mainstream--urban—gay communities.  Still, patterns of interaction 
emerge, but they are particular to this physical place.  
 Dominant homophobic ideologies are carried out through and in physical places 
in town.  Participants describe churches as “unfriendly” places, as churches clearly 
transmit the cultural character of place that they describe.  But, they also routinely 
mention small and/or locally owned businesses, and they contrast those to national 
corporations.  Participants in the rural site were at a loss to think of places they consider 
“friendly” to LGBTQ people, but national corporations seem to symbolize a material 
resource that indirectly brings them in contact with people and places they imagine as 
more accepting.  Despite being the subject of a boycott by gay rights activists not so long 
ago when its CEO made a contribution to an anti-gay politician, one couple mentions 
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Target as being “really good.”  They stress, however, that they make an effort to go to the 
Target in a town about thirty minutes away in order to avoid seeing people they know in 
the one in their town.  Both women concur, “Barnes & Noble is also good.”  A different 
woman notes, “Starbucks is friendly.  We can go to Starbucks.  That’s a good place to go.  
Very LGBT.” One man mentions the retail store Earthbound that recently opened in a 
shopping complex.  He says he feels “really comfortable” in stores such as that with his 
“sexuality” because of “the way they’re very laid back and open about anything.”  
Another woman notes that she worked at a Cingular when she lived in a neighboring state 
and that they referred to the company as “Quingular” because there were out gay men 
who worked there as well as some lesbians and the company offered partner benefits.  
Two participants work at a Hilton that recently opened in town.  One says, “Hilton is a 
great company for a gay person to work.  It is.  They embrace diversity humongously.  
Even in the middle of the Bible Belt.  On the website-on the main website-there’s a 
whole section talking about the history of the Pride movement and telling employees to 
support parts of it.”  Separately, the other describes the Hilton as “pretty much flying the 
Pride flag” and notes that some people in management are gay.   
 The latter participant, like others who label these national corporations as friendly 
places, contrasts working at the Hilton to instances when he worked for a locally-owned 
company, which he describes as more “conservative” and “old-school.”  If a business is 
locally-owned, most assume that the owners hold conservative and homophobic beliefs.  
Indeed, in a small town such as this, most people know or know of the people or families 
who own the businesses, and their political and religious beliefs are just as well-known.  
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Sometimes, participants simply respond by stating particular family names and 
summarizing, “Anything owned by them.”  One person mentions a particular family and 
says, “All of their businesses.  And there are quite a few.  Because they’ve donated quite 
a bit of money to the right to stop the gay agenda.  They’re one of the ones that stand out 
to me because I know that they’ve went out of their way to do things to try to cause our 
group of people harm.”  The man who now works at the Hilton explains that he was 
aware that his former manager “frowned upon” homosexuality and felt like he was held 
back due to the assumption that he was gay.  Now, at the Hilton, he says that he wears 
bowties to work without fear of repercussion from those above him.  The woman who 
worked at “Quingular” contrasts this experience to working for local businesses that 
operate on the “good ol’ boy system” in which “people who are different are ousted.” 
One participant answers immediately when I ask about unfriendly places, “Small 
businesses.”  Given that the vast majority of the businesses in town are small, locally-
owned businesses, participants’ answers point to the extent of the physical landscape 
from which they feel excluded, or in which they must be conscious of their actions and 
interactions. 
 The absence of LGBTQ groups, organizations, and businesses surely impacts the 
patterns of interaction that develop among LGBTQ people in this site.  Still, one place is 
most frequently mentioned when I asked participants about “friendly” places in town, a 
bar called, “Kamikaze’s.”1  While I knew of the bar, I was unaware of its reputation as a 
place gay people frequented before beginning interviews.  After being mentioned by a 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Name of bar changed, but according to one person, this name was the runner-up when 
the bar was being opened. 
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few people, I went there to observe and attempt to recruit participants on four separate 
nights.  The bar is one large room, located in a strip mall with concrete floors.  The walls 
are painted with fish and fake graffiti, and when I return in the winter, some translucent 
lace curtains have been tacked over some of the “graffiti.”  There are two pool tables, 
some high-top tables, and the bar.  People sit at countertop arcade games playing Wheel 
of Fortune and buy cigarettes from the vending machines.  The bar is always filled with 
cigarette smoke.  It is never busy any of the nights I visit, in spite of my attempts to go at 
times participants note might be more popular with gay people.  There are four 
televisions, and on one night, Law or Order plays on one, and motocross on another.  
Patrons wear a variety of casual attire.  On one occasion, a group of women seem to have 
dressed up in short denim skirts, cowboy hats, and cowboy boots.  Music plays over the 
speakers—mostly country, but with pop songs intermixed, including Lady Gaga.  At one 
point late one evening, a brief and sudden blast of hip-hop and re-mixed pop songs was 
added.  On each of my first three trips, I do not identify anyone  (other than one of the 
bartenders who I already interviewed) who I assume to be gay.  Many of the men and 
woman appear to be coupled.  There are men sitting at the bar loudly talking to a 
bartender about “fucking women,” and I cannot escape one woman—even when I go to 
the restroom—who attempts to commiserate with me about “hating pool tables” because 
her husband “been at the pool table for two-and-a-half hours” on what was supposed to 
be their night out together.  On my fourth trip to the bar, months later, I do encounter 
some gay men.  Two of whom I had already interviewed and three more who agree to be 
interviewed.   
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 While the bar is frequently mentioned as the one gay-friendly place in town, those 
who do mention it always also emphasize that it is not a gay bar.  One participant notes 
the impossibility of an actual gay bar in this town, “Now, we live in [name of town]. 
There is a gay-friendly bar.  Not a gay bar, but a gay-friendly bar.”  Another person 
questions whether it even makes sense to associate the bar with gay people, “Yes, people 
call that the gay place, which is stupid to me because it's just like if five or ten gay people 
show up, now it's a gay bar. Are there gay restaurants too? Is McDonald's gay, you know, 
gay McDonald's now because five people go in there?”  Another notes that the bar even 
attempts to disassociate itself with “that label.” 
 In a town where there are no other places that participants describe as gay-
friendly—besides some of the national corporations mentioned above—I ask how 
Kamikaze’s became “gay-friendly,” if it could, indeed, be described as such.  The exact 
history is not clear, but the people who do have an answer sometimes attribute its 
popularity among gay people to themselves.  Kristy, for instance, says she was bartending 
at a pub in town when a friend of hers who is also gay convinced her to open the bar with 
him.  Another person also mentions that the former manager was gay.  He says, “And so 
people just gathered there and when he left, everyone just kept going there and it was just 
kind of the hang out.”  Dani stresses that Kamikaze’s is “not a gay bar, it’s just a bar that 
gay people are comfortable.”  But, she recalls that someone who is gay worked there for 
seven years and that Kristy also helped to open it.  Max, however, attributes Kamikaze’s 
popularity with gay people to himself, saying that he “made the fucking bar gay” with his 
“bare hands.”  He mentions, too, that when he moved to town, the manager of the bar was 
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gay, but says that it was he who “encouraged gay bartenders he met who were on the 
“down low” to work there and then “went in, spent a lot of money, had them turn off the 
sports, they turned on videos, we put money in the jukebox, we played really gay songs 
and then they had a hopping ground.”  Strategically, he went on karaoke nights and when 
the bar was not very busy which, he explains, already attracted some gay people.  It is 
possible that I did not pick up on anything that seemed particularly “gay-friendly” about 
the bar because it attracts fewer gay people now than it might have a few years ago.  
Some people mention that there is currently a gay bartender and that maybe that is the 
reason some gay people go there.  In my interview with the bartender, however, he 
explains that when he inquired with the new owner of the bar about working there, the 
owner first told him that he did not want anyone gay working there because he did not 
want the bar to be known as a place gay people go.  He says that the current owner was 
“really homophobic when I first started working there.”  But he says that his attitude 
“didn’t bother me,” explaining that the “the one time it really affected anything” was 
when he was trying to get a job there.  In fact, when I ask him more about how the bar 
got its reputation, he seems perplexed too, explaining that maybe that was “more like 
eight years ago when the guy who owned it was gay.”  Others simply declare, “I don’t 
know,” when I ask how the bar came to be known as gay-friendly.  Kendra follows, “And 
even then, it’s not like it lists itself that way.  It’s where everybody goes.  I think, just 
because the bartenders are friendly and now we actually have somebody in the 
community that is a bartender there.  So, that’s pretty cool.  But, I don’t know.” 
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 Kamikaze’s, on the one hand, is the only physical space that gay people in town 
cite as a place that some of them sometimes congregate.  Socially, too, it emerges as 
almost the only space in the rural site where at least a handful of participants attempt to 
attempt to socialize with other gay people.  But here, too, it becomes clear that LGBTQ 
people must police their actions and interactions for a straight majority.  One man 
declares that as soon as he walks in he can tell “if there’s too many homophobic country 
guys in there.”  On some nights, he walks in and might be able to give a friend a hug or a 
kiss on the cheek, but on nights when “there’s like crazy country boys that may want to 
kill people,” it is necessary to “keep it on the low.”  Instead, he greets friend with, “Hey, 
what’s up man”?  On such nights, if another gay man enters and attempts to greet him 
with a kiss on the cheek, he says, “Chill down.  I want you to be you but I don’t want 
anybody to die, you know.  Don’t expect me to come sit at the table with you now just 
because, you know.”  Another participant, likewise, describes monitoring his behavior 
due to the “straight people” and “rednecks” and “ignorant people” that also frequent the 
bar.  He says that he has had to “learn to live with that. I’m not going to walk up to 
somebody and start some shit.  I overheard some guy say, ‘God, how many more faggots 
are going to walk up in this place?’  I’m not gonna turn around and start some shit with 
him because he said something in private to somebody else.  He may have meant for me 
to hear it, but then again, he may have not.  I don’t know.  But, I’ve learned to pick my 
battles.”  He describes one occasion when a friend of his “tried to go in there and hit on 
all these guys.  In front of everybody. That's just not a cool thing to do. We still live in 
[name of town].  What part of that do you not understand?”  The friend then tried to hold 
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his hand and kiss him.  He responds, “‘Dude, are you crazy!?’  I prefer not to get shot.  
Thank you.  I really, really would.’”  Another person describes an instance when he 
sensed that a heterosexual couple “purposely came to start trouble,” loudly exclaiming, 
“Oh my gosh.  Look at that.  This place is a gay place.  Look at all the gay.”   
Kamikaze’s is the one material “resource” or physical space LGBTQs might have 
to interact with each other, but it is still predominantly a straight space, and LGBTQs act 
and interact accordingly.  Indeed, in the rest of their everyday lives, many LGBTQs 
describe attempts to avoid being the subject of someone else’s homophobia.  Here, they 
also often have to think about how they will respond to being the subject of homophobia 
when it almost inevitably happens.  One woman describes an instance when she was 
leaving the bar and some people yelled, “You fucking homos,” at her and her friends.  
She said that one of her friends, “Was like, ‘Dude,’ and leaned over and gave him a hug 
or something.’”  But, then another friend warned him that “Somebody’s gonna do 
something.”  Max, the East Coast transplant who credits himself with popularizing the 
bar among gay people tells me about an incident in which he, his partner, and a female 
friend were there with his niece, celebrating her twenty-first birthday.  A woman at the 
bar had directed a homophobic remark at them and his partner apologized to the woman.  
It upset him that his partner apologized to the woman, so he turned to the woman and 
said, “I'm sorry if you don’t care for it but we like coming here and we have a really good 
time and I was not trying to offend you in any way.  But I do apologize if I offended 
you.”  The woman responds, “Um hmm, I just don’t like it.”  Later, while Max is paying 
his bill, the couple leaves, but then come back into the bar.  He hears yelling and then 
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discerns that they are yelling something about “faggots.”  The woman’s boyfriend then 
screams at him, “You fucking touched my girlfriend.”  Max says, “I'm like, ‘No, I 
definitely didn't do that.’ And he's like, ‘You fag.’  I was like, ‘Are you listening? I'm 
obviously a fag, why would I touch your girlfriend?’  And I'm looking at my niece 
because she was there and it's her birthday, she just turned twenty-one, and our other 
friend, and he's yelling and the girlfriend was like ‘See, I told you this is a gay bar, blah, 
blah, blah.’ I'm like, ‘I wish.’  His friend then starts to push past him to get at the couple 
when the manager comes over and tells Max and his partner that they need to leave the 
bar.  The manager asks what is going on and Max responds, “’I don’t know.’  I was like, I 
just want to go home. This is so stupid. I was, like, I don’t care what they're saying to me. 
I was, like, just let them go.”  He summarizes, “I left with a really bad taste in my mouth. 
I was just super angry that I even had to experience it.  Like it wasn't even on the street. It 
was in the bar that we go to where we're friends with the people there and there's a lot of 
gay people.” 
 
Urban Site 
 LGBTQs in the urban site also describe the physical features of place in terms of 
the interactional resources available.  Many note the surprising absence of gay or lesbian 
bars or other establishments.  Those who live in neighborhoods that some describe as 
“gayborhoods,” known for large gay populations, instead often remark about the 
abundance of straight people who live—or are moving into—them.  Some also describe 
hate crimes that have occurred in these neighborhoods that people associate with safety.  
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Still, participants in the city also describe that they know they can walk into certain 
coffee shops or cafes and think to themselves, as one participant remarks, “Yep, 
‘family’—the phrase that myself and several friends use to refer to people we pick out of 
the crowd as queer.”  Participants here are usually able to name a couple of gay bars or 
refer to LGBTQ listservs that announce upcoming events.  However, my findings also 
suggest that LGBTQs do not frequent these places or attend these events nearly as much 
as popular culture or academic literature would have us believe.  One woman, for 
instance, tells me about a listserv she subscribes to, but when I ask if she attends the 
events announced in the emails, she replies, “I kind of read it and then end up doing other 
things.  And it’s mostly bar and club related and I don’t really do that as much because I 
don’t really drink.” 
 While most participants confess that they do not participate in LGBTQ events or 
take advantage of the LGBTQ resources in their city, some still describe the importance 
of knowing that they live in a place where such spaces and resources exist.  One mentions 
a health care center that serves the LGBTQ community and explains that such spaces are 
“more comfortable than others” because he knows he will not be asked a “billion 
questions” if he ever needs to go there.  Another person admits that she does find it 
difficult to find a way to be “connected to the larger community,” but that the existence 
of “resources should I want or need them makes me feel comfortable and safe.”  For 
some, these resources are, indeed, transformative.  One participant, for instance, 
describes being able to walk into a bookstore and buy a book on gay identity and 
thinking, “Hey, look, I’m in gay school right now.”  These material features of place—a 
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bookstore that sells LGBTQ-themed books—become interactional and identity-shaping 
resources for some LGBTQ who live there.  Another person recounts being able to visit a 
nearby city with a large lesbian population to “go into gay training” and “learn how to be 
gay.”  For others, the existence of these physical features and material resources of place 
simply convey to them something about the culture of the place that nonetheless informs 
their actions and interactions with others.   
 
Sexuality in Interaction:  Summary and Chapter Overview 
 When I asked participants about the places they live, they very frequently 
described them in interactional terms.  Blumer (1969) explains that people act toward 
cultural, social, and physical objects on the basis of the meaning we ascribe to them and 
that these meanings arise out of social interactions.  When participants describe their 
communities, they describe features of place in terms of the kinds of interactions they 
have experienced or anticipate experiencing as a result of the place’s cultural, social, and 
physical characteristics.  Cultural features of place are the beliefs and values that are 
attributed to a town or city’s population.  These cultural features of place serve as signals 
that indicate the kind of person with which one is more likely to interact.  Social features 
of place are the actual people; the way that the population density, expectations for 
interactions, and diversity of the population matters.  Physical features are material 
resources that connect them to or isolate them from other gay people, or that keep them 
financially tethered to a place and its people or able to leave at their choosing.  Patterns of 
interaction arise within these features of place, and continue to be shaped and solidified 
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as people make meaning of these features of place.  Traditional approaches to symbolic 
interactionism stressed actors’ subjective meaning-making and interpretive processes that 
highlighted individual agency.  The narratives of LGBTQ people—marginalized in 
reference to heterosexual people—shed light on power relations and their enactment, on 
the way in which “authoritative and consequential power relations are enacted and 
sustained by real people in ways which contribute to the ‘structuring’ of societies” 
(Dennis and Martin 2005: 207).  Thus, a critical interactionist lens, which considers how 
dominant ideologies are transmitted through interaction, provides the theoretical 
framework for this dissertation.   
Such an approach extends, on the one hand, the concept of microagressions--the 
everyday slights and insults directed toward members of oppressed groups—by 
accounting for the way that patterned behaviors take shape as marginalized individuals 
negotiate and manage these everyday manifestations of power.  It also questions, on the 
other hand, the tendency to focus disproportionately on the resistance of social actors as 
they “interpret and construct lines of action rather than respond directly to the stimuli 
they encounter” (Anderson and Snow 2001: 401, 404).  A critical interactionist 
perspective helps to fill in gaps on LGBTQ sexualities and identities left by a more 
common academic narrative that casts LGBTQs’ actions and interactions only as 
empowered and autonomous, at the individual level or as part of a gay community. 
 What I found, more than clear-cut identities constructed in one place or the other, 
or in relation to other LGBTQ people, were patterns of interaction that were apparent as 
LGBTQ people described their everyday interactions with straight friends and family, the 
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general public, and other gay people.  They were shaped in response to cultural, social, 
and physical features of each place, and shaped as LGBTQs negotiate how to live in their 
local communities.  These ways of interacting did not fall neatly into current conceptions 
of LGBTQ identity.  Eliasoph and Lichterman (2003: 782), in describing “culture in 
interaction” write, “People always make meanings in specific social settings, in relation 
to each other as they perceive each other.  Conversely, though, thinking about these styles 
as patterned, as part of a larger culture, could help interactionists understand how styles 
of interpersonal interaction may have a history.”  They argue that groups develop 
“recurrent patterns of interaction” that they call “group style” (2003: 737)  “Group style” 
arises from “a group’s shared assumptions about what constitutes good or adequate 
participation in the group setting.”  “Groups,” in their article, are organized collectives of 
people—a suburban activist group, members of a fraternal organization similar to the 
Elks Club, or flight attendants talking to each other in the back of a plane--and they 
attempt to explain how people “use collective representations to make meaning together 
in everyday life” (2003: 736).  I want to extend and adapt Eliasoph and Lichterman’s 
argument, first, to suggest that styles of interpersonal interaction not only have a history, 
but also a place, expanding the “shared ground” of social settings to mean more literally 
the towns and cities where my participants live and the community of that place.  They 
also form not only among members of a similar subgroup (e.g., suburban activists or 
members of a fraternal organization), but also among members of a marginalized group 
in response to the dominant culture of a place.  
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The description of patterns of LGBTQ interaction in the following chapters builds 
on symbolic interactionist conceptions of sexuality, and other foundational work in the 
sociology of sexualities.  Gagnon and Simon (1973), applying a social constructionist 
perspective to sexuality, rejected essentialist and biological conceptions of sexuality, 
arguing that sexual conduct is learned through social interaction just like other social acts.  
They called for an understanding of the ways that the “physical activities of sex are 
learned” (1973: 5) and developed the concept of “sexual scripts” to explain the process 
through which sexual conduct is learned and acts come to be understood as sexual 
(Simon and Gagnon 1984).  Kenneth Plummer’s work (1975, 1982, 2003) further called 
for an understanding of the way in which sexual meaning is “socially constructed and 
socially patterned” (1982: 224) and similarly argued that there is “no essential sexuality 
with a strictly biological base that is cut off from the social” (2003: 516).  Among its 
other contributions to the understanding of sexuality and sexual identity as socially 
constructed, Humphreys’ (1970), Tearoom Trade, an ethnographic account of male 
homosexual acts in public restrooms, contributed to an interactionist understanding of 
sexuality through its illustration of “how the same context can be defined differently.”  A 
bathroom is one moment and for some simply a bathroom, and then for others at another 
moment a “context for covert homosexual gratification” (Longmore 1998: 47).  Finally, 
McIntosh (1968: 184) argues that homosexuality should not be understood or studied as a 
“condition” nor even simply as a “sexual behavior pattern,” but that “the homosexual 
should be seen as playing a social role,” and the expectations of playing the role and how 
the expectations are fulfilled should be a matter of empirical investigation. 
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 Much of this foundational work focuses on sexual conduct and behavior.  This 
dissertation relies on these central premises that sexual behavior—like other social 
behavior—is socially scripted and learned through social and cultural interaction.  But, 
where sexual behavior and sexual identities have been more frequently the topic of 
interactionist studies, this dissertation utilizes on a critical interactionist framework as it 
explores patterns of interaction between LGBTQs and others in two distinct places.  It 
also answers the call of contemporary symbolic interactionists who lament that symbolic 
interactionist perspectives “remain underused in studies of sexuality” (Waskul and Plante 
2010: 15) and those who continue to attempt to explore the “’obdurate empirical world’ 
and “search for truth that will hold at least for the time being” while noting the “elective 
affinity between symbolic interactionism and postmodernism” (Plummer 2003).  
In describing the patterns of interaction that emerge at each of the three key social 
sites, the dissertation also takes up the issue of power.  Longmore (1998: 55) laments that 
“many of the criticisms of symbolic interactionism are not inherent in the perspective but 
stem from the relatively new application of symbolic interactionism to social issues.  
This, I believe, is the case with respect to symbolic interactionism’s neglect of power.”  
Likewise, Plummer (2003: 528) speaks of the “promise of interactionist analyses of 
sexuality in looking at power.”  Contemporary scholarship that applies a symbolic 
interactionist framework to the study of sexualities has looked, for instance, at how gays 
and lesbians use appearances to “navigate social interactions to experience a sense of 
authenticity” in gay and lesbian spaces and among each other (Hutson 2010: 215).   In 
describing interactions such as those in the following chapters between straight friends 
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and family and the general public, however, I similarly utilize a symbolic interactionist 
framework but am able to shed light on how social power functions when LGBTQs 
interact with heterosexual social groups.  In an autoethnographic account of the continual 
process of coming out to others, Adams’ (2010: 246) writes, “In analyzing these 
encounters, I illustrate how I trap myself in Mead’s ‘generalized other,’ particularly how 
I try to incorporate the ‘attitudes’ of ‘other persons’ into my conduct and how I try to 
‘justify’ my and other’s actions.”  His account of his own feelings in these moments is 
not unlike the work I do in Chapter Four, in which I illustrate LGBTQs’ patterns of 
interaction with the general public and further illustrate how dominant cultural beliefs 
about sexuality influence their decisions to be visibly gay.  Similarly, in Trautner and 
Collet’s (2010: 263) work on students who strip, the authors explore everyday 
negotiations of stigma management.  They argue that students who strip are able to 
manage stigma by “rejecting stripper as salient identity” and emphasizing their identities 
as students.  In illustrating this case, the authors explain that they “bring stigma 
management processes out of the laboratory and explore how truly stigmatized people 
negotiate and manage their stigma to preserve their sense of self,” and call for other 
sociologists to likewise “consider the nuances of stigma in ‘real life’ situations” (2010: 
276). 
In the following chapters, I show how LGBTQs engage in internal processes of 
deliberation, which I summarize as “believing, belonging, and boundary-work,” that 
result in actual interactional acts.  LGBTQs’ beliefs are shaped by their local cultures and 
the way they “believe” shapes if and how they engage in public displays of everyday 
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queer visibility.  Their deliberations about “belonging” result in acts of emotion work 
with straight friends and family as they confront relational boundaries between them.  
Finally, rural LGBTQs engage in an internal process of “boundary-work” in which they 
distance themselves from other LGBTQ people and from a larger gay community.  
Patterns of interaction emerge, I argue, out of LGBTQs’ interpretations and experiences 
of the social, cultural, and material features of their local communities.  Departing from 
approaches that focus on collective selfhood or “group style” developing out of 
marginalized groups’ interactions with each other, I propose that LGBTQs develop 
shared patterns of interaction but that these patterns of interaction develop more from 
their interactions with their local communities.  A critical interactionist perspective 
provides the lens to look beyond ways marginalized groups are interacting or organizing 
together, but to turn our attention, too, to the ways in which dominant ideologies and 
groups influence how marginalized groups act and interact.  Sexuality is both of and in 
interaction.  The place-based patterns of interaction that I describe in the following 
chapters show how sexuality operates in everyday interaction and, likewise, how patterns 
of interaction for LGBTQs emerge out of social interactions that occur within a larger 
context of power relations.  Scholars of sexuality have long argued that sexuality is 
socially constructed, that it is intertwined with other aspects of identity, and that it 
operates in our social institutions.  Just as sexuality operates within social institutions, I 
further explore how sexuality operates in everyday interaction.  And like scholars have 
shown that sexual identity is socially constructed, I hope to shed light on ways that 
LGBTQs’ interactions are patterned and socially constructed. 
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Sexuality in Interaction 
 
Figure 1. Sexuality in Interaction 
 
In the following chapters, I describe patterns of interaction that emerge between 
LGBTQ people and straight friends and family, the general public, and other LGBTQ 
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Three, “Quelling Emotions or Evoking Confidence: LGBTQs Performing Emotion Work 
to Overcome Boundaries with Straight Friends and Family,” I describe the relational 
boundaries that LGBTQ people experience between themselves and their straight friends 
and family, and the emotion work they engage in as they confront these boundaries.  In 
Chapter Four, “Everyday Queer Visibility,” I expand the act of queer visibility to include 
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political activism or gender transgression, my participants describe their everyday 
negotiations around acts such as being associated with their partner in public, responding 
to homophobia, and public displays of affection.  In these instances, participants’ own 
culturally influenced beliefs about sexuality influence how they choose to act and 
interact.  Finally, in Chapter Five, “Identities in the Interstices:  Intragroup Boundaries 
and Rural LGBTQs,” I draw on interviews with rural participants to illustrate the 
“intragroup boundaries” that LGBTQ people draw between themselves and other gay 
people.  Contrary to other scholarship and hypotheses about how marginalized people 
construct identity and community, LGBTQ people in this region reject collective identity 
while simultaneously solidifying boundaries between “straight” and “gay.”  As a result, 
they find themselves attempting to construct identities in the interstices, unwilling to 
identify as part of a collective gay identity and unable to be fully accepted in their local 
communities.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
RESEARCH METHODS 
 Learning about sexuality in interaction has emerged from conversations with 
sixty-six interviewees--thirty-five participants in a small town in the Midwest and thirty-
one participants in a mid-sized city in the Northeast.  The sample was obtained using a 
variety of methods.  Since the rural site is also my hometown, I was able to use personal 
connections to find an initial group of participants.  My connection to this research site is 
methodologically and theoretically important, but it is also important to note that I did not 
personally know any of my participants (with one rare exception, described below).  
Rather, my familiarity with the town, and connections to family and community members 
helped me to recruit participants.   
In 1981, my paternal grandparents sold their small farm, retired from a 
meatpacking plant after thirty years on the assembly line and kill floor, and moved south.  
As a consequence of my impending birth, my teenage parents had recently married and 
followed along, as did my aunt and uncle.  I lived in this town from birth until going 
away to college, and my family began their adult lives and established roots there.  
Because it is my hometown, I am unusually (for a researcher) knowledgeable of its 
history, demographics, geography, and economy.  I am also intimately familiar with other 
elements of its culture, the kind of familiarity that only comes from having grown up in a 
small town:  what it is like to go to school at the one school in town; who the notable 
people and families are; moments and events over the past many years that shaped the 
town’s present-day character; and so on.  Still, for the decade following college, I only 
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returned “home” twice a year, and to many of my participants—especially those who, 
like me, were born and raised there—I am viewed as one of the few who “got out.”   
Both my distance and closeness to the site became evident to me early on, in the 
recruitment of my first participant.  While on the layover for my flight to begin research, 
I turned on my phone to hear a voice message from Jacob.  My aunt had asked a friend of 
hers to pass my recruitment flyer around at her workplace, and it had found its way to 
Jacob who had decided he wanted to participate after seeing my name on the flyer.  
Likewise, as soon as he said his name, I knew exactly who he was, although I had not 
thought about him in years.  Jacob and I were in the same grade throughout school, until 
he became conspicuously absent from my memory at some point during high school.  
That night, during our interview, I found out that Jacob had dropped out of high school as 
a result of the intense harassment and bullying he had received on suspicion of being gay.  
In his words, “As soon as people learned the word ‘faggot’ in fifth grade, I was never 
called by my actual name again.”  
Jacob, then, is one of the only participants I can say that I knew in some way, but 
even then, he is not someone I would have had means or a reason to be in touch with 
before beginning research for the project.  In fact, I believe that Jacob, like most of my 
participants, would have remained unknown to researchers without a connection to the 
community.  Often, when LGBTQ people or other marginalized groups are the focus of 
research, researchers recruit participants who are already organized in some way around 
that shared aspect of identity.  They might be members of the same friend group, a 
professional organization, or an online community or listserv.  Mary Gray (2012), for 
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instance, describes connecting with members of the Kentucky Fairness Alliance, a 
statewide LGBT advocacy organization, to recruit members and lobby with them at the 
state capitol in her research for Out in the Country.   
Berea, Kentucky, her primary field site, is described on the town website as a 
place with a “longstanding tradition of diversity, social justice, environmental 
responsibility, and community service” and Berea College (from where she recruited 
more participants) was founded by, according to their website, “ardent abolitionists and 
radical reformers.”  The college’s mission and values include “peace with justice” and 
“an inclusive Christian message of impartial love.”  It is not surprising that in many cases 
researchers who are professors look for LGBTQ people—even in rural places—in these 
organizations, on college campuses, among the more highly educated, and in towns 
known for their “liberal” values.  The only college that is associated with the area where I 
conducted my research, on the other hand, is open and adamant about the “disciplinary 
action” that will come to any student or employee who engages in “homosexual 
conduct.”  In other words, this would not be a place where an out-of-town researcher 
could come to recruit LGBTQ students, even though at least one of my participants had 
attended the college.   
When researchers look to LGBT listservs or organizations to recruit participants, 
they are more likely to speak with a small group of people who are organizing around a 
shared aspect of identity and are also possibly engaged in some type of activism together.  
It is not surprising that if scholars are speaking primarily with these people, the narratives 
that emerge emphasize resistance and community.  While a small sample in a qualitative 
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study cannot serve as representative of all rural gays and lesbians, or even those in this 
particular town, the connection with this community as a result of having grown up in the 
area allowed me to recruit a different population.  Indeed, in this town, there are no 
LGBT organizations, listservs, groups, centers, or businesses.  The dissertation focuses 
on everyday life for LGBTQs—interactions with friends, family, and neighbors—and my 
sample, I believe, is similarly composed of “everyday” LGBTQ people.   
In another study of rural LGBTQs, Bernadette Barton (2012: 8), as a result of her 
experience after having moved to Kentucky for a faculty position and being an out 
lesbian, goes into her research in order to explore how the “widespread, institutionally 
sanctioned practices of exclusion, rejection, and abuse affect gay children, adolescents, 
and adults within their own families and communities in the Bible Belt.”  Barton (2012: 
15) admits that she is an “outsider of Bible Belt Christian cultural norms,” and that “Bible 
Belt Christianity was initially so foreign to me.”  Perhaps in part due to her 
acknowledged “outsider” status, Barton paints a picture of the rural as an exotic place, 
unknown and unfamiliar to her colleagues outside of Kentucky.  While describing this 
place and its widespread, institutionally sanctioned homophobia for her “family members 
in Massachusetts and California” and her “gay friends in urban coastal areas” is surely 
important, I think this approach fails to capture the construction and negotiations of 
identity and interaction in which her participants in the Bible Belt actually engage (2012: 
8). 
As with Jacob who learned of my project through my aunt’s friend at his 
workplace, some of my first participants came through personal connections.  When my 
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mom asked me to come along to meet up with her former co-workers--tellers at a local 
bank--for a drink, I brought along my recruitment flyers and asked the group of 
Republican, Southern Baptist women if they knew anyone who was gay.  After working 
through their own initial discomfort, some of them said things like, “Well, you know my 
friend, so-and-so, is.”  I asked them if they would pass my information along and ask 
their friends if they would be willing to participate.  In one such case, one of the women 
revealed that a co-worker’s eighteen year-old son was gay, a reality that was obviously 
not a frequent topic of conversation between the two women.  After persuading her to 
give the flyer to her co-worker, she came back to me days later saying that the woman 
had pushed the recruitment flyer back at her, saying that her son was “busy.” The next 
day, however, I received a call from her.  Her co-worker had come in the next day, with 
her son’s phone number to give to me, and said that she had spoken to him and that he 
really wanted to participate.  In another case, my uncle had performed some electrical 
work for a local business and, after getting to know the owner, eventually found out she 
was a lesbian.  At my urging, he asked her if she would participate.  My grandmother 
tapped a neighbor on the shoulder during Catholic mass to ask if he would participate (he 
did not), and my mom knew of a couple of people who would be willing to participate 
from the self-described “encouraging” church she had been attending in recent years.  It 
is only as the result of connections to the community such as this that I was able to begin 
speaking to people.  And while these connections began as a result of loose connections 
to me personally, the nature of a small town is such that “everyone knows everyone,” and 
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my impression is that I recruited a diverse, but representative sample of the LGBTQ 
people in town, people from various friend groups, workplaces, places of worship, etc. 
My sample was further diversified through snowball sampling (Neuman 2003: 
24).  After each interview, I asked participants if they knew other LGBTQ people who 
might be willing to speak with me.  In most cases, participants did not identify other 
LGBTQ people as among their closest friends, but many participants generously asked 
the LGBTQ people they did know if I could contact them.  I quickly learned that the kind 
of communication and scheduling to which I am presently accustomed would not be 
successful here.  For the most part, my rural participants did not use email or consult 
calendars.  Participants would often text me a phone number of someone they knew 
following our interview.  I would then call the person to introduce myself and the project 
and ask them if they would participate.  As texting seemed to be the preferred method of 
communication for most people, I would sometimes follow up with the person via text 
message after speaking to them on the phone or leaving them a voice message.  Those 
who agreed to be interviewed usually proposed meeting soon, often that day or the next.  
The majority of jobs in this area are in the service industry and, as such, many contacts 
and participants have irregular and constantly changing work schedules.  If I was lucky 
enough to catch them on a day off when they did not already have plans to be at the lake, 
they often just proposed, “Why don’t you come on over now?”  On the other hand, if I 
did not catch them at a particularly convenient time, they were often hesitant to schedule 
something for the future.   
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While there are no LGBTQ organizations or listservs in the town where I 
conducted the majority of my interviews, I did post my recruitment advertisement to a 
listserv based in a small city forty-five miles north of the town.  Through this listerv, I 
recruited a few additional participants.  For instance, the owners of “the only gay bar for 
two hundred miles in any direction” contacted me through this listserv and I interviewed 
them even though they live far down a dirt road on the outskirts of the small city and not 
in my primary field site.  I also interviewed a few other people through this listserv who 
live in the same rural region as the majority of my participants, but not in the same town.   
Finally, I conducted ethnographic observations and attempted to recruit participants at 
Kamikaze’s, the bar in town that participants describe as “not a gay bar,” but where I was 
told gays and lesbians sometimes go.  During the summer when I conducted the majority 
of my fieldwork, I never met an openly gay person at this bar with the exception of one 
of the bartenders who I had already interviewed.  In the winter, during a second trip to 
finish interviews and fieldwork, I finally met a couple of men at this bar who agreed to be 
interviewed, but only--I learned later--after assessing me for my “warmth” and 
“trustworthiness.” 
I attempted to recruit my urban sample through similar means, while also 
attempting to obtain a representative sample of the urban population in terms of race, 
class, and other demographic characteristics, and also a group that mirrored my rural 
sample to some degree.  For instance, since most of my rural sample is working-class, I 
tried to recruit a number of working-class people in the city, with limited success.  
Conversely, in the rural location, I actively tried to recruit people with college degrees or 
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those in jobs that require a college degree, also with limited success.  In the end, my 
urban sample is only somewhat racially and class diverse and likely less “representative” 
of the population of the city than my rural sample.   
In the city, too, I began by asking friends and acquaintances if they knew anyone 
who would be willing to participate, and then used snowball sampling.  I found two 
people through attempts to recruit at a lesbian bar and a gay bar.  I also found a few 
people from a craigslist ad I posted.  I reached out to LGBTQ organizations with no 
success, but did interview the owner of a large lesbian events planning organization who 
I contacted through the internet.  While I was able to find and interview thirty-five people 
in the rural location over the course of about three months, recruiting and interviewing 
thirty-one people in the city took me over a year.   
Participants, at the time of the interview, ranged in age from eighteen to seventy-
four.  Thirty-three identify as women and thirty-three identify as men, three of whom are 
transgender.  In the rural location, three participants attended more than four years of 
college; nine have college degrees; sixteen have “some college;” and seven have a high 
school degree or less.  While a majority of rural participants have “some college,” only 
about four participants have jobs that would likely require a college degree.  In the urban 
location, eleven have attended more than four years of college (of this group, most have 
some kind of Masters degree, e.g., MBA, MSW, Masters in Education); fifteen have the 
equivalent of a Bachelor’s degree; three have “some college;” and two have a high school 
degree or less.  Most of the urban participants, but not all, are employed in jobs that 
would likely require a college degree.  The rural sample is mostly white—thirty-one—
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(which is reflective of the population of the town); one is half Japanese and half white, 
two are Black, and one is Brazilian.  In the urban sample, twenty-four are white, two are 
Latino/a, one is Black/biracial, and four are Black.  Names2, gender, age, race, and 
occupation of participants are listed in the charts below.   
Rural 
Participants 
    
Name Gender Age Race Occupation 
Jacob Man 29 White/Japanese Sales 
Darlene Woman 46 White Sales 
Alex Man 33 White Breeds dogs 
Ben Man 31 White Former sales/breeds 
dogs 
Kendra Woman 25 Black Cook/retail 
Finn Man 24 White Bartender 
Hunter Man 35 White Former dancer/resort 
management 
Jeremy Man 37 White Former police 
officer/student/medical 
Kelly Woman 32 White Customer service 
Samantha Woman 38 White Teacher 
Max Man 36 White Former teacher/former 
sales/bank teller 
Suzanne Woman 46 White Truck driver 
Melvin Man 73 White Retired 
Leroy Man 74 White Retired 
Betty Woman 43 White Former physician’s 
assistant/business 
owner 
Kristy Woman 36 White Firefighter 
Rose Woman 25 White Registered nurse/home 
healthcare 
Rhea Woman 34 White Accounting 
Leighton Woman 27 White Warehouse worker 
Dani Woman 38 White Former restaurant 
work/hotel banquets 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 All names are pseudonyms to assure confidentiality.  These names are used throughout 
the dissertation.  Chart serves as reference for site and demographic information for each 
participant.   
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Mya Woman 20 White Restaurant server 
Gala Woman 30 White Assistant manager of 
restaurant 
Belle Woman 34 White Dog groomer 
Jessica Woman 36 White Retail/animal care 
Fletcher Man 64 White Owner of gay bar 
Owen Man 58 White Owner of gay bar 
Thomas Man 18 White Restaurant 
server/student 
Tessa Transgender 
woman 
49 White Registered nurse 
June Woman 42 White Student 
Adam Man 27 White Former 
entertainer/restaurant 
server 
Francisco Man 29 Brazilian Restaurant supervisor 
Colt Man 23 White Fast food restaurant 
manager 
Mike Man 31 White Singer/Restaurant 
server 
Scott Man 25 White Retail 
Johnny Man 44 Black Entertainer 
Table 1. Rural Participants 
 
 
Urban 
Participants 
    
Name Gender Age Race Occupation 
Cooper Man 27 White Marketing 
Darcy Woman 40 White Librarian/artist 
Madeline Woman 30 White Librarian 
Jake Man 34 White Graduate student 
William Man 54 White Consultant/business owner 
Alice Woman 40 White Teacher 
Charlie Man 39 White Vice president of account 
management/marketing 
Evan Transgender Man 28 White Unemployed 
Stella Woman 24 White Student/retail 
Norton Man 47 White Mortgage broker 
Ruth Woman 31 White Administrative assistant 
Chet Man 35 Black Sales/marketing/publicity 
Damien Man 50 Black Healthcare executive 
Warren Man 58 White Banker 
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Paula Woman 62 White Teacher 
Alessandra Woman 21 Latina Student 
Elizabeth Woman 33 White Government and community 
relations 
Clyde Man 55 White Human relations 
Luke Man 48 White Chief Information Officer 
Brianna Woman 23 White Student 
Harold Man 43 White State government 
Kamar Man 27 Black Unemployed 
Sasha Woman 38 Black Counselor 
Luis Man 54 Latino Healthcare executive 
Liv Woman 50 Black/biracial Administrative 
assistant/writer 
Svetlana Woman 28 White Retail 
Cora Woman 23 White Research assistant 
Shay Woman 55 White Unemployed/social worker 
Addison Woman 26 White Police officer 
Dash Queer/transgender 
man 
34 White Laboratory assistant 
Ann Woman 44 White Lesbian event 
planning/consultant/graduate 
student 
Table 2. Urban Participants  
 
Interviews and Follow-up Interviews 
 I used an interview guide to conduct in-depth, semi-structured interviews (Patton 
2002).  But before asking any specific questions, I asked participants to share their life 
stories--encouraging them to take me through the major chapters of their lives, what they 
were doing, who they were with, where they were living in those chapters, as well as 
moments when relationships or sexuality were particularly important.  Through life 
narratives, I sought to elicit the participants’ life stories, beliefs, and experiences in their 
own words.  One goal of narrative research that elicits life stories is giving voice to 
marginalized others (Maynes, Pierce, and Laslett 2008), through “detailed accounts rather 
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than brief answers or general statements” (Reissman 2008: 23).  Narrative interviews 
illuminate much about how culture shapes individual identity (Mishler 1986; Leiblich, 
Tuval-Mashiach, and Zilber 1998; Patton 2002; Chase 2005; Maynes et al. 2008), in part 
by the way that personal narratives “open up a culture and reveal the operation of 
otherwise obscured transactions, social conventions, mythologies, meanings, and 
motivations” (Maynes et al. 2008: 130).  Opening interviews with life stories helped me 
to understand how individuals act and construct identities within certain cultural milieus. 
And as participants’ narratives reveal much about their cultural context, they 
simultaneously describe not only experiences, but “emotions, thoughts, and 
interpretations” (Chase 2005: 206), clues to how individuals are choosing to act and 
construct their identities.  Life stories at the beginning of interviews also helped guide the 
rest of the interview, enabling me to ask better questions and providing context and 
background for participants’ answers. 
 After hearing their abbreviated life stories, I then conducted in-depth, semi-
structured interviews.  I asked about their sexual identities; coming or being “out”; 
relationships and interactions with friends and family; their workplaces; the communities 
they are part of; their beliefs and values; their perception of their community and 
community members’ beliefs and values; whether they have ever experienced anything 
they would describe as homophobia; and so on.  Interviews lasted, on average, about two 
hours, ranging from one to over three hours in length.  Participants also filled out a 
worksheet before the interview in which they provided demographic and identity 
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information such as gender, sexuality, race/ethnicity, occupation, relationship status, 
residential history, religion, education, parents’ education, etc. 
 I conducted second interviews with ten participants.  At the conclusion of first 
interviews, I gave participants a handout with prompts for thinking or journaling about 
their everyday interactions over the course of the next two to three weeks and the option 
to meet with me again.  Nine participants in the rural location opted to meet with me in 
person to discuss their experiences and interactions in the weeks after our interview.  In 
the urban location, I conducted a second interview with one person, but more frequently 
communicated by email with participants after interviews; and some urban participants 
sent me observations about interactions, experiences, or other things that occurred to 
them in the weeks following our interview.   
 
Ethnographic Observation 
 While the primary research method for the project is in-depth interviewing, I also 
conducted limited ethnographic observations.  I asked all participants during interviews 
about places they consider LGBTQ “friendly” and “unfriendly.”  I then conducted 
ethnographic observations at some of these sites, often with the intention of trying to 
recruit participants.  In the rural location, a number of participants mentioned a bar in 
town, Kamikazes3, described in the introduction.  Upon hearing about it from 
participants, I went to this bar a number of times to conduct ethnographic observations.  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 Acceptance of protocol through Boston University Institutional Review Board prohibits 
me from naming towns, cities, or distinguishing features of towns and cities in this 
project.  Names of places such as this bar have been changed so as not to reveal the 
location of the town. 
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A few of my participants also mentioned one “friendly” church in town, so I attended a 
service.  In the urban site, I put myself on LGBTQ listservs and kept up on LGBTQ 
events happening in the city.  I went to some of these bars and restaurants, conducting 
ethnographic observations and also posting my recruitment ad on bulletin boards and in 
bathrooms.  I was able to recruit a couple of people from these bars in both locations, but 
posting ads was entirely unsuccessful. 
 
Data Analysis 
 Every interview was digitally recorded and transcribed in full.  I transcribed the 
majority of the interviews, while approximately twenty were completed by a professional 
transcription service.  I used Atlas.ti to assist in coding interviews according to major and 
minor themes that emerged (Patton 2002, Reissman 2008).  Initial codes using Atlas.ti 
were primarily thematic (e.g, respect, individualism), descriptive (e.g, coming out, 
homophobia), and categorical (e.g., significant others, place).  After coding in this way, I 
was able to group data by chapter.  I then printed the data for each chapter and hand-
coded data with attention to theory, theme, and argument.  In the process of hand-coding 
the data, each chapter’s argument emerged, and I organized data in outline form. 
 Through the process of interviewing and then coding the data, it became 
increasingly clear that I was accessing data that captured people’s emotions, feelings, 
motivations, and processes of deliberation and negotiation.  Allison Pugh (2013: 65) 
explains that in-depth, interpretative, conversational interviewing allows researchers 
access to such “emotional commitments” that “…potentially shape what action seems 
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possible.”  She explains that we can then “analyze people’s talk for the feelings that 
embed their narratives, and the management of their feelings that their schematic 
commitments require.”  Using such an interview method, arguing against scholars who 
claim otherwise, Pugh claims that researchers can “excavate and interpret emotions” that 
then give us insight into how culture influences action (2012: 44).   
 In the course of every interview, I attempted to access and obtain the diverse kind 
of data and responses that Pugh (2013: 50) describes.  She points out that in a single 
interview, an interviewer can access a variety of insight into “the culture they 
[participants] use” in the form of motivations, beliefs, meanings, feelings, and practices.  
I attempted to obtain what she refers to as “schematic” data, data that comes from 
encouraging participants to offer specific examples that serve to “ethnographize” the 
interview.  These details, Pugh explains, are interesting not only to give us the “’facts’ of 
the case,” but more importantly for what they show us “about the windows—the 
particular frames through which respondents view the world.”  Indeed, probing 
throughout interviews in this way transformed the project from one that might simply 
account for or recount the homophobia experienced by participants (the “facts” of the 
case) into one in which participants’ negotiations, beliefs and values, and emotions are 
central.   
 I also attempted to be attentive to “visceral” data and “meta-feelings,” as Pugh 
describes them.  Visceral data—often accessed through “verbal missteps, facial cues, 
potent silences, or convulsed or halting syntax”—provide access to “an emotional 
landscape of desire, morality, and expectations that shapes their actions and reactions” 
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(Pugh 2013: 50-51).  When participants described their interactions with friends and 
family, the general public, and other gay people, they were often conflicted between their 
beliefs and their actions.  Being attentive to this visceral data, as Pugh describes it, 
allowed me to better access participants’ thought processes and internal deliberations in 
these moments.   
Some of the data I obtained can also be classified as “meta-feelings,” which Pugh 
(2013: 52) defines as “how we feel about how we feel…[they] situate emotions 
culturally, giving a sense for how safe or free or proud (or ashamed or horrified) someone 
might be to claim a particular feeling, and thus to act upon it.”  When rural participants, 
in particular, frequently describe reasons for their actions in ways that could reasonably 
be understood as internalized homophobia, meta-feelings can serve as a window into how 
strongly they are influenced by the cultural repertoires and resources available to them.  
Patterns in participants’ thoughts, feelings, and beliefs emerged through analysis of what 
I heard, and those patterns guide the arch of the arguments in the following chapters. 
But the specifics of these patterns will likely change over time, along with cultural 
changes.  In one case, a participant adamantly defends not being out to her children as 
best for them.  It is clear that at this moment she will not be convinced that her way of 
acting is anything other than what is right and best.  In another, a participant says that he 
does not think it is right for him to have children “in a gay setting,” but then pauses, 
stumbles, and asks my opinion.  Pugh (2013: 51) argues that meta-feelings “capture the 
felt collision between two levels of culturally shaped emotions—a deep, primal level 
forged in our earlier experiences and, another, generated by the cultural frameworks of 
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the social contexts in which we find ourselves today.”  In both cases, culture shapes the 
emotions and the frameworks that lead both participants to a similar conclusion and way 
of acting.  But, attention to meta-feelings shows that, like all culturally and socially 
constructed beliefs and values, these too are subject to change over time.  The woman 
who adamantly insists on the moral superiority of her actions and viewpoints may 
currently have more deeply felt emotions influenced by her cultural framework than the 
man who pauses and asks my opinion.  But, the differences in these meta-feelings (one 
who seems to be looking for a cultural resource to change his mind versus the strength of 
the woman’s conviction) illustrate how attention to “how we feel about how we feel” can 
expose those beliefs and values that might change more or less quickly. 
 In the following chapters, I will discuss common topics in LGBTQ studies: 
homophobia, visibility, collective identity, and the like.  But, through this method of 
interviewing, I have attempted to access “an emotional landscape that brings a broader, 
social dimension to individual motivation” (Pugh 2013: 43).  Pugh (2013: 49) argues that 
“(always culturally situated) emotions are worth investigating for their impact on the 
cultural schemas people deploy, for example, in their reasoning, and vice versa.  
Informants tell us not just what they think and feel but how it feels to feel that way—for 
example the emotional environment that they inhabit and the particular pressures this 
world puts on them.”  It is vital, I believe, when describing and analyzing the experiences 
of marginalized individuals not only to observe their actions, but to attempt to understand 
in their words those emotions, reasoning, and pressures.   Action alone tells us little about 
how culture actually operates in and through individuals.  In the following chapters, it is 
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my hope that a focus on these internal aspects of the individual will help us better 
understand the elements of culture that impact action and interaction, especially as they 
relate to marginalized individuals.  
 In a recent debate, Khan and Jerolmack (2013, 2014) argue that interviewing is a 
poor method for understanding what actors do in the world.  They claim that attitudes and 
dispositions are poor predictors for actual behavior, calling this the “attitudinal fallacy.”  
Instead, they advocate for ethnography as a more reliable research method, claiming that 
if they had only conducted interviews without also doing ethnographic observations in 
their own research, the account that would have emerged would not have reflected the 
reality of the situation.  In this particular case, they reference Khan’s research with 
adolescents at an elite boarding school who “say meritocracy,” but “do privilege.”  They 
(2013: 18) argue that “many sociologists do not really care what people do, but instead 
only care about that they say they think they do—their cultural frames or interpretive 
schemas that they reportedly bring to situations, the values they claim to hold, their self-
reports of behavior and so on.”  They then criticize these sociologists for then assuming 
that this sort of sense-making and self-reported behavior is “predictive of social action,” 
and conclude that they are “wary of verbal accounts as representative of ‘real’—that is, 
everyday, life” (Khan and Jerolmack 2013: 18).   
 Khan and Jerolmack’s (2013) belief that there is a discrepancy between thought 
and action, in fact, only underscores the importance of interviewing as a research method 
when attempting to better understand the lived experiences of marginalized groups.  
Whereas Khan and Jerolmack argue that ethnography reveals their participants “doing 
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privilege” in a way that interviews with them do not capture, observed action cannot 
capture the cultural constraints that my participants feel and experience.  In contrast, 
Swidler and Lamont (2014) write in response to Khan and Jerolmack that they are  
“rooting for a far more capacious conception of causal processes that makes room for 
considering how social and cultural structures and resources enable and constrain human 
action,” I agree.  Simply observing LGBTQs’ interactions would presume autonomy and 
hide the social and cultural pressures that may well enable and, more importantly to this 
point, constrain their action.  While Khan and Jerolmack (2014: 18) question the 
existence of empirical data that reflects “that cognitive frameworks are actually reflected 
in social action,” the values, beliefs, pressures, and emotions that my participants express 
in the following pages do, I argue, give us a more full accounting of the “why” behind 
their actions, as well as a better understanding of how place and culture shape these 
actions and interactions.  In Chapter Four, “Everyday Queer Visibility,” for instance, I 
rely on participants’ accounts of interactions and everyday visibility—“schematic data” 
(Pugh 2013)—to set the scene, but then come to understand the cognitive processes 
behind their action or inaction as they further explain their reasoning to me.  When I find, 
for instance, that an internalized moral framework of “respect” discourages LGBTQ 
people in the rural location from engaging in acts of everyday queer visibility while a 
moral framework of “responsibility” empowers the LGBTQ participants in the urban area 
to engage in those actions, the data sheds light on the cognitive process behind 
participants’ action.  It is also true, however, that participants in the urban location often 
desire to act out their moral framework through acts of visibility, but other cultural and 
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structural pressures prevent them from doing so.  This is also important, for while people 
may desire to act a certain way, we only can know anything of what is preventing them 
from doing so through talking to them.   
 Khan and Jerolmack focus their critique of interviewing as a research method 
around Khan’s experience interviewing elites—students at a private boarding school. 
They explain that if Khan had only interviewed the students, the account that students 
gave him would have simply depicted an “idealized, well-crafted account of the values 
students thought they should hold” (Khan and Jerolmack 2013: 12).  They attribute this, 
in part, to the fact that elites are particularly good at constructing and narrating these 
idealized accounts.  They are good at “social signaling” and comfortable with interviews.  
While the authors acknowledge that it might be difficult to obtain a truthful account from 
such individuals, they also identify such a person as “an ideal interview subject,” arguing 
that the “ideal interview subject provides less than ideal data” (Khan and Jerolmack 
2013: 11).   
 I question, however, the assumption that an “ideal interview subject” is someone 
who is able to provide a cohesive, articulate narrative.  During interviews with my rural 
participants, it was clear to me that their narratives and answers were not practiced.  But, 
generally speaking, the data I obtained from interviews with rural participants was richer 
and “better” than the data I received from urban participants.  Urban participants were 
more likely to have had previous opportunities to practice their narratives in other 
contexts, such as with friends, gay or straight.   
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Khan and Jerolmack cite “the urban poor” as an example of a group that has 
“distrust” and “discomfort” with the interview format, suggesting that it is easier for 
sociologists to access elites’ narratives—both in terms of the coherence of the narratives 
elites provide and due to sociologists’ ability to access elites.  But Khan is himself an 
alum of the elite boarding school where he conducted his research.  It is not surprising 
that he might be able to build rapport with such a group and struggle to build rapport with 
“the urban poor.”  This, I argue, is a larger methodological and, consequentially, a 
theoretical problem within the discipline.  Researchers’ backgrounds and identities, of 
course, matter.  As I explain above, the background I share with my rural participants was 
the only way I could have accessed this group, and it also assisted me in building rapport 
with them.  When structural and cultural barriers and exclusions exist within the 
discipline and academy for scholars who share backgrounds and identities with non-
elites, the validity of these large-scale claims is questionable, and the theoretical and 
empirical contributions of the discipline are limited. 
The interview approaches I adopted—conversational interviews, eliciting life 
stories, attention to visceral data and meta-feelings—make possible reliable and 
interpretable data that come from non-elites who may not be as accustomed to an 
interview as a mode of communication.  Such interviews are ripe with possibility for 
better understanding why people act the way that they do.  Attention to the pauses, 
passion, and presentation is as important during the interview and while analyzing 
interview data.  If I had not employed these methods during interviews and in analysis, it 
is possible that I could have missed much of the information that helps me overcome 
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what Khan and Jerolmack (2013: 9) see as the “challenge of relying on actors’ verbal 
accounts when trying to explain what they do.” 
The comparative approach of the dissertation puts some of these points in sharper 
relief.  Khan and Jerolmack (2013: 13) cite an issue in Khan’s research with “Emily 
deploying the same frame as Stan” because both students at the boarding school had been 
taught and brought up to present themselves in a similar, favorable manner.  By 
interviewing LGBTQ people in two different cultural contexts, I was able to uncover 
differences in, for example, moral frameworks.  Both the rural and the urban group 
desired to present themselves and act according to the moral frameworks of their local 
communities.  But, by asking both about their beliefs and values and about their everyday 
interactions, I was better able to discern when these frameworks were desired or 
imagined and when they were acted upon.  
Finally, when Khan and Jerolmack argue that attitudes and dispositions are poor 
predictors for actual behavior, they imply that internal action is not “actual” action.  They 
claim that the collective “we” are most interested in “actual behavior.”  But internal 
action (e.g., emotions, beliefs, stresses and pressures) certainly has consequences for 
individuals.  Such internal attitudes and dispositions are especially important to study 
among marginalized groups because they illustrate the effects of culture as surely as the 
“actual behavior” that Khan and Jerolmack privilege.  Internal action is not only 
psychologically impactful, but internal “attitudes and dispositions” are sociologically 
meaningful.  Place-responsive and culturally dependent, internal deliberations guide 
interactions.  In the following chapters, I will illustrate how LGBTQs engage in internal 
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deliberations of believing, belonging, and boundary-work that shape their interactions 
with friends and family, influence their willingness to engage in acts of visibility, and 
impact the formation of collective gay identity. 	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CHAPTER THREE 
QUELLING EMOTIONS OR EVOKING CONFIDENCE:  
LGBTQS PERFORMING EMOTION WORK TO OVERCOME BOUNDARIES 
WITH STRAIGHT FRIENDS AND FAMILY 
 
Background 
 Damien is a fifty-year-old, Black, healthcare executive.  He, his husband, and his 
son live in the suburbs and he comes into the city for work, where I met him on a cold, 
snowy day for our interview.  Damien speaks with pride about how traditional and 
community-oriented he and his family are.  His son attends private school, where he 
regularly volunteers his time, and they together attend a Congregational church most 
Sundays.  Damien and his husband adopted their son from another country, a process that 
took over a year.  Before that, they went through a failed surrogacy.  During that time, 
Damien told no one in his family in order to avoid “negativity” because he knew how 
they would feel about two men raising a child together.  Two days before they left to 
bring their son home, Damien called his mother to tell her.  She responded as he 
expected.  She “wasn’t happy about it,” Damien recalls, and said things like, “Have you 
really thought about what you’re doing to this child by bringing him into a situation 
where this could be detrimental to him growing up?”  His father responded similarly, as 
did two of his brothers.  Six years earlier, when he and his husband got married, he 
related that his mother, father, and youngest brother all “decided that they could not 
attend” the wedding and confesses that this “really, really, really hurt.”  
 When his parents met his son, however, Damien says, “But then when Isaac, the 
baby, came and they saw him, how could you not love him?  They loved him 
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immediately.”  Similarly, Damien describes that his mother has a close relationship with 
his husband, that she loves him, and that he is actually the closest to her of all of her 
daughters or sons-in-law.  She loves coming to visit them and would move in with them 
if she could.  While Damien knows that his mother loves him, his son, and his husband—
and clearly enjoys spending time with them—she has also erected boundaries between 
them, as evidenced by her refusal to attend Damien’s wedding. The complexity of such a 
relationship is confusing and difficult for Damien.  He attributes the boundaries she feels 
she must erect mostly to religion, but also to her West Indian culture, the way people are 
brought up, and traditional male/female relationships.  But, he also simply repeats, as if 
thinking aloud, “But I don’t know why.”  He says, “I don’t know how she separates it.  I 
don’t know.  And she loves Isaac and it’s amazing.  So, I don’t know.  I don’t know. So, I 
don’t know how she deals with it.  I don’t know how she does it because she loves me.  
And I don’t know if she deals with it from a religious standpoint to separate it.” 
 Close relationships with significant others are often emotionally fraught.  But, the 
LGBTQ people I interviewed are subject to performing a great deal of “emotion work” in 
their relationships with the significant others in their lives, specifically their family and 
straight friends (Hochschild 1979, 1983).  Damien must contemplate how to navigate 
these boundaries between himself and his mother.  His mother, for instance, wants 
Damien to go back to Aruba to see family, but Damien says that out of “respect for her” 
he chooses not to go back.  At this stage in his life, with his own family to consider, 
Damien refuses to go “in disguise,” without his husband and son.  Damien, then, is 
unable to see cousins and other family members because he knows that his mother does 
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not want them to know about his sexuality and his family.  Damien articulates the 
difficulty in navigating these relationships around his sexuality, “It’s awful,” he says.  
After Damien describes his wedding, in which the only family members present were one 
brother and that brother’s wife, he attempts to describe his feelings, “I was upset about it.  
But I didn’t let it, I didn’t, I can’t, for some reason, I can’t separate this.  And I don’t 
know why I can’t separate it.  It’s interesting, I just can’t, maybe I was just internalizing.  
Maybe but it was upsetting to me because I have trouble understanding it.  I have trouble 
understanding it because it’s one thing if you don’t totally believe in it and so forth, but 
there’s no reason why you can’t come.”  Damien goes on to explain that he knows that 
nothing could happen between himself and his own son that would lead him to erect 
similar boundaries as his own mother has on account of his sexuality.  He explains, “He 
could be a mass murderer.”  But, he knows nothing would keep him away from his son 
and being there for him, “There’s nothing.  I know it.”  Damien tries to describe the deep 
and conflicting emotions he has toward his mother and her actions, simultaneously 
calling on himself to “separate” the pain she has caused him from his own feelings and 
actions toward her.  He elaborates, “We really try to separate these things.  I really don’t 
like to, there’s so much, we have so many good things happening in our life to dwell on 
that and I try to really block it out.  I really do, but it’s very hard for me.”   
 When we hear about “relational boundaries,” we are likely to imagine positive 
personal or professional reasons for the construction of such boundaries.  A search of 
library databases turns up academic articles on how and why therapists must construct 
relational boundaries between themselves and their patients, and a Google search turns up 
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popular articles on the importance of establishing relational boundaries between oneself 
and former romantic partners.   But, there is no “how-to” for constructing relational 
boundaries between oneself and one’s closest family and friends.  Yet, for many of the 
LGBTQ people I interviewed, friends and family do, indeed, go about constructing 
relational boundaries between themselves and their gay and lesbian friends and family 
upon learning of their sexual identity.  As Damien describes, such boundaries are 
complicated, hurtful, and confusing.  He speculates about why his mother feels the need 
to erect these boundaries on account of his sexuality, but he is also confused by the 
apparent contradiction.  Unlike situations and relationships in which it seems personally 
or professionally useful to erect boundaries between oneself and another, many LGBTQ 
people experience those who are closest to them erecting these boundaries.  When that 
happens, LGBTQ people must figure out how to deal with these boundaries.  Damien 
describes attempting to “separate” and “block out” his feelings about the relational 
boundaries his mother has erected from the positive parts of his relationship with her.  In 
this way, Damien is forced to engage in emotion work as a result of his sexual identity.  
Where Damien works to suppress his feelings in order to maintain this relationship, 
others attempt to evoke certain emotions to maintain—or improve—similar relationships.  
In this chapter, I will focus on the relational boundaries that LGBTQs experience 
between themselves and significant others--specifically their heterosexual family and 
friends—and the emotion work that they engage in as they confront these boundaries.   
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Relational Boundaries 
Apart from the professional or popular notion of positive relational boundaries, 
scholars of culture and inequality define symbolic boundaries as “the types of lines 
people draw when they categorize people” and a manner in which people “discriminate 
between worthy and less worthy persons, i.e., between ‘their sort of folks’ and ‘the sort 
they don’t much like’” (Lamont 1992: 1).  For instance, Lamont (1992, 2000) illustrates 
how working-class men construct racial and class boundaries between themselves and 
others and how upper-middle class men draw moral, socioeconomic, and cultural 
boundaries that separate themselves from others.  LGBTQs often face a unique situation 
in which a central aspect of their identity differs from that of their immediate family.  
While many children share a racial identity or a class identity with their parents, for 
instance, gays and lesbians’ sexual identities often differ from that of their parents.  Prior 
to coming out, gays and lesbians are, indeed, “their sort of folks.”  But, participants 
describe a process of relational boundary-drawing that occurs after heterosexual family 
and friends find out they are gay.    
While complex, participants identify a few central reasons why their closest 
friends and family seem to erect these relational boundaries.  Unsurprisingly, participants 
identify religion as the cause of boundaries that are most stable.  Lamont (1992) explains 
that boundaries are constructed out of “available cultural resources,” and sometimes take 
the shape of “moral boundaries.”  In the rural location, nearly every participant—
regardless of their own past or present religious affiliation—ascribes homophobia to 
religion.  The overwhelming religiosity of the area makes religion not only a personal 
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belief system, but inseparable from the local culture and the cultural resources of the area.  
In the urban location, a number of participants whose families are devoutly religious 
ascribe the boundaries they draw between them to their personal religious belief.  
Especially in the rural location, stories of family and friends who have left participants’ 
lives because of their religious beliefs, or told participants they were going to Hell, or 
who in some other way erect a boundary between themselves and participants are too 
numerous to recount.  Rose describes that when she first came out to her brother, he 
identified his relationship to her as more important than his religious belief that 
homosexuality is immoral.  But, after she breaks up with her girlfriend and looks to him 
for support, he “starts to be very negative,” and says things to her like, “Good, now you 
can start dating a man” and “Religiously, this is not okay.”  Rose says that she used to be 
able to call her brother and that he would “always be there for me,” but after coming out 
to him, he begins to instead respond to her with, “Well, that’s what you get because 
you’re gay.”  After one such conversation, Rose begins to cry, declaring that she is 
“done,” and starts walking away from him, down the stairs.  Her brother follows, yelling, 
“No, no, no, no, wait, wait, wait, wait.”  Rose sits on the stairs crying, her brother 
expressing that he feels horribly about making her feel that way, but Rose says that he 
still “hates” that she is a lesbian. 
On most occasions, family and friends who hold a belief that being gay is wrong 
due to their religion openly express it to participants.  On some occasions, family or 
friends are less willing to directly state their feelings, but the boundaries persist.  Thomas 
says that his stepmother openly and sternly tells him that being gay is morally—and 
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religiously—wrong, but when he asks his father if he feels the same way, he refuses to 
answer.  Thomas, however, says, “But, I know he does.  I know he does.”  Ben recounts a 
similar experience in which a close friend, previously among his most “accepting” 
friends, “finds God,” and now he knows that her opinion of him has changed. 
 Alex, for whom religion was a central part of his life and his relationship with his 
family, experienced both his family and religion being taken away from him once he 
came out to his family.  He describes that he was always asked to lead the prayer for the 
family meal, and at his church, was always asked to teach classes, lead songs, participate 
in communion, or lead public prayer.  After coming out, his family no longer asks him to 
do such things and his congregation refuses to let him participate publicly in any event.  
He says, “I had such respect before and then literally overnight had no respect.”  
Nonetheless, he attempts to bring his partner to meet his parents.  When he introduces his 
partner, his mother “exchanges a little bit of conversation with him,” but then afterward 
tells Alex “not to ever bring him around again.”  For years, Alex says, “I had to choose to 
spend holidays, birthdays, and things with them, but without him.”  As a result, Alex 
stopped going to family functions.  Recently, he has sensed a shift in his family in which 
his father would not “acknowledge a partner or boyfriend as that, but he would respect 
him as a friend, somebody I knew.  They would come around and he would basically 
leave the rest of it alone.”  
In erecting these boundaries, participants’ straight family and friends rely both on 
formal religious rules and authorities, as well as on a cultural authority to erect such 
boundaries because of one’s religious beliefs.  Alessandra, a college student in the urban 
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location, was met in her living room by a Catholic priest after coming out to her parents 
in high school.  This man, who she explains she had never met before, begins to ask her 
personal questions about her sexuality and lectures her about what is morally right, while 
her parents look on.  While many participants anticipate such things because of their 
family or friends’ religious beliefs, others are taken by surprise.  Liv, for instance, did not 
speak to her father for three years after he did not show up to her wedding.  He had 
agreed to walk her down the aisle, but then called her at the last minute to tell her that 
although he loved her and her partner, his religious beliefs would not allow him to attend 
the ceremony.  Similarly, Alice was close to her great aunt, a woman she admired and 
thought was a “neat lady.”  Because she loved and respected her great aunt, she felt badly 
for “keeping a whole chunk of my life from her, so I wrote her this letter that was 
intended to be cute and loving and I want to be myself and share myself with you, and I 
told her about Natalie.”  In return, her great aunt responded with a letter that “was really 
unpleasant, and religiously-based, Catholic.”  In each of these cases, friends and family 
erect these boundaries because of the “rule-like status” that certain traits and actions take 
on because of the “cultural repertoires” provided to them by the society in which they 
live, and because of similar judgments about moral character based on these cultural 
repertoires and religious beliefs (Lamont 1992).   
The LGBTQ people I spoke with also describe close straight friends fearing a 
literal contamination of their heterosexual identity.  After finding out that they are gay, 
participants describe that their straight friends often express concern that they will be 
attracted to them.  The comments and actions of these friends work to distance their gay 
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and lesbian friends from them.  Simultaneously, participants’ own fear that their straight 
friends will assume an attraction—and the actions they take to prove that they are not--
also function to erect these relational boundaries between them.  Kristy says that she 
“hates” situations with female friends when they declare, “Oh, I’m not gay” or “Don’t hit 
on me, are you hitting on me” or “I don’t like girls.”  She feels like she is then forced to 
constantly tell them that she is not attracted to them and to “chill out” because she is not 
hitting on them.  Others describe female friends “freaking out” when they think there is a 
possibility that their lesbian friend could be attracted to them.  Betty admits that she feels 
she must constantly police her behavior around straight women, explaining that she feels 
it’s “different” for women because they have a tendency to develop close female 
friendships and “I don’t know what this is, probably my own insecurities, that I always 
want to be professional and I don’t ever want a woman to think, oh my God, she’s hitting 
on me, you know what I mean?”   
Gay men express similar sentiments about their straight male friends.  Scott says, 
“All straight men automatically assume when you tell them you’re gay that you’re going 
to hit on ‘em.”  They describe hearing comments like, “I don’t have a problem with gay 
people as long as they don’t hit on me.”  The gay men I spoke with describe losing 
friends when they find out they are gay.  Adam describes that his best friend “completely 
shut me out” after finding out he was gay.  He says, “I mean, I’m still the same person, 
we’ve spent the night together, slept on the floor together, never even done anything, you 
know.  I wanted the male companionship because even though I’m gay, I deserve that.”  
Similarly, Kamar says that his best friend told him, “We’d never be the same” because 
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“I’ll always have to watch myself around you.”  Kamar finds this particularly confusing 
and hurtful because, while he policed his own behavior, his friend was always “in his 
face” and “the touchy one.”  Chet describes a situation in which his friend was going 
through a hard time and was unable to stay in his own home.  Chet offers for the friend to 
stay with him for a while, to which his friend responds, “I’m gonna have to stick a cork 
inside me to make sure that….” Adam says he is constantly aware of these fears around 
straight male friends, “Because they’re the same sex and I’m a gay man and I don’t want 
to feel uncomfortable or give them a reason not to be my friend.”  Some women also 
explain that they feel a boundary between themselves and their straight male friends 
because of the idea of the “lesbian fantasy.”  Addison, a police officer, who works mostly 
with men says, “There are some friends of mine, like guys I work with, if I say things to 
him, I feel like he’s getting his jollies off hearing something, you know what I mean?  
I’m not here to entertain you, I’m talking to you to maybe get some feedback.  So, yeah, 
like with the break-up, I couldn’t really talk to anybody about it, like I was really fucking 
depressed.  I was sitting home every day.”  
 While many participants describe straight friends erecting boundaries between 
them because of this alleged fear that their gay or lesbian friends will be attracted to 
them, participants also describe straight friends seemingly using them to challenge their 
own boundaries about sexuality in some way.  Darcy says that she frequently experiences 
straight women who “flirt with gay women,” an action she feels “is not cool.”  Similarly, 
Alessandra says she frequently experiences “the classic, ‘Oh, if I were gay, I would date 
you.’”  At other times, the same friends will express discomfort changing their clothes 
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around her, but then they want her to “take them out and flirt with them, even though 
they’re not interested, which is really weird.’”  She also experiences friends who pretend 
they are together at clubs in order to “ward off guys--which is just like so annoying and 
disrespectful and they just do not see it that way.”   
 Where the possibility exists for boundaries to be challenged, language—or the 
lack of it--often interferes.  Some participants describe family and friends who do not 
know how to talk to them about their sexuality and relationships because they do not 
know the language to use to do so.  Alessandra says of her parents, “I just get annoyed 
because the word exists, they just won’t say it.  It’s like saying ‘Voldemort’ or something 
where you just cannot say ‘gay.’”  Rose says that her family makes comments so that “I 
get that they know,” but they still do not refer to her partner as her girlfriend.  Likewise, 
Brianna says, “My dad was sort of awkward.  He sort of hesitates before he says the word 
‘gay’ or anything….They’ve met, Chloe, my partner, but sometimes I get the impression 
that they almost act like we’re friends.  They just refer to her as ‘Chloe.’”  Alex says that 
his sister once admitted to him that she did not know how to introduce his partner to his 
nephews, wondering if she would refer to the person as “uncle,” and if he would be 
Alex’s “husband,” if they married.  Alex says that his sister felt “really uncomfortable” 
around this language and struggled to find the words to refer to his partner, while to him, 
“it just seemed like a natural thing, well, of course it would be ‘uncle.’”  With his straight 
friends, Alex similarly laments, “part of our friendship is learning to communicate and 
learning how to have words to express who, how these people come into my life and how 
we can talk about them.  I get kind of exhausted with it.  I hate when it has to be a 
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conversation.  And I’ve had to say a few times, ‘Ok, enough of that conversation.’  
Basically, let’s just get to the business of being friends and you can Google that on your 
own time.”  Alex, who lives in the small town in the Midwest, describes that his family 
and friends lack the experience or understanding of the right words to use, whereas, 
Cooper, an urban participant, says that he feels too many people think they can openly 
and often joke about his sexuality.  His sister, acting almost too comfortable with his 
sexuality, talks about it like, ‘”Cooper is gay--haha,’ not ‘Cooper is gay, this is my life, 
and I want to talk about it the same way you get to.’”  Charlie, also in the East Coast city, 
concludes that when he came out to his parents, he just wished that they “cared enough to 
ask” more about it. 
 Especially in the rural location, participants themselves struggle to find the right 
words to describe their sexuality and their relationships.  When I ask Leighton how she 
refers to her partner, she responds, ‘I usually say ‘friend.’”  Her partner agrees, “Um 
hmm, yeah, you say ‘friend.’  I’m your ‘friend.’  And we’ve lived together for two 
years.”  She follows, “And so, you know, I don’t talk to my family about it.”  Another 
couple, Belle and Jessica, explain that their family members also do not know how to 
refer to their partners.  Belle says, “But, we don’t have anybody say ‘wife.’”  Jessica 
agrees, “Yeah, nobody says anything like that.”  Belle considers, “’Partner.’  They don’t 
say anything like that.”  Belle and Jessica, however, seem as confused as their family 
members about how to refer to each other.  Belle says that they “joke about wife—wife 
this, wife that, you know, wifey duties—but, the language doesn’t fit.”  She follows, 
“And ‘partner,’ I still almost feel like partner is a like a roommate.”  Jessica agrees, “It’s 
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like a business partner.”  Jessica explains that one day when her father was over to their 
house, visiting, she responded to her partner with, “‘Yes, dear.’”  “He just kind of sat 
there for a second and then chuckled,” she explains.  They are equally as unsure how to 
talk about their upcoming wedding with family and close friends.  Belle says, “Growing 
up, you have wife, husband, you know and when you get into a—I’m going to say 
‘alternative situation’—then, I don’t know.  There’s just no word I have found and that’s 
the big debate about the wedding, the ceremony.  So people will be like, ‘So, are you…?’ 
‘Is it a wedding?’  ‘Is it a ceremony’?”  Jessica chimes in, “Is this a reunion!?”  Belle 
further considers the complexity of the situation, “And you can’t legally get married, you 
know, so we’re working on the wording of the invitations…” 
 In addition to seeming to lack the language to talk about their relationships with 
their family and friends, many participants avoid speaking directly about their 
relationships.  Finn, for instance, tells me he is recently engaged.  I ask him what his 
parents’ reactions have been—who he has described as accepting—and if they are 
excited.  He responds, “I haven't really told ‘em.  It says on my Facebook and stuff, but I 
haven't really said anything to them. But, if they knew, they'd be fine with it. I don't know 
if they would come down for…well, I guess we can’t get married here.  But, I don’t know 
if they’d go to my wedding.  But, I’m not too upset about it.”  In the rural location, even 
more striking is the lack of directness participants employ with their own children about 
their relationships.  Rhea and Leighton have three children in their home.  When 
Leighton moved in, there was presumably no discussion about the fact that she was 
Rhea’s girlfriend.  Rhea says of her oldest son, “One day he asked why we have the 
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rainbow stuff outside.”  (They have a rainbow wind chime in their private backyard).  
Presumably her son was attempting to open up a discussion about his mother’s sexuality, 
but she declined to explain to him that she identifies as a lesbian.  In an accomplished 
tone, she explains, “But, then he got over it real fast.  He didn’t ask any other questions.”  
Leighton says of Rhea’s youngest son, “So, I don’t know if since he’s been younger and 
been around us, I don’t know if as he’ll get older he’ll be like, hey, these are my parents.”  
While Rhea and Leighton live together with Rhea’s three sons and share the 
responsibilities of their care, Mike and Scott live together, but when Mike has his kids on 
weekends, Scott must either hide out in a room in the basement, the door of which is 
covered by a curtain, or find a friend’s house at which to stay.  They describe that over 
the recent Christmas holiday, Scott had to spend the entire holiday hidden in the room in 
the basement as Mike and his children celebrated upstairs.  As I sit on their couch in their 
living room, Mike gestures and explains that “nothing represents two guys living here, 
the worst is in the bedroom,” where he says there are the first initials of both of their 
names hanging on the wall above their bed.  He usually takes them down before his 
children arrive for the weekend, but neglected to the past weekend, “My son asked this 
weekend, ‘Why is there a ‘S’?’  I was just like, ‘Well, I like initials,’ and he didn’t know 
the difference.”  I ask if he plans to tell his kids at some point.  He responds, “My 
intention is never to tell them…I don’t think you should have to tell anybody.  It’s none 
of their business.  Now, if they figure it out on their own, I’m not going to lie to them.”  
His partner, who has apparently been told something different, interjects, “I thought 
when….”  Mike says, “Well, when they get to be teenagers, I’m not going to say, ‘Hey, 
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Dad’s gay.’”  Scott says, “When they get older, I’m not gonna go nowhere.  No.  Period.  
I’ll stay here.”  Mike says, “I don’t know how we’re going to do it.  When it happens, it 
happens.”  Because Mike and Scott are also engaged, I ask if they plan to wear wedding 
rings and if they will wear them around Mike’s kids.  He responds, “Yes, yes, I don’t 
think they’ll ask anything.  They don’t know.”  
  
Sexuality and Emotion Work 
 At one point in my interview with Jake, he ponders, “Sometimes I wonder if the 
process of coming out and being gay leads to an emotional awareness or sensitivity that 
maybe some straight people don’t have.”  Arlie Hochschild’s seminal work helps us 
better understand LGBTQs’ “emotional awareness,” as Jake describes it.  In her early 
work, Hochschild provides a sociological perspective on feelings and emotions, 
previously the domain of psychologists.  Unconcerned with how people “feel 
unconsciously,” Hochschild theorizes and empirically illustrates how people “try to feel” 
(1979: 560).  Indeed, Hochschild demonstrates through an elaboration of Goffman’s 
“deep acting,” the power of the social.  People conform due to their social situation and 
circumstances not only “outwardly,” but “inwardly” too (1979: 556).  Hochschild argues 
that individuals engage in “emotion work” in their interactions with others.  She defines 
emotion work as “The act of trying to change in degree or quality an emotion or feeling” 
(1979: 561).  “Emotion management” refers to the way people “try or not to feel in ways 
‘appropriate to the situation,’ situations that are governed by rules” (1979: 552).  These 
“feeling rules” are “standards used in emotional conversation to determine what is rightly 
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owed and owing in the currency of feeling.  Through them, we tell what is ‘due’ in each 
relation, each role” (1983: 18).   
 In her first theoretical piece on emotion work, Hochschild argues, “We need to 
ask how different sexes, classes, and ethnic and religious groups differ in a sense of what 
one ought to or has to feel in a situation” (1979: 572-573).  Then, in The Managed Heart, 
she answers her own call with a study of flight attendants and bill collectors, showing that 
feeling rules differently affect various social classes, and women and men, arguing that 
“there are both gender and class patterns to the civic and commercial use of human 
feeling” (1983: 21).  She explains, for instance, that women “do more emotion managing 
than men” and “women who want to put their own feelings less at the service of others 
must still confront the idea that if they do so, they will be considered less ‘feminine’” 
(1983: 164).  Since Hochschild’s study, it has been widely accepted that feeling rules 
differ for women and men and among social classes, as a result individuals “do” emotion 
work differently.  These differences are the differences in the “psychological effects of 
having or not having power” (1983: 169).  Since then, other work has illustrated the way 
emotion work varies for other social groups.  Wilkins (2008), for example, conducts 
interviews with a group of people she calls “Unity Christians” who claim to be “happier 
than non-Christians.”  Through this example, Wilkins shows that happiness is not just an 
internal state, but “an emotional culture learned and given meaning through social 
interaction” (2008: 282).  More recently, a number of studies have called attention to the 
fact that we “know more about gender and emotions than we do about race and 
emotions” (Wilkins 2012: 35).  Wilkins (2012) studies how a group of Black university 
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men achieve emotional restraint, illustrating how they use their emotions to manage their 
race, class, and gender identities.  They work to portray themselves as “easygoing Black 
men” who “aren’t out to start a revolution” (2012: 35).  Similarly, Harlow (2003) argues 
that African American professors must engage in emotion work that their white 
colleagues do not have to engage in as they navigate social stigma in the classroom.  
Froyum’s (2010) work shows how staff at an after-school program attended by mostly 
low-income Black girls work to teach the girls emotional skills to advance their 
educational and workplace achievement that, Froyum argues, in reality reproduces 
inequalities through emotions.   
 So, while important work has been done to partially answer Hochschild’s question 
of how different sexes, classes, and ethnic and religious groups differ in relation to how 
they are expected to feel, I argue that Jake is correct in thinking that “being gay” also 
leads to a certain “emotional awareness,” as he says.  More precisely, I show here that, 
like gender, race, class, or religion influences the emotion work that one is expected to 
perform, so too does sexuality.  When the LGBTQ people I spoke with are confronted 
with relational boundaries between themselves and their close heterosexual friends and 
family, their unequal position in relation to social power forces them to engage in 
emotion work in order to deal with these boundaries.  As I will show, their management 
of these boundaries and their emotions differ based on whether they are suppressing or 
evoking a feeling.  
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Out, But “Managed”:  LGBTQs Suppressing Feelings in Interactions with Significant 
Others 
 Hochschild (1979, 1983) explains that there are two types of emotion work:  
evocation and suppression.  When one works to evoke a feeling, she or he works to 
produce a feeling that was initially absent, and when one suppresses a feeling, one 
focuses on an undesired feeling that was initially present.  When one engages in 
emotional labor, it “requires one to induce or suppress feeling in order to sustain the 
outward countenance that produces the proper state of mind in others” (1983: 7).  In the 
example of flight attendants, they work to evoke a “sense of being cared for in a 
convivial and safe place.”  The emotional labor that they must engage in on the job is not 
merely “surface acting,” but calls for a “coordination of mind and feeling, and it 
sometimes draws on a source of self that we honor as deep and integral to our 
individuality” (1983: 7).   
Damien’s agonizing at the beginning of the chapter over how to interact with his 
mother is illustrative of one strategy LGBTQ people use in their interactions with straight 
significant others:  suppressing their feelings of hurt, disappointment, or resentment when 
their straight friends and family act in ways that are hurtful or treat them differently due 
to their sexuality.  Damien, who seems grateful for his financial success, loving partner 
and son, and community ties, does not want to appear like the kind of person who 
complains or feels sorry for himself.  In spite of everything, it is also clear that he desires 
a good relationship with his mother.  In an attempt to have that relationship and also in 
order to match his feelings with his understanding of himself as a person who is grateful 
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for the good things in his life, Damien, acknowledging the pain his mother has caused 
him, calls on himself to “block out” and “separate” her hurtful actions from his own 
feelings and actions toward her.  The “labor” of this suppression of feelings is evident 
when Damien repeats how much he “really tries” to do this in spite of how difficult it is. 
The expectation that LGBTQs have for themselves to suppress their feelings 
when they experience such interactions with family and friends makes evident that 
feelings are influenced by social rules (Collins 2004; Hochschild 1979, 1983; Schwalbe 
et. al. 2000; Thoits 1989).  Hochschild terms “the right to feel a certain way,” “feeling 
rules” (1979).  Feeling rules not only explain why groups of people engage in specific 
kinds of emotion work, but the emotion work that they engage in because of these feeling 
rules reveals the reach of elites’ social power over others.  Hochschild (1979: 564) 
explains, “The right and duties of feeling are a clue to the depth of social convention, to 
one final reach of social control.”  In this section, I will explore how participants’ 
everyday interaction with straight significant others and the emotion work they engage in 
during these interactions sheds light on inequalities among individuals in everyday 
interactions, but also how the macro elements of culture produce such inequalities.  When 
Hochschild (1983: 48-49) describes “institutional emotion management,” she explains 
that “something more operates when institutions are involved.”  In companies, prisons, 
schools and churches, she explains, “many people and objects, arranged according to 
institutional rules and custom, together accomplish the act.”  In both the urban and rural 
location of this study, it is evident that “compulsory heterosexuality” operates as a 
political institution to structure interactions between LGBTQ people and their straight 
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friends and family, and how socially sanctioned homophobia (particularly in the rural 
location) polices the boundaries (Rich 1980).   
In the middle of the night one night, I received a text message from Finn.  He had 
heard about my project from a friend and was willing to participate.  Having only 
exchanged a couple of text messages, I arrived at Finn’s apartment knowing nothing 
about him.  A few minutes into our interview, I learned that Finn is the gay bartender at 
Kamikaze’s.  Why Kamikaze’s—the “not a gay bar” in town--is frequently mentioned as 
a place gay people sometimes go is a mystery I tried to solve when talking to other 
participants.  While explanations vary and more than one participant credits himself and 
herself as the reason for Kamikaze’s popularity with some gay people in town, a few 
people propose that it might be because there is a gay bartender who works there.  Finn is 
that gay bartender.   
After my initial excitement over my good fortune of having met Finn without any 
real effort on my part, our first interview turns out to be one of the shortest interviews I 
conducted over the course of my research.  Finn is friendly, but does not elaborate and 
simply does not seem to have much to say about his sexuality or how it affects his 
everyday life.  Having expected him to be a wealth of information, I left the interview 
thinking that there will not be much I can use.  As with all participants, I followed up 
with Finn after a few weeks and he agreed to a second interview.  Finn, who 
acknowledges that the last time we spoke, did not have many particularly good or bad 
experiences to share about being gay, has in the meantime been beaten up and verbally 
harassed at Kamikaze’s.  While the physical assault shook him, when I speak to him, he 
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appears more upset and frustrated by his interactions with his straight friends in the 
aftermath of the assault.   
He tells me that one night a straight “cage fighter guy” started a fight in the bar, 
so Finn asks him to leave.  The man then begins to beat Finn up, punching him in the 
nose, hitting him on the head, and bruising his legs, all while calling him a faggot, and 
saying things like, “Get out of my face, fag.”  Finn, bleeding profusely from his nose, 
makes his way to the phone behind the bar to call the cops.  The man follows Finn, points 
at him, and yells, “Fucking homo!”  When the police officers show up, they ask Finn to 
write a report of what occurred.  Finn records in the report some of the things that the 
man said to him, and after the cops read it, they ask Finn to press hate crime charges 
against the man.  Finn explains to me that he had not planned on pressing charges and 
had not verbally told the cops anything about what the man had said to him.  He explains 
that the police officers told him that the man has a habit of starting fights with people 
around town and that this would enable them to finally press charges against him.  Finn 
goes along with the police at first, but afterward receives threats from some of the other 
men involved in the fight.  As a result, Finn calls the police station to request that the 
charges against the man be dropped.  When he speaks to the police, however, they tell 
him that the man will be charged regardless of whether Finn presses charges. 
 In the days and weeks that follow, however, Finn experiences additional and 
unexpected harassment from his straight friends.  He finds that his straight friends not 
only seem to “take the guy’s side,” but people are posting comments about him on 
Facebook, telling him that pressing charges for a hate crime is “ridiculous,” and some 
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threaten to boycott the bar.  Friends of his that have returned to the bar have continued to 
give him a hard time about it.  He gives an example, “Like, Sunday night I was doing last 
call and I’m telling people to finish their drink.  And they’re like, ‘Oh, that’s gay.  Wait.  
I can’t say that, it’s a hate crime.’”  I ask who these people are who are saying these 
things and he says, “Straight people, like friends of mine.  Even like some people that 
work there.  They’re like, ‘Oh, you can’t say that to him because you’ll get charged with 
a hate crime.’  And I’m like, I didn’t even do this.”  He continues, “People think I’m 
pulling the gay card out, which I didn’t….Like, everybody in town knows and I’m just 
like I don’t want that reputation of the guy who’s going to pull out the gay card and do all 
this and try to get a pity party cause I’m not like that.”  Finn says that just weeks ago 
when he first spoke with me, “I was like, no one has a problem.  But now that something 
like this has happened, kind of everyone’s true color kind of came out.”  Through this 
experience, it becomes evident to Finn that his straight friends do not consider themselves 
as similar to Finn as he thought.  In order to maintain their own privileged status as 
heterosexuals, they distance themselves from him through the use of what Hochschild 
(1979: 564) refers to as “rule reminders,” when a person “may chide, tease, cajole, scold, 
or shun for misfeeling.”  These sanctions are “clues to the rules they are meant to 
enforce.”  It is a tactic, Hochschild (1979: 568) argues, that elites use to “assert the 
legitimacy of their framing rules and feeling rules.”  It seems that Finn’s straight friends 
were comfortable being around him as long as he suppressed his feelings of hurt or anger 
at being assaulted, discriminated against, or otherwise marginalized due to his sexuality.  
When they sense that he feels otherwise, they employ the harsh use of rule reminders—
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teasing, scolding, shunning, etc.--to assert their own superiority and as a reminder to him 
that he is not allowed to feel this way.  In order to mask his feelings of hurt and attempt 
to cross these relational boundaries with his straight friends, Finn emphasizes that he is 
not the kind of person to “pull the gay card.” 
 Other participants share similar “teasing” on the part of their straight friends and 
similar strategies for suppressing their feelings when interacting with them.  Jacob and 
Mike both describe how their friends refer to them as “faggots,” for instance.  Jacob 
explains, “And it’s a lot of jokes.  And it’s cool cause I can laugh at myself….I think it 
has a lot to do with the fact that I don’t get easily offended anymore.  They throw 
‘faggot’ out there.  I have learned to read into the context of what is being said.”  Wilkins 
(2008) describes how Unity Christians use their happiness as a symbolic boundary 
through which they simultaneously make a statement about a moral position.  As 
described by participants, when straight friends call them names like “faggot,” they do so 
not expecting their gay friends to object, retaliate, or express hurt.  They expect their gay 
friends to suppress their feelings when they “tease” them in this way.  When gay people 
perform this suppression of feeling, they are attempting to overcome the relational 
boundaries between themselves and their straight friends, even as their straight friends 
seem to engage in this type of “teasing” in order to maintain the boundary between 
themselves and their gay friends, using such “rule reminders” as a way to express their 
superiority and their gay friends’ inferiority.  Where Wilkins (2008) illustrates how Unity 
Christians maintain symbolic boundaries between themselves and non-Christians by 
constructing and expressing a feeling of happiness, here, participants’ straight friends 
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interact in a way that participants seem to understand as a presenting them with a choice 
between maintaining or breaking down a relational boundary between them:  they either 
engage in the emotional labor of suppressing their feelings and interacting with straight 
friends on straight friends’ terms, or they feel they risk losing the relationship all 
together.  Mike, similarly, describes a situation that happened recently at work in which a 
friend of his walked by him and says, “What’s up, fag?”  Because they were within 
earshot of customers, Mike explains that in this particular situation he felt that he had to 
spin around and tell the person not to loudly call him a fag at work because he is a gospel 
singer and has an image to maintain.  But he then feels compelled to explain to the friend 
that he “didn’t make me mad.”  He tells me that he “wants people to know it’s okay to 
play around with me.”  Valuing his friendships with straight people, Mike feels he could 
lose them if he objected to such “teasing.” 
Just as Finn does not want to be associated with “playing the gay card,” Mike and 
Jacob feel they must endure being called names by their friends, suppressing any feelings 
of hurt.  This parallels Wilkins’s (2012) findings on Black men’s suppression of feelings 
in interactions with white friends and acquaintances.  Through interviews with Black 
male college students, Wilkins shows that the men she interviewed utilize “emotional 
restraint” in order to get along with white people.  In order to avoid being stereotyped as 
“angry black men,” they attempt to act in ways that signal themselves as “easygoing 
black men” who “aren’t out to start a revolution.”  Similar to the way that some of the 
gay and lesbian people in my study justify their friends’ use of the word “fag” because 
they consider them friends, the men in Wilkins’s study “assign benign motivations” to 
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white friends who “use the n-word” (47, 48).  Extending ideas about emotion work on 
gender and class to race, Wilkins’s (2012) research illustrates how racial subordination 
also requires “difficult emotional expectations.”  In order to achieve these “positive” 
emotions of restraint, the Black men in Wilkins’s study must work not to see racism in 
these interactions.  Similarly, in a homophobic and heteronormative culture, the LGBTQ 
people I spoke with often avoid accusations of prejudice.  They suppress their feelings in 
order to maintain their relationships with the straight people closest to them.  They fear 
that “playing the gay card” would only strengthen relational boundaries. 
At other times, straight friends may not directly tease or insult their gay or lesbian 
friends, but share with them their beliefs that homosexuality or same-sex marriage is 
wrong.  Kristy, for instance, recounts an interaction with one of her closest friends, Ellen, 
which she begins “Ellen is so funny.”  She continues, “Whenever they were trying to 
pass, like, I don’t know, gay marriage or something in the state, Ellen is just like, ‘I just 
want you to know I voted against it.’”  Kristy follows, “Ellen is really cool,” explaining 
that when she asked Ellen about it, “She sat there for a second” before telling her how she 
voted.  She then defends her belief by explaining, “I just don’t feel people should be 
walking hand-in-hand,” and then saying, “But, Kristy, you’re totally different.”  Kristy 
responds, “Well, that’s fine, it’s your belief.”   
While this interaction with her friend clearly resonates enough with Kristy for her 
to share it with me years later, in the moment, Kristy assures Ellen that her homophobic 
beliefs are “fine” and describes Ellen as “really cool” and “funny.”  In Wilkins’s (2012) 
work with Black male college students, she identifies their tendency to “prop up 
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dominants” and engage in “defensive othering.”  Similarly to how research has shown 
ways that women “prop up men,” the Black men in her study “prop up racial dominants” 
by “letting them off the hook for their racist behavior” (2012: 62).  In addition to 
“propping up dominants,” Wilkins illustrates that the Black men she spoke to also engage 
in “defensive othering,” by pushing the emotion of being “angry,” onto Black women, 
explaining that while Black women may fit the stereotype of the “angry Black woman,” 
they themselves do not carry such anger.  Such a dynamic, Wilkins argues, “maintains 
racial hierarchies by allowing racial dynamics to continue unchecked” (2012: 62).  
Similarly, if Kristy wants to remain friends with Ellen, she realizes that she must suppress 
feelings of hurt or anger at Ellen’s belief that gay people should not be able to get 
married.  Indeed, Ellen even reminds Kristy of “proper” interactions and feeling rules by 
praising her for being “different” from the gay people who publicly hold hands or who 
would push for the right to marry. Like the Black men in Wilkins’s study, Kristy props 
Ellen up rather than calling her out, her beliefs are “fine” and she is “cool” and “funny.”  
And when Ellen suggests that she is “different” from other gay people, Kristy does not 
object.   
In order to maintain her friendship with Ellen, she suppresses her own feelings 
while simultaneously being complicit in the “othering” of gay people who might be more 
“public” with their emotions or relationships.   Wilkins (2012) argues that in the case of 
the Black men she interviewed, “expected emotional displays undermine other 
identities.”  This is certainly the case with Kristy.  Not only is her own identity as a 
lesbian undermined and made invisible in her relationship with one of her closest friends, 
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but she also undermines those LGBTQ people who choose to be less “agreeable.”  Just as 
the Black men in Wilkins’s study construct and display expected emotions in interactions 
with white people, thereby maintaining racial hierarchies, it is clear that interactions such 
as these between Kristy and her friend maintain a homophobic and heteronormative 
culture. 
In addition to suppressing their anger at being insulted, discriminated against, or 
marginalized by their closest family and friends, many of the LGBTQ people I spoke 
with are expert at suppressing other feelings in order to attempt to break down barriers 
between themselves and straight significant others.  Like other subordinated groups, they 
replace negative emotional expression with positive expressions of deference and 
gratitude.  In her study of low-income Black girls, Froyum (2010: 50) shows how staff at 
the after-school program train girls to “suppress negative emotion and replace them with 
a sense of obligation to foster positive emotional states in others.”  While staff may be 
providing the girls with a certain kind of “emotional capital,” it is a type that requires 
emotional restraint and is “largely reactive and deferential: to fit the expectations of 
powerful others around them.”  Froyum (2010: 52) argues that subordinate positions, 
then, often “require emotional restraint and detachment,” and that “individuals from 
marginalized groups risk negative assessment through their emotional assertiveness.”  
Rose, who above describes her brother’s religious beliefs as responsible for the boundary 
between the two of them, explains, “I don’t try to win him over.  I don’t try to say, like, 
be okay with this.  That’s his perspective and I just accept that.”  While Rose, above, 
describes a moment when her emotions took over and she began to cry at his treatment of 
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her, in most interactions, Rose describes simply trying to “accept” his beliefs in order to 
maintain a relationship with him.  While such emotional restraint may be temporarily 
successful in specific moments of interaction between LGBTQs and significant others 
because--like the girls Froyum describes--LGBTQs risk a negative interaction if they 
assert their emotions, these interactions maintain an unequal power dynamic.  
 Because of the expectation that they do not share their feelings, many of the 
people I spoke with describe feeling “guarded” much of the time.  Ben says that, in 
general, he struggles with all types of intimate relationships because “I’m just used to 
having to keep my guard up from people.”  Others describe feeling similarly, Addison 
says, “Cause if you grow up that way, keeping things secret, and it’s kinda like you’re 
living, I don’t know, and you can’t be honest.  It just affects the way you form 
relationships….”  Jacob says, “When I’m around my friends, when I’m around my 
parents, I’m guarded.  Not Fort Knox guarded.  But, there are just certain things that are 
not discussed and I just won’t bring them up.  And if they bring it up, I will deflect it.”  
Stella describes relationships with her straight family members as, “We talk about it and 
she was like, ‘yeah, we know,’ but it’s okay.  It’s fine but I also suppress, I definitely do.  
I do not feel comfortable talking all the time.  Maybe if I dated guys I also wouldn’t feel 
comfortable.  Some people like to talk about their personal life, but I mean, yeah, I feel a 
little uncomfortable.  Maybe it is feeling unconfident about something or whatever.”  
And Paula says that when her wife came out to her father—a Catholic--he pulled over on 
the side of the road and said, “You will never mention this again.  This will kill your 
mother.”  As a result, Paula says that for years she “just locked it down” and that she 
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thinks suppressing details of her life and emotions for so long, and “not being able to talk 
about herself to the one person she most wanted to be okay with,” “changed her 
irrevocably.”  Of course, these experiences exemplify what Hochschild describes as 
“managed feelings” or the “managed heart.”  Hochschild describes the personal costs to 
emotion work, arguing, “it affects the degree to which we listen to feeling and sometimes 
to our very capacity to feel.”  Describing the exchange of emotion for financial incentive, 
she argues that “when we succeed in lending our feelings to the organizational engineers 
of worker-customer relation—we may pay a cost in how we hear our feelings and a cost 
in what, for better or worse, they tell us about ourselves.”   If there is a personal cost to 
emotion work in “worker-customer relations,” as Hochchild describes, then there is 
certainly a cost to emotion work that LGBTQs feel they must engage in with the 
significant others in their lives.  Froyum describes the girls in her study being taught to 
restrain their emotions due to their race and class identities in order to interact with white, 
middle-class people—in that case, mostly generalized others.  In constrast, LGBTQ 
people must also engage in emotion work on the basis of their sexual identity, but with 
significant others.  As participants describe, such emotion work impacts the way they 
find themselves capable of interacting with all people.  They describe the long-term 
effects of being “guarded” as damaging to many of their interactions and relationships 
with people. 
Kristy speaks directly to this Faustian bargain, “I’m more than happy to put 
myself aside for them and for just other people in general, too, people I don’t even 
know….If they know that you are gay, they’re not going to talk to you.  But if they don’t, 
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I can be their best friend, I can be their granddaughter, you know?”  Hochschild (1983: 
188) argues that in order to prevent “burnout,” more experienced flight attendants work 
to “develop a ‘healthy’ estrangement, a clear separation of self from role.”  While their 
straight significant others are drawing boundaries against them because of their sexuality, 
LGBTQ people like Kristy are literally putting their selves aside in order to be the best 
friends or grandchildren others expect.  While the flight attendants in Hochschild’s study 
may have a strategy to separate their true selves from their work selves, Kristy feels she 
must separate her true self from the self that interacts with those closest to her.  For 
Kristy, being gay means that she must choose to suppress her own happiness to maintain 
relationships with straight significant others and foster those people’s happiness if her 
sexuality makes them unhappy or uncomfortable.  Although Kristy and her wife currently 
co-parent their children and share guardianship of them, Kristy still anticipates a moment 
in the future when—at the sake of their own happiness—it will be better for her children 
for her and her wife to separate.  She explains that if, as their children get older, they 
“were having a hard time” with their parents’ sexuality, “I know that she and I would 
split up.”  She tells me that this realization is one of the hardest things about being gay.  
Nevertheless, she says, “I can put aside my happiness.  I think every parent would do 
that.”  She justifies the decision by explaining that “they only have a few more years.  I 
mean they only got seven more years to go,” meaning that she could envision separating 
from her partner until their children graduate from high school, at which point they could 
possibly be together again.  She explains that she will not “force them” to be okay with 
her sexuality and that she does not want them to “feel uncomfortable with who they are 
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or where they come from.”  In The Managed Heart, Hochschild (1983: 195) describes 
“false selves,” and explains that women are particularly likely to take up the role of “the 
altruist” as a false self.  She defines the altruist as “the person who is overly concerned 
with the needs of others” and explains that “in our culture women—because they have 
been traditionally assigned the task of tending to the needs of others—are in greater 
danger of overdeveloping the false self and losing track of boundaries.”  Kristy, willing 
even to end her relationship with her partner if she thought it would bring her children 
greater happiness, goes far beyond the idea of an “altruistic self,”—she is willing to 
sacrifice her sexual identity, her relationship, and her own happiness for others. 
 Kristy is willing to end her relationship with her wife for the sake of her 
relationship with her children, but even those participants who publicly celebrate their 
relationships with their partners often brace themselves against hurt caused by family and 
friends.  In interviews with LGBTQ people who have had or are planning weddings or 
commitment ceremonies, weddings often expose the relational boundaries between them 
and their straight family and friends.  They also expose how participants suppress their 
excitement, limit their expectations, and make concessions for straight family and friends.  
As with Finn, above, who has not formally told his family about his engagement, the 
LGBTQ people I spoke with have generally low expectations of their straight family and 
friends about matters that straight people who are getting married often take for granted.  
In almost every case, for instance, the gay and lesbian people I spoke to did not register 
for gifts, specifically requested no gifts, or requested that guests make a donation to a 
specific non-profit or charity.  Sometimes, I learned of this after a participant tells me that 
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their wedding was no different from a heterosexual wedding.  I usually followed up by 
asking for clarification, “So, gifts?  All close family members attended?”  In almost every 
case, the answer turned out to be no.  Kelly and Samantha, a rural couple who are 
engaged, plan to provide their guests with four options:  a Target registry, contributions 
to an Alaskan cruise, or a donation to either the Human Rights Campaign or Heifer 
Project International.  Norton and his husband, who had a formal wedding about a year 
after same-sex marriage was legalized in their state, specifically printed “No gifts” on 
invitations, but told guests they could donate to a local gay and lesbian advocacy group, 
if they so chose.  Similarly, Elizabeth and her wife, who were married in September 
2008, invited about forty-five people to a brunch in their city.  She says that she and her 
partner are “doing fine in their lives,” and also specifically told people not to get them 
gifts, but simply to donate to work in California around Proposition 8.  When I asked 
another couple who are engaged to be married, they reply, “Oh, we don’t want any.”  
Through this “altruism” that LGBTQ people display when they forego gifts at their 
weddings for donations to charities, they emotionally brace themselves against the 
disappointment that the heterosexual people who attend their wedding will not think of 
their relationships and ceremonies of equal value, and signal to them that they do not 
have to.  As in Harlow’s (2003) study of African American professors, through this act of 
“altruism,” they are also attempting to be “perfect.”  Harlow (2003) shows that, in the 
classroom, more emotion work is required of African American professors as they 
negotiate a racial stigma.  As a result, in interviews with African American professors, 
many of them noted that they “have to be perfect” (2003: 355).  Similarly, the LGBTQ 
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people I spoke to do not allow themselves the selfish act of requesting that others buy 
them presents.  Instead, they suppress such expectations and engage in the emotional 
labor of attempting to be “perfect” through making donations to charities. 
At the time I spoke to Mike and Scott, they are in the midst of planning a 
commitment ceremony.  They find themselves suppressing their own excitement and 
desires about their ceremony in order to plan an event that the straight friends they have 
invited will not find offensive.  Mike says that he is “really struggling right now” over 
how to plan a ceremony that “won’t offend people.”  They plan to mail invitations to a 
few close friends, but also created an “event” on Facebook.  In order to keep their 
sexuality concealed from certain family members and others, the two share a Facebook 
page with private settings, in which only they can “friend request” people, no one can 
request them.  They estimate that they have about three or four hundred Facebook friends 
who will receive an informal invitation via their Facebook page.  But, some of their close 
friends who are already aware of their upcoming ceremony have shared their feelings 
with them.  They recount a friend’s response whose wedding they are going to be in the 
following weekend, “I don’t totally agree with what you’re doing.  I don’t agree with 
how y’all live.  That’s between you and God and I’m not judging you.  You’re a friend no 
matter what and I’ll be there,” she says.  Another says, “Well, I don’t know.  I just don’t 
know.  I don’t understand it.  I just don’t understand how you’re gay, I know it’s not a 
choice.  I think you just gotta find what makes you happy and what you feel is right for 
you.  I’m not telling you you’re going to Hell, I might not necessarily agree with what 
you’re doing, but that’s between you and God, it’s got nothing to do with me.  I’m your 
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friend, I just don’t agree with how you’re living.”  Mike explains that in order to 
minimize the potential for offending anyone, they are being careful “not to incorporate 
toooo much religion into it.”  But, because they are themselves religious, he finds this to 
be difficult.  But says that precisely because of  “how he was raised, “ he also 
understands the problem that his friends have with their commitment ceremony. 
 As for family in attendance, Mike’s family is devoutly Pentecostal.  They do not 
know that he is gay, so they will obviously not be there.  While Scott has told his family, 
he is uncertain if they will attend.  He says that he does not know if his sister will be 
there, but that his mom and aunt will “probably” be there.  Mike elaborates, “In their 
eyes, it’s a joke.  They don’t understand.  Cause they know it’s not legal.  To us, it’s an 
important day because we’re going to exchange permanent rings to say that we’re a 
couple.  To them, it’s just a gay gathering.  I don’t think his mom sees the importance of 
being here.  Probably with his mom, if he were to call her and say, ‘Mom, this is real 
important to me, you should be there.’  Then, she’d probably come.”  Scott maintains a 
relationship with his family by not emphasizing his sexuality, but he also possibly misses 
an opportunity for a closer relationship and having his family at his wedding if he were 
able to find the language to articulate his desire that they be there.   
 Inviting his mother to what she views as a “gay gathering” would highlight his 
sexual identity to Scott’s mother.  In addition to trying to be “perfect,” the African 
American professors in Harlow’s (2003: 361) study attempt to “develop and reinforce 
their teacher identity” through “positive interactions with students, interaction with 
friends, family and peers, and internal strength.”  In this way, they employ more 
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emotional labor than their white peers to be seen as a professor and garner respect from 
their students, but they can still maintain a positive racial identity. Like Kristy says that 
she can only be someone’s best friend or granddaughter if they do not know she is gay, 
the LGBTQ people who utilize a strategy of suppressing emotions in order to maintain 
relationships with close significant others find that they also must deemphasize their 
sexual identity.  While it is possible that inviting his mother to his wedding could break 
down relational boundaries, Scott feels that emphasizing his sexual identity in this way is 
too risky to the relationship he has maintained with his mother by suppressing his 
emotions and--as a result--deemphasizing his sexual identity. 
In The Managed Heart, Hochschild explains that deep acting is sold as an aspect 
of labor power.  She concedes that some managing of feeling promotes the social good, 
but asks in whose interest are feeling rules?  If flight attendants, for instance, exchange 
emotional labor for a wage, for what do LGBTQ people suppress their feelings in 
interactions with straight family and friends?  In a final example of LGBTQ people 
suppressing their needs in order to overcome relational boundaries with family, Betty 
describes what she calls “gay guilt,” which she sees in herself and her lesbian friends.  
She explains, “You feel like you owe your family something because you embarrassed 
them somehow and until you can kind of give something back, you kind of just say, 
‘’Well, I’ll just deal with this on my own.’”  She says that she did not come out to her 
family until she was “financially independent and felt they could be proud of me 
accomplishing something.”  Before she was in such a position, she kept her struggles 
with her sexuality and relationships to herself and found ways to support herself through 
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college and after.  Now, she observes herself and her lesbian friends giving their families 
money or things like TVs in order to “make up for something.”  In such a relationship, it 
is apparent how straight significant others benefit from the emotional labor of their 
LGBTQ family or friends—LGBTQ people manage straight people’s discomfort while at 
the same time going above and beyond in their relationships with them, oftentimes in an 
attempt to repay the debts of hurt to others they feel they have accrued.  
In Hochschild’s (1983: 568) initial descriptions of emotion work, she imagined it 
as “not merely a facet of personality,” but a “gesture in a social exchange.”  The concept 
of emotion work allows us to better understand inequalities at the individual and 
interactional level.  Hochschild (1983: 12) explains that “In any system, exploitations 
depend on the actual distribution of many kinds of profits—money, authority, status, 
honor, well-being.”  LGBTQs who suppress their emotions in order to maintain 
relationships with straight significant others sacrifice all of these things as they perform 
emotional labor.  While flight attendants, for instance, receive a wage for their emotional 
labor, LGBTQs appear to receive love or friendship from people that they feel is 
conditional on whether they perform this emotion work, work that they would not 
perform if they were straight, and did not perform before identifying as gay.  Others point 
out that “inequality is reproduced as emotions are subtlety shaped by symbolic and 
material culture,” (Schwalbe, et. al. 2000: 434) for example, when women feel they must 
perform the “shadow labor” of emotions such as “nice” because of their gender 
(Hochschild 1983: 167).  LGBTQs must perform similar emotion work—acting nice or 
perfect or unfazed—because they are gay.  If they consider acting otherwise, they fear the 
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consequences.  Relational boundaries that they feel already exist between them and their 
straight significant others will be strengthened or maintained and they may lose these 
relationships entirely.  But, in addition to performing such emotional labor because they 
are gay, through this suppression of emotion, they also often simultaneously deemphasize 
their sexual identities. 
 
Out and Confident:  LGBTQs Evoking Confidence in Interactions with Significant Others 
 In the previous section, I describe LGBTQ people who suppress feelings in order 
to maintain relationships with straight significant others, but they also do labor to evoke 
feelings (Hochschild 1979, 1983). Not only do these individuals suppress their anger and 
hurt and deemphasize their sexual identities, but they also speak of an alternate strategy:  
evoking confidence in their sexual identities.  While evoking a feeling of confidence 
about their sexual identities is emotional labor that their straight counterparts are not 
similarly burdened with, this strategy—unlike suppressing emotions—benefits LGBTQ 
people themselves, rather than the straight significant others with whom they are 
engaging.   
 When LGBTQs describe suppressing their feelings in interactions with straight 
significant others, it may come from their own beliefs or feelings about being gay, but it 
is often described as more reactive to straight significant others—more of a “short 
stopgap” rather than the “long-term ‘working through’” that LGBTQs describe when they 
work to evoke confidence (Hochschild 1979: 562).  Hochschild (1979: 561) describes 
evocation of feeling as working to produce “a desired feeling initially absent.”  Few—if 
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any—of the LGBTQ people I spoke to describe a feeling of immediate positivity about 
their sexuality when they first identified as gay.  Hochschild (1979: 562) reports that 
sometimes when people engage in emotion work it is due to a moment of “pinch”—“a 
discrepancy between what one does not feel and what one wants to feel.”  In order to try 
to eliminate the feeling of “pinch,” they work on feeling.   
 One participant, who attended family events without her girlfriend for years, says, 
“Then, I was like, this is dumb, I’m not going home if I can’t be myself.  So, I was just 
like, I’m bringing Maggie.”  Betty, likewise, describes that when she “started making 
money” her family still talked about her partner of seven years like a “roommate,” as did 
she.  She became increasingly uncomfortable with conversations with family about 
“long-term planning” that did not include her partner.  She explains that the fear and 
discomfort around those conversations led her to change her interactions with them, “I 
talked about her as a roommate and I think it really just took me standing up and letting 
them know that that's not what we are and that's the big difference, I think. But I think it 
was my fault because I wasn't comfortable putting my foot down.”  Luke describes the 
“feeling of anxiety” he had in his 20s when he first met someone.  The feeling that he 
was living a “double life” became too much for him until he decides, “I’m just going to 
put a stake in the ground and do this.”  He said he was changing jobs at the time and 
knew other people who worked for the company who were gay and that the company was 
“open to gay people, so I put a stake in the ground like I’m not going to live this double 
life anymore--at work, at home--anywhere. It’s just too insidious.”  Now, he explains, “I 
am who I am and I’m unapologetic about who I am.”  For each of these people, such 
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actions are not easy or spontaneous, but a “long term working-through.”  They 
experience moments of discomfort or unhappiness—a moment, perhaps, of “pinch”--
especially when they feel their identity does not match their actions.  They then work to 
evoke confidence in themselves before being able to display confidence in interactions 
with others. 
 Participants who come to the strategy of evoking confidence usually suppressed 
their feelings before working toward this method of interaction.  For a long time, they 
performed emotion work for others rather than for themselves.  Duncombe and Marsden 
(1998: 225) argue that there is a “tendency to take at face value the phrase emotion 
work.”  They contend that there has been “too little research on how individuals feel 
about the emotion work they do—particularly whether individuals find emotion work 
burdensome and alienating, or whether it may sometimes be rewarding.”  While 
participants who suppress their feelings may defend those emotions and interactions, it is 
clear that such interactions maintain inequalities between them and their straight 
significant others, and likely come with few real social or emotional rewards.  The 
necessity of evoking a feeling of confidence comes as a result of the same 
heteronormative culture, but when one suppresses one’s self and feelings, it is usually 
done for others, while evoking a positive feeling is usually done for oneself.  When 
participants evoke confidence in their interactions with others, they often describe their 
initial surprise at the personal and relational rewards.  While perhaps primarily performed 
in order to eliminate a feeling of “pinch” and negativity about their sexual identities, they 
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find that relational boundaries are more effectively overcome through evoking confidence 
rather than suppressing feeling. 
 Alex describes a moment when he recognized that displaying confidence changed 
the way people interact with him and toward him.  One night he and his boyfriend were 
out listening to live music with a group of women.  He usually attempts to conceal his 
relationship with his boyfriend in public, but on this particular night he did not hide the 
fact that they were together and recalls that he may have even danced with him.  As they 
were leaving, an older man approached them and Alex remembers being filled with 
dread, thinking that the man was going to make some sort of homophobic remark.  
Instead, the man tells them that they are “beautiful together” and then walks out.  Alex 
explains, “And that was when I began to really got ahold of this idea of if we project 
ourselves as confident and comfortable with who we are and whole and balanced, that 
people are going to respond most often in that way.”  He later imagines that maybe this 
man has a grandson who is gay, but he lacks the ability to tell his grandson what he told 
him.  He explains “And I think there’s a lot of people who are really hungry to see 
confident, well-adjusted people in relationships together and to give them the 
opportunity--maybe not to ask the questions--but to say to us probably what he’s been 
wanting to say to his grandson for a very long time and he hasn’t found the courage or the 
way to do that.”  After this experience, Alex tries to feel and evoke confidence more 
often in his everyday interactions.  Imagining scenarios like the man with his grandson 
and that his own interactions could help others makes it easier for Alex to feel confident 
about his own sexuality.  “That’s me,” he explains, “trying to convince myself that that’s 
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really what’s happening and to let go of some of my fears and self-hatred.”  Later, he 
elaborates,  
 It’s part of my own personal challenge to myself to always be aware that there are 
 always other perspectives and to try to find ways of connecting with people as 
 quickly as I can because you often have a very short window before you begin to 
 offend someone.  So, especially if you’re at all shy or reluctant to say our own 
 truth, then we kind of get walked on top of.  So, it’s kind of that balancing act of 
 being as open about who I am to give people the chance to treat me with respect.  
 Because if I’m afraid of who I am and ashamed of who I am-wow-that comes out 
 as fear and aggression to other people.  But, if I’m confident about who I am and 
 seem comfortable with other people, then they often respond to me in that same 
 way-‘well, I don’t really understand it, but you seem to be ok,’ so….   
 
Stella describes a situation where she also realized that feeling and projecting confidence 
about her sexuality leads to better—not worse—interpersonal relationships.  She told her 
boss at work that she was going on vacation with a partner and the boss asks, “Oh, who is 
the guy?”  “And I was like, ‘Oh, it’s a girl.’  It was like keeping something from her, or, I 
don’t know….But, then there was that connection.  So, when I reveal a little about myself 
I think people generally feel more connected to me.”  Alessandra says that there are not 
that many people who are out at her fairly small university.  Currently, she finds herself 
associating more with members of a sorority than she would have expected because she 
recently began dating a woman who is in a sorority.  She acknowledges that this could be 
a difficult environment, but she thinks that, in general, people “usually admire my 
confidence.”  When she was in high school her parents kicked her out of the house after 
she told them she is gay.  She explains that “having to put up with my parents, having to 
fight with my parents, prepared me for this fight.  It is just like I have such a wall—like 
thick skin.”  She continues to explain that she thinks her confidence is a “huge factor” in 
gaining respect from people and avoiding discrimination.  Because she “holds her head 
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up high” she finds that—even in a situation like a sorority—people seem to think she is 
“cool.”  She says that she finds that “people usually respect that, which is good.  I think if 
I were more insecure, if I were really, like, more shy, I think it would be a different 
situation or I think I would just feel it more.  I would take it harder.  But, if I ever do 
experience something, I just brush it off so it is usually okay.”  Evoking a feeling of 
confidence does require labor, but it also seems to carry rewards.  Hochschild (1983: 18) 
cautions that suppressing feelings risks becoming “estranged or alienated from an aspect 
of self—either the body or the margins of the soul—that is used to do the work.”  
LGBTQs who suppress their feelings describe being alienated from their sexual identities 
and estranged from their own happiness.  Confidence, too, is an interactional exchange 
that requires emotional labor.  Because the straight people LGBTQs interact with need 
not be equally concerned with evoking such a feeling—and then preforming it—the 
emotional management in these interactions is still unequal.  But, when LGBTQs labor to 
evoke confidence, they need not sacrifice their selves or their happiness in order to 
overcome these boundaries. 
 Just as Alessandra hypothesizes that she would have faced more discrimination if 
she did not project a confident self, others note experiences in which developing a sense 
of confidence and honesty about themselves prevented or lessened experiences of 
discrimination.  Francisco describes two different situations—one, in the previous 
restaurant at which he worked where he was not as open about his sexuality and, the 
other, in his current workplace where he is open about his sexuality.  He says, “You 
know what is funny?  I felt more harassed about my sexuality before I came out then after 
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I came out.”  In his previous workplace, he says people frequently directed gay jokes at 
him, including an incident when someone wrote “Francisco is a cocksucker” on the wall 
of the bathroom.  But, he says that when he is more open, he finds that “there was no 
need for the jokes anymore.  Like, I’m out, ok, deal with it.”  In his current workplace, he 
initiates the joking, “I joke about my sexuality with the staff and everything and they 
think it’s hilarious, they joke too.  I’ll go to the back and do the ‘All the Single Ladies’ 
choreography in the middle of the kitchen and everybody just cracks up.”  Samantha, a 
teacher, says that she experienced a “big turning point” when she realized she was more 
vulnerable to others’ homophobia and the ways it could hurt her if she is “hiding stuff.”  
For years, she told no one about her relationships or her sexuality.  But she explains that 
she wishes she had realized earlier in her life that “when you start hiding stuff about 
yourself people can use that as a weapon against you.  You know, so if you're acting 
ashamed about who you are then they can then take that and try to use it against you.”  
Like the Black professors in Harlow’s (2003) study, she seems to think that because she 
is gay, she must be a “perfect” teacher in all other ways, but she also explains that “if 
everybody in my faculty knows what I am then when a parent or whatever comes to the 
principal and says something, then they all already know. It’s no big deal. They're like, 
yeah, we know and she's a great teacher and there's no big deal.”  Before she presented 
this more confident self, she felt like she could be criticized solely because of her 
sexuality.  In part because she fears negative responses to her sexuality—and even 
workplace discrimination—she made the decision to stop concealing her sexuality and 
suppressing all feelings about her sexuality in exchange for evoking a confident self, 
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along with a performance of other “positive” qualities and emotions that she hopes will 
garner the respect of others.   
Like the professors Harlow describes, it is clear that LGBTQ people are engaging 
in emotional labor that their straight counterparts are not engaging in, but when LGBTQs 
evoke confidence, they are employing a strategy in which “subordinates are managing the 
emotions of dominants” (Schwalbe, et. al. 2000).  Samantha and Francisco, and others, 
describe that when they feel confident in their sexual identities and then present 
themselves as such, they strip others of the ability to harm them.  By changing their 
feelings—feeling internally confident—they change their actions and their interactional 
exchanges.  In this way, they engage in emotion work with dominants (straight 
significant others) that benefits the marginalized (LGBTQs), rather than vice versa.   
In a study of two support groups, Francis (1997: 169) describes how emotions are 
constructed interpersonally, and how facilitators of the support groups manage to “alter 
emotion norms by altering the identities.”  When LGBTQs evoke confidence, we see the 
other side of the same coin—how altering emotions alters identities.  When Francsico, for 
example, begins to feel internally confident, he then changes the way he interacts with 
others, and also the way he performs his identity as a gay man.  He becomes someone 
who encourages the kitchen staff to sing and dance along with him to Beyonce’s “All the 
Single Ladies” rather than someone who finds epithets written about him by his co-
workers on bathroom walls.  Samantha also describes changes in her identity and the way 
that straight people act around her after she changes the way she internally feels about 
herself.  She says, “It seems like the older I've gotten that more I'm okay with me, the 
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more I don’t care what other people think. And to me, I think that if I'm okay with me 
and I don’t act tentative about who I am, those around me aren't going to act tentative 
when I display signs of affection….”  Like others, this has been a process for her, and 
while she is currently attempting to do more of the emotional labor of evoking 
confidence, she describes the previous work of suppressing her feelings and details of her 
life as long-lasting.  She says, “And just the act of having to do that and all the fuck and 
worries that go into that, especially when you’re young, shapes you as a person. I feel 
like in some ways, this need to be secretive started when I was younger because it had to 
be that way as a defense mechanism. And I feel like that affects me now, like, being 
secretive is not good.”  For those who transition to evoking confidence, the transition is 
bound up in their understandings of their identities as gay.  Wilkins (2012: 36) explains, 
“Emotions help signal people’s identities whereas identity work itself generates new 
emotions.”  LGBTQs who evoke confidence are more comfortable with being open about 
their sexual identity and deliberately present themselves as confident in order to influence 
interactional exchanges.  So, while connected to their understanding of their sexual 
identities, often overlooked is the internal and external emotion work that constructs 
identity as much as identity shapes emotion.  LGBTQs who transition to evoking 
confidence must change their feelings about being gay and act on these changes, 
internally feeling confident and externally presenting themselves as such. 
At the conclusion of every interview, I asked participants if there was anything 
they would change about their life and, if so, what it would be.  Overwhelmingly, 
participants responded with some version of wishing they had come out sooner.  More 
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specifically, Samantha says she wishes she had developed a more confident self sooner 
and Adam describes a continuing process, “I would like to change being afraid.  I would 
like to not have that feeling of worrying what people thought; I wish I’d be more 
confident.”  In these responses, participants indicate that they wish they had felt more 
confident about being gay earlier in their lives so that they then acted differently.  They 
speak of missed opportunities and relationships.  Many of them, in particular, feel like 
they missed out on a variety of intimate relationships, either because they did not date 
people of the same gender earlier in their lives or because they were “guarded” in their 
relationships with straight family and friends.  
But, for some, time alters their emotions.  Their feelings about being gay begin to 
change, and then they start to act and interact differently.  This chapter connects changing 
identities to changing emotions.  Much research describes ways that culture shapes 
identity, but large-scale and local culture—and cultural changes—also shape emotion.  I 
argue that, in this case, it is necessary to construct an emotion before an identity. 
Hochschild (1983: 336) points out that changes in “emotion culture” often follow “large-
scale institutional changes.”  I argue that being gay comes with feeling rules—similar to 
how being a woman comes with feeling rules--but these rules may change depending on 
time and place.  Hochschild (1979) explains that the feminist movement allowed women 
to feel angry over abuses at work and that a woman’s identification as either a feminist or 
not differently affects whether she feels more or less guilty about sending a child to 
daycare.  Similarly, the time and place in which a gay person lives affects their feelings 
about being gay, and then their interactions with others.  Hochschild (1979: 567) explains 
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that “lax emotion management is a clue to an ideology lapsed or rejected.”  When 
participants move from guarding or suppressing their emotions to being more open with 
their emotions and their sexual identities, something in their social world has made or 
enabled them to feel this way, to let go of one ideology and way of feeling about oneself 
for another.  Empirically, Francis (1997) and Wolkomir (2001) describe the same.  
Francis (1997) shows how different emotions are constructed in support groups with 
different ideologies regarding divorce and bereavement.  Wolkomir (2001) shows how 
gay men at either an MCC group or an ex-gay group learn and re-learn what it means to 
be a “good Christian” by first learning new feeling rules—“the kinds of emotions one can 
legitimately feel.”  She shows how redefinition of an identity is “not merely cognitive, 
but must be cemented emotionally.”  Like other marginalized groups, “feeling rules” 
dictate how LGBTQ people understand what they should feel and how they must perform 
this feeling.  Attention to the emotion work LGBTQs engage in, and how it is culturally 
specific, tells us more about the varieties of gay identities that emerge. 
Participants who eventually redefine their sexual identities in a more positive light 
cite various reasons for the change.  For Kelly, for instance, it was a moment at work 
when a co-worker confided in her about her own sexuality.  The co-worker says to her,  
‘Okay, I have to tell you something.’  She said, ‘My he is a she.’  And I just 
melted.  I was like, thank God, somebody else is like me around here.  And I just -
- you know, from that moment on, I was like okay, I'm just going to relax and go 
with the flow.  And at that point in time, we were in a training class. It was a 
small class of nineteen people and from there on I didn’t hide it. I just -- I was 
who I was and started talking to other people in the class, getting to know them. 
And when the topics of conversation came up, you know, we were talking about 
marriage and I was like, you know, I'd like to get married someday, but here it's 
not legal. And one of them was like what do you mean it's not legal and I was like 
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I'm a lesbian…But once I finally just stood my ground and stepped into that and 
claimed it, it was fine. 
 
But, like others, Kelly explains that she continues to attempt to compensate for her 
sexuality by evoking other positive emotions, explaining that she always waits a while in 
a new environment before telling people, allowing them to “get to know her as a person” 
and realize that she is not a “man-hater” or a “dark storm cloud.”  She attempts to evoke 
feelings of being “bubbly and happy and loving.”  While many participants describe 
similarly attempting to present other positive qualities and emotions to overcome 
negative reactions to their sexuality, the single, shared emotion they cite as 
transformative to their own perceptions of self, their interactions with others, and their 
identities is confidence.  Evan, a transgender man in the urban sample, summarizes that 
after a break in college he came back and “felt almost immediately this, like, confidence, 
that I never felt before in my life.  Because I was like, I know who I am.  Like there was 
just this noticeable change to me and I think to everyone else around me cause I was 
walking around like I knew what the world was about for the first time and dressing in 
ways that felt right.”  
 The participants, above, describe a shift from a suppression of emotion and sexual 
identity to being confident in their interactions and sexual identity.  But, the transition we 
hear more about is “the collective shift from shame to pride” that scholars of social 
movements describe as “the cornerstone of identity politics for social movements against 
stigmatization” (Connell 2015: 23).  Connell (2015: 4) explains, that, after the Stonewall 
riots in 1969, “the prevailing politics of gay pride have increasingly demanded that its 
constituents be ‘out and proud’ in all contexts.”  But context does matter.  The gay and 
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lesbian teachers in her study experience a tension that that is “driven by a fundamental 
incompatibility between the demands of contemporary LGBT politics, which center on 
the ethos of gay pride, and the norms of teaching professionalism, which expect teachers 
(gay and lesbian teachers in particular) to be cautious and self-disciplining about their 
personal—and sexual—lives” (3-4).  They often find the “ethos of pride” incompatible 
with their negotiation of their public and professional selves in the classroom.  Similarly, 
“pride” is also an emotion—and display—of limited value for my participants in their 
interactions with close friends and family.  While “pride” might be the emotion 
prescribed by contemporary LGBT politics, the emotional transition that my participants 
describe is not one of being “out and proud,” but of being “out and confident.”   
 “Pride” may literally be an emotion the gay rights movement hopes its 
constituents can conjure, but many of my participants do not understand it as such.  
Rather than an emotion to be evoked, they more often see it as a week, a parade, or a 
collective ideology.  In later chapters, I describe hesitancy among urban and rural 
LGBTQs to engage in public displays of visibility, and rural LGBTQs distancing 
themselves from the idea of pride and their understanding of collective gay identity.  If 
they imagine “pride” as a public display, such an emotion and performance is unlikely to 
resonate with them, especially in everyday interactions with significant others.  Rural 
participants, especially, understand pride to have an institutional connection to a group or 
collective identity that they do not feel connected with in the everyday.  But, for those 
who do understand it as an emotion, it is often not a feeling that comes with a positive 
association.  From a young age, people in this small town are taught by their families, in 
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schools, and in churches not to be “prideful.”  Whatever they imagine the gay rights 
movement means by “pride,” it is a feeling and way of being that is uncomfortable for 
them.  
 When LGBTQs cultivate confidence, social forces are at play.  But, participants’ 
understanding and performance of confidence feels more individual to them, while a 
performance of pride seems to demand performing sexual identity as collective.  When 
participants describe evoking confidence, they believe that this feeling shapes how they 
act and interact.  When interacting with significant others, “pride” is not a feeling that 
appears particularly useful.  Confidence, however, is an everyday emotion.  One can act 
and interact confidently with those closest to them.  While they may not be cultivating 
and evoking this feeling as a member of a group (as in, they do not connect this emotion 
to that prescribed by the contemporary gay rights movement), many participants describe 
the performance of confidence as a long-term, successful strategy that not only benefits 
them, but that changes and shapes the way those around them think about sexuality.  
Although I do not want to replace one prescriptive emotion for another, confidence 
appears to be emotion work that LGBTQs do equate with social change.  Rather than 
being institutionally prescribed, they describe it as an individual process, an everyday 
emotional strategy, and a way of interacting with straight significant others in a 
heteronormative—and often homophobic—social world. 
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Conclusion:  Weddings, Relational Boundaries, and Emotion Work 
 Outside of the mainstream gay rights movement’s agenda, the singular focus on 
marriage equality as the best route for social change is a point of question/concern for 
LGBT/queer activists.  Nevertheless, weddings are a unique event in which one’s 
significant others come together and relationships—and relational boundaries—are on 
full display.  The different strategies participants engage in illustrate the types of 
emotional labor LGBTQs perform to overcome these boundaries.  Mike and Scott wish 
Scott’s family would attend their wedding, but do not know how to express that to them; 
and similarly, Kendra finds herself disappointed when her family does not attend her 
wedding.  She called her mother to invite her to the ceremony, and considered her side of 
the family to be the more “supportive” side, given that her partner’s side of the family 
was completely opposed to their wedding.  While Kendra describes her mom as her “best 
friend,” her mother declines to attend her wedding, for reasons that do not appear to be 
completely due to homophobic beliefs, but simply the way in which LGBTQ people’s 
family and friends often do not elevate LGBTQs’ relationships and weddings to the same 
status as their own.  Kendra says, “And I wish she was there. It would have been nice if 
my sister had been there too.  But, she has other things going on in her life, with her kids 
and all that.  It would have been hard for her. But, my mom was so close. My family was 
just right there.”  Another rural participant, Samantha, breaks down as she recalls her 
mother’s response to her when she asked if she would come to her wedding, “She told me 
she wasn’t coming to my stupid wedding.”  Through tears, she says that her mother just 
attended her cousin’s wedding who just graduated from high school and got his girlfriend 
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pregnant, but “she won’t consider going to her daughter’s wedding who is a very 
successful woman who teaches children every day how to make good choices, who is an 
upstanding citizen, and because her love is not a boy, she won’t consider going to the 
wedding.”  Although every person I spoke to—in the rural and the urban location—told 
stories of family or friends who did not attend their ceremonies because of their sexuality, 
it is also true that a greater majority of rural participants must overcome interactional 
boundaries, cultural values, and their own beliefs about homosexuality when bringing 
their family and friends together for their weddings or commitment ceremonies.  For a 
variety of reasons, they more often suppress their feelings and remain hurt or confused 
about their relationships with their straight family and friends before, during, and after 
such ceremonies. 
 In contrast, Ann, who lives in the East Coast city, plans a wedding that illustrates 
her desire to evoke confidence, break down relational boundaries between her straight 
family and friends, and even change some of their beliefs that same-sex marriage is not 
right.  Still (but likely to a lesser extent than rural participants), Ann fears the response of 
some of her family members if she were to invite them to her wedding.  Ann owns and 
operates a lesbian event-planning company that sometimes plans same-sex weddings.  
She says that she has “witnessed too many times people just getting totally stressed out 
about the attitudes and beliefs of family members” at their own weddings.  She explains 
that she has witnessed mothers begging their daughters not to go through with their 
weddings as they are about to walk down the aisle and “I-I-I-I…I didn’t want to 
experience that” and “I just didn’t want to engage in the conversations about it.”  Ann, 
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herself, has family members who hold the view that it is okay to be gay, but not to get 
married or have children.  Most of the time she says that she works hard to avoid 
situations with people who feel this way.  On the day of her wedding, especially, she 
“didn’t want to deal with any family—any biological family—discussion about it.”  
Ann’s wedding strategy was a unique combination of evoking confidence and avoiding 
the possibility that negative emotions would need to be suppressed.  She and her partner 
throw a “surprise wedding.”  They invite two hundred people to their backyard, but do 
not tell anyone why they are there.  Everyone gathers at their home and then “all of a 
sudden a bagpiper came out and we went and changed and they were all like, ‘What the 
hell is going on?’ and then one of our friends who is a Justice of the Peace got up and we 
came down and we basically got married.  So people didn’t have an opportunity to have 
an opinion about gay marriage if they were there.”  Ann does not want to suppress her 
emotions or her identity in interactional exchanges with family members, but also does 
not want to engage in debates with them about her sexuality.  When she asserts herself in 
this way—in the form of a surprise wedding--, however, she is surprised by the reaction 
of some of those family and friends.  She explains that many of the straight, married 
couples and older, straight married couples, specifically, “cried during the whole 
ceremony and said it was like the most powerful thing they had ever seen.”  Ann, like 
many participants, experiences anxiety about the relational boundaries she knows exist 
between her and some of her family because of her sexuality, but when she evokes 
confidence in this interaction, she describes the result to be transformative.  Boundaries 
give way and beliefs change. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
EVERYDAY QUEER VISIBILITY 
Background 
 I met Max at a cafe for our interview.  We sat outside, which was a good thing 
since we spoke so long that the restaurant closed before we parted ways.  Our second 
interview lasted equally as long, and afterward Max texted me an apology for the length 
of our meeting, expressing that he “didn’t want to let me go.”  Max is college-educated, 
originally from the East Coast, and lived in Orlando, Florida for fifteen years.  It is 
apparent that Max and his partner are smart, talented people, but they have both struggled 
to find stable careers.  Max’s partner sells time-shares, an occupation that is notoriously 
unstable, but occasionally lucrative.  Max explains that his partner has done well in this 
profession, but the recent turn in the economy and the waning popularity of time-shares 
have hurt them financially and left them with fewer options.  It is because of this that 
Max and his partner ended up in this small town in the Midwest, where Max has recently 
found work as a bank teller.  Max jokes that he isn’t good at geography and when he 
agreed to move here for his partner’s job, he actually thought it was on a coast, and had 
pictured somewhere like South Carolina.   
Max is eager to share his thoughts and experiences and self-directs much of the 
interview, lamenting that he never gets to talk about “gay things” now that he and his 
partner live here.  He notes, correctly, that he has a unique perspective because he has 
lived in different parts of the country, and has now lived in this small town for about 
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eight years.  At one point in the interview, Max brings up the issue of visibility and the 
ability to show affection in public.  He first broaches the topic by telling me about a 
couple he knows who had problems in their relationship, in part because they felt they 
could never be affectionate with each other in public.  He frequently demonstrates his 
fluency in gay issues, explaining, “And I can see in the gay community that that is a huge 
problem for couples because straight people can do whatever they want.  They can touch 
each other, hold hands, or give a quick peck and gay people have to think about it or 
choose not to do it.”  Max’s demeanor is upbeat and he clearly enjoys entertaining others 
with his witticisms.  But, when he talks about living in this town, a sadness comes over 
him.  He explains,  
And it’s incredibly difficult yourself too because, like, we’re in Wal-Mart here 
and I’ll touch him or like we were at the gym and he went and poked me and then 
I kind of had to stop him.  Like I’m uncomfortable, but I don’t want to be 
uncomfortable.  And then I’m angry about everything….Like I’m angry at him 
because he brought me here.  I’m angry at me because I feel stupid that I’m even 
thinking about this and I’m angry at all these other people that I even have to 
think about them and that just drives me nuts.  
 
 Max is not alone in his deliberation about whether he should touch his partner or 
push him away in public.  Because of Max’s own experience living in rural and urban 
places and different regions in the U.S., he is able to describe his feelings and actions as 
particular to the small town where he currently lives.  In interviews with LGBTQ people 
in the small town in the Midwest and the mid-sized city on the East Coast, comparative 
differences emerge between those who live in each place, but the process of internal 
negotiation regarding actions of visibility is an experience that almost all of the sixty-six 
people I spoke with share.  The experiences and stories of LGBTQ people in both places 
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offer unique insight into how internal negotiations, feelings, and beliefs affect outward 
appearance and action.  While notable legal and cultural shifts have recently occurred 
concerning same-sex marriage and relationships, the intense process of internal 
negotiation that LGBTQ people engage in around issues of visibility calls into question 
the “diminishing social significance of the closet” that Steven Seidman (2002: 91) 
describes and predicted over ten years ago.  Seidman (2002: 122) argues that in the near 
future and even at that moment in 2002, LGBTQ people will live a “life beyond the 
closet” and declares that “Many of us feel good about who we are; we feel that we are 
psychological and moral equals of our straight brothers and sisters.  We feel entitled to 
the same rights, opportunities, respect, and social support.  We will surely not tolerate 
intolerance and will not settle for tolerance for very long.”  Since 2002, formal progress 
toward “acceptance” and “equality” is likely greater than even Seidman might have 
imagined a decade ago, but the internal deliberations that LGBTQ people describe in this 
chapter reveal that Seidman’s conclusion about the way “many of us feel” is a 
simplification of real internal feelings, feelings that influence action.  Moreover, this 
sentiment regarding what “we” will or will not tolerate lacks cultural and geographic 
specificity about the structural and cultural narratives that not only influence the ideas of 
straight people about gay people, but also the beliefs and feelings that LGBTQ people of 
diverse classes, races, and places have about themselves and other gay people. 
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Visibility 
The politics of visibility have been changing and contested among activists for 
gay rights over time, ranging from confrontational queer politics to depictions of 
upstanding married couples “no different” from their straight counterparts.  Certain urban 
neighborhoods are known to have a visible gay presence, and in recent years much work 
has been published by scholars in a variety of disciplines on queer visibility in the media. 
Little of this work is about the choices that LGBTQ people make about visibility in their 
everyday lives.  One exception is the attention scholars have given to appearance and 
sexual identity, especially on LGBTQ people who transgress gender norms (Pascoe 2007, 
Peña 2013).  Peña (2013), for instance, illustrates the hypervisibility of Cuban and Cuban 
American homosexual men in Miami, and argues that their visibility as a result of their 
gender performance is a source of both state control and persecution, and their own 
empowerment.   
 In Max’s deliberations about visibility, he mentions that appearance is one way 
that he negotiates visibility in everyday life.  He compares the way he thinks about what 
he wears now to how he thought about his appearance in Orlando,  
I mean I had to confront it in the classroom and jobs, but now I have to do it in 
bars and safe areas.  Like wearing this shirt, like do I wear this because it’s too 
gay?  That’s something I have to think about.  That’s not something that would 
ever cross my mind in Orlando.  Here, I go out to the bar and something that I 
would wear to a bar in Orlando, I can’t wear here.  Not that it’s super gay, but I 
wouldn’t wear a t-shirt underneath.  I would wear a buttoned up shirt and I would 
have it down to here [points to the middle of his chest].  I can’t do that here.  Not 
that I need to do that, but I really have to think about what my wardrobe choice is 
because I could get into problems. 
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Max’s internal deliberations about outward appearance and action are central to his 
narrative, as are the differences in the ways he acts and feels in a rural versus an urban 
location.  He continues to expand on what he notices about the appearance of other gay 
people in town, “I’ve noticed with other gay people here though, they don’t do that.  
They wear t-shirts out, like they almost do it on purpose.  And, yes, people wear t-shirts 
in Orlando, but they wear tight t-shirts or they, I don’t know, it’s just so different, it’s just 
a startling difference….They just wear that to the bar and it would never occur to me to 
not look good if I’m going somewhere, if that makes sense.”   
In her work on rural LGBTQ youth, Gray (2009: 92) argues that the politics of 
visibility advocated in national-level LGBT campaigns such as the Human Rights 
Campaign and in some popular media and television shows is a depiction of identity 
work that—depending on where one lives—is “heavy lifting for some kids and a mere 
flick of the wrist for others.”  Max’s internal negotiations as a gay adult male, even after 
years of being “out and proud” in urban areas illustrate that the process of identity 
construction and action does not necessarily conclude after adolescence, and continues to 
be shaped by place.  His observations also support the notion that our current conception 
of being visibly queer is too narrow to account for a wide range of differences among 
people; in this case, geographic differences. 
 In her article on rural queer women, Kazyak (2012) mentions, without further 
description, that the gay men in her study do not reject masculinity in the way that urban 
gay men who have been the focus of other studies transgress masculine gender norms.  
She explains that in urban areas female masculinity is the most visible gender 
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presentation of lesbian identity.  However, in rural areas female masculinity is often 
normative, as straight and lesbian women might both enact it.  Illustrating Kazyak’s 
point, one of the women I spoke with, Darlene, makes a similar observation, “You can 
look at a rancher’s wife and your gaydar gets all messed up because they all look gay.”  
Like the gay men Kazyak interviewed, many of the gay men I spoke with also distance 
themselves from male effeminacy and, as I argue in a later chapter, from other gay men 
and a gay mainstream with which they associate this.  On the other hand, Francisco’s 
observation challenges Kazyak’s (2012: 841) claim that “effeminate men have no other 
way of being understood than as gay in rural towns.”  Originally from a large city in 
Brazil, Francisco—like Max—is quite fluent in mainstream gay culture and gushes that 
the “funnest thing about being gay is you can dress however you want.”  However, he 
explains that the “older and religious crowd” that he encounters in his work as a 
restaurant supervisor frequently ask if he has “found himself a nice American woman.”  
He explains, “And I just say, ‘Oh, not yet.’ or ‘Oh, still working on that.’  I figure there’s 
no point in bringing it up.  If they haven’t realized I’m gay just by looking at me and 
talking to me, I’m not gonna say, ‘Oh, actually I’m gay.’  A lot of people confuse the gay 
demeanor in this area with the Christian nice-boy demeanor.  I really think that happens 
quite a lot.”   
 My participants’ thoughts and observations support Kazyak’s (2012) claim that 
gender norms are geographically contextual, and specifically that in rural areas people 
might not immediately assume that a woman who transgresses gender norms is a lesbian.  
My data also points to the idea that, contrary to Kazyak’s claim that male effeminacy can 
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only be read one way in rural areas—as gay, the “Christian-nice-boy demeanor” might be 
so common in some rural places that male effeminacy might not be immediately 
associated with homosexuality.  While Kazyak suggests that gender presentation is more 
a means of queer visibility in urban versus rural places, the apparent uncertainty or 
inability to accurately label anyone’s sexuality simply by looking at him or her is just one 
reason why I suggest we broaden our notion of queer visibility. 
 In fact, Kazyak (2012: 842) notes that “being seen around town with a same-sex 
partner is a rural-specific way of achieving visibility.”  However, she does not elaborate 
on if or how the people she spoke with make decisions about this type of visibility.  My 
data support that this is a form of queer visibility, but one that is not “achieved” as much 
as negotiated daily by most gays and lesbians, and one that is not specific to only rural 
locations.  Max continues to describe his deliberations about being visible and puts his 
experience in comparative perspective,  
I have had to learn how to be back in the closet….So here, I had to think about 
things.  It drives me crazy.  Like I haven’t had to think about things like that for 
forever.  I remember the first time that I went out on a date with my sort of first 
real boyfriend, and we were in the movies and I had to think about holding his 
hand and it really stuck with me.  I’m like, do I do this, do I not do this, can 
people see, but it’s really dark, and does it matter?  I remember I took his hand 
and leaning over and being like, ‘Is that okay?’  And he’s like, ‘Yeah, what the 
fuck?’  Okay. 
 
Max’s experiences, feelings, and observations point to an everyday queer visibility in 
need of more attention.  Focusing only on a structural politics of visibility does not 
capture the everyday experiences of LGBTQ people, and looking only at outward 
appearance and gender performance is too narrow.  In this chapter, I will focus on 
everyday queer visibility:  participants’ beliefs about public versus private behavior, 
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public displays of affection, being seen with one’s partner, and responses to homophobia.  
Interviews in both sites show that negotiations about visibility are not only a rural or an 
urban phenomenon, although the negotiations often differ.  Focusing on participants’ 
internal deliberations as they are conveyed to me also helps us better understand the way 
that internal thought processes, morals, and beliefs—and the cultural context in which 
these come into being—influence action. 
 
Social Cognitive Conception of Action and Everyday Queer Visibility 
 In the above account, Max’s narrative begins to provide a sense of various types 
of everyday queer visibility.  But easily overlooked in these descriptions of visibility is 
the emphasis Max places on the way that “gay people have to think about it.”  Max 
contrasts this with the way that straight people do not have to think about visibility or 
their actions in the same way.  But, the descriptions that Max and other participants 
provide of everyday life also give us a window into how internal thought processes and 
deliberations influence social structure and interaction and how social structure 
influences internal thought processes, especially for marginalized individuals.  When 
Max’s partner gives him a poke at the gym, Max describes being uncomfortable, then 
angry at himself because he “feels stupid” that he “even has to think of them” and that 
this internal deliberation “drives him nuts.”  In this way, Max makes visible his internal 
deliberations about participating or not in a public display of affection (in this case, a 
little poke), an action of everyday gay visibility.  He describes the way that his thinking is 
place-dependent, explaining that in the small town in which he currently lives he has to 
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consider whether the shirt he wears might be perceived as too gay and says, “That’s 
something I have to think about.”  The internal deliberation in this small town about his 
shirt, he explains, is “not something that would ever cross my mind in Orlando.”  
Likewise, he compares something like holding the hand of his first boyfriend to how he 
now “has to think about things,” and he reiterates that “thinking about things like 
this…drives me crazy.” 
 This chapter focuses on those actions of everyday visibility.  LGBTQ people must 
negotiate interactions with “significant others”--close friends and family--in everyday 
life, deciding when and how to “come out” to friends or deliberating about whether and 
how to ask for better treatment of themselves and their partners from their parents.  But, 
additionally, LGBTQ people must negotiate interaction with “generalized others,” “the 
organized community or social group which gives to the individual his [or her] unity of 
self” (Mead 1934: 154).  As I argue in the following chapter, participants in my rural 
field site draw intragroup boundaries between themselves and other LGBTQ people, 
rarely citing other gay people as among those with whom they most often socialize or 
see.  Certainly, for my rural sample, their local community is their primary community.  
Even if the opposite were the case, as it is for some people, all LGBTQ people live in a 
heteronormative society where strangers walking down a shared sidewalk, sales clerks, 
fellow restaurant patrons, or customers and colleagues in the workplace influence their 
behavior.  As Mead (1934: 155) argues, “it is in the form of the generalized other that the 
social process influences the behavior of the individuals involved in it and carrying it on, 
i.e., that the community exercises control over the conduct of its individual members; for 
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it is in this form that the social process or community enters as a determining factor into 
the individual’s thinking.”   
 This moment of interaction with the generalized other is, for LGBTQ people, a 
question of being made visible as a gay person.  Do they hold hands or release each 
other’s hands when they pass by a stranger on the street?  Does she correct a client or 
customer’s assumption that her partner is of the opposite sex?  When a colleague makes a 
homophobic remark, does he explain that it is personally offensive?  When participants 
describe these interactions, they frequently speak aloud the internal deliberation they 
have within themselves in these moments, internal conversations that Mead (1934: 156) 
argues are only possible by “taking the attitude of the generalized other toward himself 
[or herself].”  Max explains that he has to think about these actions and interactions 
around visibility so much that it “drives him crazy.”  According to Howard (1994: 213), 
social cognition explains “how presumably external social structures become part of 
individual actors’ cognitive structures and in turn how social actors’ cognitive practice 
both reconstitutes and unsettles social structures.”  If one was only to observe Max’s 
action and was not privy to the internal conflict he describes, it would likely appear that 
Max simply does not want to hold his partner’s hand or receive a loving poke from him.  
If one focuses only on observed interaction or even descriptions of events themselves, 
individual action can appear unconstrained from social structures.  But, participants’ 
expressions of their internal deliberations reveal self-conscious agents who are 
nonetheless constrained by social structures, as they simultaneously engage in an 
intraindividual process of deliberation that influences their action. 
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Public vs. Private 
Many of the people I spoke to express a belief that sexuality should be a private 
matter.  While scholars of sexuality have long argued that sexuality is not, in reality, 
private, but deeply social and a part of all social institutions, few of the people I spoke 
with have had opportunities that allow them to be exposed to the kind of thinking that is 
taken-for-granted in certain activist or academic settings.  Instead, they attempt to 
embrace a social more of “privacy” that does not exist in reality.  To be sure, it is not an 
attitude or behavior observed by heterosexuals in a heteronormative society where 
heterosexual displays of affection are unequally valued and on view.  The very public 
nature of heterosexual sexuality is a point of internal dissonance for many of my 
participants, as they encounter moments when what is “normal” behavior would not be 
private, but public.  Yet, they must carefully think about how to navigate these moments, 
as an understanding of sexuality as “public” would also mean that they enact a visible 
gay self. 
 High school science teacher, Samantha, lives and teaches in a town about an hour 
south of my primary field site.  In every new situation, she explains, she is afraid that 
someone is going to ask her something that will force her to reveal her sexuality.  She 
approaches these situations with her own set of rules, that if someone “were brave 
enough to ask me directly, I’ll never lie.”  After many years of teaching at the same 
school, she has been asked if she is a lesbian by a couple of colleagues and she has 
admitted that she is.  But, she also explains the difference she observes between the way 
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she believes sexuality should be kept private versus the behavior of her straight 
colleagues, especially when dealing with students.  She says,  
But with students, it’s not their business.  I don’t care what, I don’t discuss my 
personal life.  One of my friends I grew up with was telling me, ‘You know, my 
son came home from school and he knew all this stuff about his teacher, what she 
had done on the weekend.’  She’s like, ‘He has no business knowing that.’  And 
that’s always been the attitude I’ve taken.  You know, I don’t think it’s right for 
the other teachers who are willing to talk about their spouses or talk about their 
children or anything, that’s not the students’ business. 
 
 Lesbian and gay teachers have notoriously been expected to keep their sexuality 
private (Connell 2015), but Suzanne, who drives a truck for a recycling company, also 
makes a distinction between her “home life” and her “work life.”  She describes 
interactions with colleagues, one of whom has made advances toward her at work,  
The guys at work, we kid, we joke, just to make the day go by.  But, if I had to 
tell, I will.  I won’t hesitate.  But, if I don’t have to, I won’t.  This one guy, I’m 
thinking there’s gonna be a day I do have to tell ‘em.  He’s married.  And I think 
my boss knows.  Now, my main, main boss, I don’t think he knows.  But, it’s my 
life.  If I feel like I don’t have to tell ‘em, I won’t.  Because I have to separate my 
home life from my work life.  I’m there to work and get along with the employees 
as best I can and be friends with them without having to come to that point.  If I 
have to tell ‘em, I’ll tell ‘em.  But, I feel like that’s part of me they don’t have the 
right to know.  But, if I need to tell ‘em to back off, after that point, then I’ll tell 
‘em.  Maybe that’ll be to get them to back off, but I know when he’s joking. 
 
Like Samantha and Suzanne, other participants regard their (homosexual) sexuality as so 
private that they not only intentionally exclude their sexual identity from conversations 
with others, but also abide by the rule Suzanne has established for herself, that they will 
only reveal their sexual identity if asked.  Johnny says, “So, no, I don’t discuss things 
with my pastor, I don’t discuss that.  I don’t discuss—if somebody asked me a question 
about sexuality, I will try to do that but it depends on who it is, what’s the question, and 
who’s around.”   
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 Keeping one’s “private” life private is especially difficult for participants who 
have children and need to communicate with teachers and administrators at school.  
Kristy has been with her wife for a number of years.  On the demographic information 
sheet I ask her to fill out, she identifies as married, although she lives in a state where 
same-sex marriage was not legal at the time of our interview and they have not had any 
kind of ceremony.  Kristy and her wife recently adopted their eleven year-old daughter, a 
child Kristy has been taking care of full-time since the child was in first grade when 
Kristy’s ex-girlfriend unofficially gave up the child to Kristy.  But, Kristy has been in the 
child’s life far longer.  She was the one to cut her umbilical cord at birth, at a time when 
she was dating the child’s birth mother.  Before Kristy and her wife began dating, her 
wife had a son and they now take care of the two children together in their home.  Yet, 
they have not had direct conversations with their children about the fact that the two of 
them identify as lesbians and are in a romantic relationship with each other.  Kristy 
explains that it is best to keep her relationship with her wife private because “it confuses 
some people,” “so it’s just better.”  Kristy explains that, while the children are still 
young, she and her wife go to school orientations and parent-teacher conferences 
together, but during these meetings,  
I just leave it up to them [teachers, etc.].  If they want to make the assumption, 
that’s fine.  If not, that’s also fine.  If they want to ask me, I’ll be more than happy 
to answer the questions.  But, if they don’t—I mean, it’s funny—because people 
around here don’t have, I guess, enough balls to ask you.  You know, people are 
scared around here because it freaks them out.  It does.  So, that’s why, like you 
know what, I’m not going to push it on anyone.  Like, ‘Oh, by the way, we’re gay 
and this is my kid and blah, blah, blah, you know.’  And if they ask me, I’ll be 
more than happy to have that conversation with them, but other than that, no.  
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 She continues to explain that her wife would likely have an even harder time answering 
someone’s questions about their relationship, “I think she would have a hard time if 
somebody plain will ask her, ‘Are you guys together?’ I think that she would be more to 
flip out about it a little bit more.  And it would maybe bother her.  She wouldn’t know 
how to answer the question.”  One tactic they employ at parent-teacher conferences and 
other such events is to refer to one or the other of them as their child’s godmother, which 
Kristy explains is a little more difficult now that they have officially adopted their 
daughter.  Even though they keep their relationship private, Kristy acknowledges, “I’m 
sure that we are talked about at some other people’s dinner tables.”   
 Kristy and the others explain that they are acting on the social value that sexuality 
be kept private.  But, it is clear that they are also internalizing the idea that only 
heterosexual sexuality is desirable, virtuous, romantic, and worthy of public display.  
Howard (1994: 210) explains that “to comprehend individual agency, it is crucial to 
understand how people perceive, evaluate, and negotiate this highly information-driven 
world.”  Participants’ perceptions, evaluations, and negotiations, then, point to an 
individual agency that is constructed within and out of a heteronormative and 
homophobic social structure.  Howard (1994: 225) continues to explain that social 
cognition “contributes theory and research on how social structures are carried internally 
in actors’ mental schemas and are created and enacted in social interaction.”  When gays 
and lesbians internalize this heteronormative and homophobic social structure into their 
mental schemas, they find that it is not just their “sexuality” that must be kept private, but 
the majority of their lives and selves must also be kept secret.  While a social cognitive 
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perspective provides a frame for attending to individual’s internal deliberations, it here 
reveals more than empowered agents making decisions to their own self-benefit.  Rather, 
it helps us understand the everyday struggle and deliberation about visibility that LGBTQ 
people face. 
 
Public Displays of Affection 
 My participants’ responses to my inquiry about whether they engage in public 
displays of affection [PDA] did not coincide with academic claims or some recent public 
sentiment that LGBTQs have moved “beyond the closet.”  I interviewed few people who 
used or engaged in public displays of affection as a “political” tactic, and their 
experiences do not seem to correlate with the idea that LGBTQ people rely less on gay 
establishments because they are more accepted by the general public.  While I did not 
conduct surveys, in almost every interview I asked the participant if she or he engaged in 
public displays of affection.  Most interpreted this to mean holding hands in public, 
others mentioned things like a “peck on the cheek” or placing a hand on their partners’ 
back.  In other words, I was not asking about and no one took the question to mean more 
explicit examples of PDA, like kissing his or her partner on the mouth.  Still, the majority 
of people responded in the negative. 
 Often, even those participants who express a good deal of openness about their 
personal life and sexuality in other areas of their life still express reluctance to be 
identified as gay or lesbian by strangers on the street or in the grocery store through a 
display of affection toward their partner.  Luke, a forty-eight year-old CIO, responds,  
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No.  Yes, that’s interesting for everything I just said, right?  I guess at the end of 
the day, there’s still…I think in a lot of your questions, I’ve talked about people 
that are part of some inner circle….Do I think society in general is still open 
enough and accepting enough that I’m going to walk down [busy street in upscale, 
fashion district] holding my partner’s hand?  No.  Yeah, that’s too bad, actually.  
And whether that’s me, or them, or some of each, I don’t know. 
 
 Like Luke, 32% of participants responded that they would never engage in a 
public display of affection.  These participants adamantly rejected the idea, but the 
reasons differ by participant, and especially place.  A small percentage of participants, 
6.3%, also responded that they would definitely not engage in a public display of 
affection, but specified that the only exception would be in a gay establishment, such as a 
gay bar or a gay vacation destination that they would specifically seek out for that reason.  
Betty, for instance, describes the freedom she feels to engage in PDA on an Olivia cruise 
versus in her everyday life,  
You know, the only time I’ve ever really done that is on an Olivia Cruise…it’s 
crazy that, you know, you get caught up in a week’s vacation somewhere on a 
cruise ship with all lesbians and everybody’s holding hands in dinner and 
everybody’s kissing each other when they want to kiss each other.  And when you 
get off the ship and you have to come back to reality, you catch yourself grabbing 
her hand and then you’re like, ‘Oh, we can’t do that.’  And those things are kind 
of funny because you think, ‘Wow.  Wouldn’t it be weird to live somewhere 
where you could do that?’ 
 
 In this example, Betty clearly enjoys being affectionate toward her partner and desires 
being able to “grab her hand.”  But, she describes the type of “self-consciousness” that 
Mead (1934: 171) describes as “organized about the social individual.”  When she grabs 
her partner’s hand outside of the context of the lesbian cruise, she realizes that the 
generalized other is now composed of mostly heterosexual people.  Although she wants 
to hold her partner’s hand, her internal deliberations in this new context shape her 
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actions, and she lets go of her partner’s hand.  In addition to the above, another 38% of 
total participants responded that they would be unlikely to engage in a public display of 
affection, but offered an explanation that was highly dependent on the place they are in 
and the people they are around.  Some felt more comfortable in a particular 
neighborhood, or others adjusted their behavior in the presence of a particular type of 
person.  Kristy, for instance, recounts, “Like we were walking in front of Pet Co., just 
holding each other’s hands.  But, you know, if a kid or something was walking this way 
or somebody, then we would let go and just keep walking.”  In the next section, I will 
expand on the types of people and places—and the reasons why—participants feel more 
or less comfortable engaging in acts of everyday queer visibility, but in this particular 
case, Kristy describes that she holds her partner’s hand in public when there are no other 
people around, but then releases it if people walk past—especially, in this case, children.  
Participants described avoiding PDA in front of types of people ranging from children, 
like Kristy mentions, to “nice-looking, casual older couples,” as Adam describes. 
Likewise, Alex explains that he is constantly aware of the other people in the room, and 
often scans a room to assess whether he would be capable of physically defending 
himself. 
I feel more comfortable in spaces where I feel in control.  I feel less comfortable 
in spaces that I’m less in control.  So, like, once we are settled into a table at 
dinner and I kind of get my sense about me and that I can probably tackle any of 
the bigger people sitting near me…like primal cave man…and I’m in my seat and 
comfortable.  Like walking into a restaurant when you’re being watched by so 
many people and there’s so much happening all around you. 
 
 In total, about 76% of participants responded more negatively than affirmatively 
when asked if they would engage in PDA.  Collins (1989: 24-25) suggests that people are 
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often constrained by “emotion energy.”  He argues that “symbols are charged up with an 
intensity depending upon the degree of emotional solidarity actually occurring in a ritual 
situation.  For this reason, immediately after a very intense ritual participation, one’s 
mind remains full of impelling thoughts, symbols left over from that situation which hang 
with great force in one’s consciousness.”  If a person perceives little or no “emotional 
solidarity” when she or he engages in PDA, the individual is bound to find that engaging 
in the action requires a great deal of “emotion energy.”  Moreover, if the person has 
experienced a negative reaction when she or he has engaged in PDA in the past, it is 
likewise almost certain that the experience will, indeed, exist in the individual’s 
consciousness and the emotional impression that it leaves will impact future behavior and 
interaction.  Mike, for instance, describes this as the hardest thing about being gay:  “the 
freedom to do whatever I want because he’s my man, I can’t express that for fear of 
someone lashing out…there are times when you’re having a lovely, romantic moment 
and you’d like to grab each others’ hands.  But, I don’t feel comfortable doing that here 
yet.”  Ben equates his past interaction with the generalized other around this action as 
having “been trained my entire life not to be affectionate in public….There is still a lack 
of being comfortable with that.  Never knowing who or how someone might react….Here 
in [small town he lives in] there’s no way.  Uh uh.  I wouldn’t.  I wouldn’t.” 
 Only 6.3% of participants—or four total participants—responded affirmatively, 
without much reservation, or because they consider PDA a political act that they feel 
strongly about engaging in, in spite of possible repercussions.  Another 16% of 
participants responded that they would likely participate in PDA, but would be aware of 
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their surroundings and the people around them.  Ruth, who identifies as bisexual, 
describes herself as “equally comfortable” being affectionate with men or women, but 
says that she is “more aware of my surroundings” when with a woman, in contrast to “not 
thinking about it at all” when with a man.  So, while she falls into the category of people 
who answer in the affirmative that they would engage in PDA with a same-sex partner, 
she qualifies her answer by explaining that “there is an awareness of who is in the bar or 
what kind of crowd it is or what kind of people are around” when she is with a woman.   
 It was somewhat surprising to find that in the mid-sized city in the Northeast, the 
majority of participants responded more negatively (57.1%) than affirmatively (42.9%) to 
whether they would engage in PDA.  Still, far more participants in the small town in the 
Midwest responded that they would most likely not engage in PDA.  There, 91.4% 
expressed being unlikely to engage in PDA, versus only 8.6% of participants who 
responded that they would be likely to engage in PDA.  The categories with the most 
responses also differed by place.  In the rural location, the category that most responses 
fell into was “Sometimes, but usually not.  Highly dependent on people/place,” whereas 
in the urban location, the category most responses fell into was, “Yes, but aware of 
people/place.”  In both cases, these categories do not make up the majority, and many 
people responded in other ways, however it appears that participants in the urban location 
more often perceive a risk in specific places or among particular types of people (e.g., 
“bad” neighborhoods).  The rural participants, on the other hand, are more likely to 
perceive risk anywhere and everywhere in their communities.  In this case, they are more 
likely to describe holding hands in public only when they are alone or in front of close 
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friends, and refraining from showing affection in front of any unknown member of the 
local community. 
 
Table 3. Public Displays of Affection 
 
Being Associated with Partner in Public 
 When participants engage or think about engaging in a public display of affection 
it is often a momentary decision for one’s sexual identity to be visible to a generalized 
public.  In most cases, the others are people that one does not know and will likely never 
encounter again.  But, in the rural setting, participants often fear that they will encounter 
someone they know.  It is a conscious decision in the way that one participant even calls 
it “political,” to be visible or behave in public space in the same way that a straight 
couple might.  As Kazyak (2012) notes, for rural queer women, simply being seen around 
town with a same-sex partner is a more accurate predictor of one’s sexual identity than a 
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masculine or feminine appearance.  My data show that this is something that all queer 
people negotiate, and that it is a realm of queer visibility that may be more common to 
the experience of LGBTQ people than transgressing gender norms.  Perhaps even more 
than public displays of affection, the decision to be visibly part of a same-sex couple in 
public impacts one’s personal life, as many participants choose to conceal their partner’s 
existence or make a conscious decision to lie about having a same-sex partner. 
 William, a fifty-four year-old consultant who lives in a two-story brownstone in 
an expensive, “gay-friendly” neighborhood says that just the other day “there was a little 
bit of hesitancy” to mention his husband when a client asked him about his family.  He 
explains that he had to think about “how she would react” before acknowledging his 
husband, and Ben says that in workplace settings he always “holds back” information that 
he is in a relationship, and has to think about “interacting, verbage things, like ‘partner’ 
or ‘boyfriend,’” although he says that he is “coming to the point where if somebody 
doesn’t want to do business with me, or if there is a negative reaction, I don’t really care, 
I’d rather not work with them, I’d rather lose out on a sale…” In other everyday 
experiences, Max describes an instance when he and his partner needed to shop for a new 
mattress.  He describes feeling “awkward,” “I’m touching and he’s touching [the 
mattress], we’re looking at it, I’m like goddamn it, I’ve just got to do this.  And so I laid 
on the bed.  I’m like, ‘Get on the bed.’  And she’s kind of watching us and she’s looking 
at us and she’s an older lady and then we’re like, ‘Okay, I think this is probably the one 
we want.’”  Similarly, a twenty-three year-old student explains, “Sometimes, if I’m out 
with my girlfriend and I’m talking to somebody who I’m not sure, like, I don’t feel like 
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they’d be hostile, but if they’d be awkward around me if they realized that we were a 
couple or things like that.  And there’s a part of me like, why do you care, why does it 
matter? But, sometimes it’s not worth that awkwardness, if I’m just talking to this person 
and I’m not going to see them again.” And while many women might feel compelled to 
lie about their relationship status as a means of stopping advances from men while 
abroad, twenty-four year-old, Stella, feels forced to lie not only about being single, but 
also about her sexuality, telling men that she has a boyfriend because “sometimes I don’t 
feel like getting into it or you don’t want to hear a response.”   
 In avoiding association with one’s partner, LGBTQ people are often engaging in 
the type of “fantasy play of membership inside one’s own mind…maneuvering for the 
best symbolic payoff one can get, using energies derived from recent social interactions 
and anticipation of future encounters” (Collins 1989: 24).  For June and Tessa, 
differential membership and payoff is not simply a fantasy.  Tessa is a transgender 
woman who feels she has to perform a masculine gender identity in the workplace.  As a 
result, she also speaks about her relationship with June as a “husband/wife” situation 
when at work.  Outside of the workplace, Tessa most often wears make-up and dresses, 
speaks in a higher pitch, and goes by “Tessa.”  On occasion, however, Tessa and June 
will go out directly after work, to eat or run errands, while Tessa is still dressed for work, 
as a man.  She lowers her voice to illustrate the transformation.  They explain that their 
interaction with others on these occasions is very different,  
You walk into a situation and they see her and I’m a guy and automatically we’re 
a couple, we’re an entity, and we have that automatic, that we’re going to address 
you as the royal pair.  You got that couple thing going on.  ‘What do the two of 
you do?’ ‘Where do the two of you live?’ ‘Where do the two of you go to 
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church?’ It’s respectable to say, ‘I love you.’ It’s respectable to kiss.  ‘Do we need 
toilet paper?’ ‘Do we need milk?’ Etc.  Cause obviously we’re a committed 
couple with a household. 
 
June chimes in, “They look at us different” and explains that last night they went to a 
Japanese restaurant as “husband and wife” and sat at a table with three different couples 
and, “we just joined right into the conversation.”  Tessa says, “Yeah…and we were 
engaging in the couples banter, sharing favorite restaurants…but as a lesbian couple….”  
June finishes her thought, “We can get the vibe very, very quickly whether they’re going 
to accept it.”   
 Given their unique situation, Tessa and June know with certainty that the 
treatment they receive and their interactions with others are different if they appear to be 
in a same-sex or an opposite-sex relationship.  Tessa and June, therefore, do not need to 
“fantasize” very hard to envision how interactions with others might play out as a same-
sex couple.  They use this knowledge to guide their action as a same-sex or opposite-sex 
couple.  While others might not have the comparative perspective of Tessa and June, they 
also rely on previous social interactions to guide their behavior.  Collins’s (1989) neo-
Meadian hypothesis plays out in an experience Alex recalls as being particularly difficult.  
For nine months, Alex and his partner lived in Colorado, where Alex’s partner had short-
term employment as the director of a resort and Alex describes himself as a 
“homemaker” during this time.  While there, Alex met a woman while taking piano 
lessons.  Alex describes her as “so amazing, her energy, her spirit.”  He says that he badly 
wanted to get to know her and thought she was “so wonderful” that he really longed for 
her to feel the same about him.  “I wanted her to love me,” he says.  And he could sense 
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that she also wanted to get to know him.  The only problem, Alex explains, is that he 
knew that she and her husband owned and operated a Christian artist retreat up in the 
mountains.  To entertain her, he found himself playing “hand-clapping, toe-tapping” 
gospel music at the beginning of his lessons.  While this pleased her, he felt like he was 
digging himself in deeper, presenting an image that would make it impossible for him to 
tell her why he was in Colorado, and that his partner was a man.   
 On multiple occasions, she invited Alex up to her retreat in the mountains.  As 
much as he wanted to spend time with her, he says, “But I dreaded going out there.”  She 
would ask him to lunch, and he says, “I dreaded it.  Because that situation wasn’t set up 
for me to be…to feel comfortable.  You know, she had these expectations and I had these 
fears.”  Finally, he met her at her mountain retreat, where he encountered “well-known 
ministers and ministers’ wives.”  He sang some gospel music for them, too, all the time 
thinking, “I was in over my head.  Swimming in the shark tank.”  In this case, as Collins 
(1989) argues, “What someone thinks about is restrained by their recent experience in IRs 
[interaction rituals], and by the interactions which they anticipate most immediately for 
the future.”  Alex grew up attending church in a small town in the Midwest, and his past 
experiences with people with Christian beliefs guide his thoughts and the way he 
interacts in this situation.  Over dinner at the mountain retreat, he worked hard to avoid 
conversation in which people might ask, “’What are you doing in Colorado?’ ‘Well, I’m 
here…my partner works at the resort…I’m actually a homemaker, you know.’  Do I 
really want to go there, at dinner?  Uncomfortable.  I hate those kind of encounterds.  I do 
my best to set myself up so that that doesn’t happen.”  He explains that this means he 
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either works to avoid revealing his sexuality and relationship altogether, or he attempts to 
say something as soon as he meets someone—as awkward as that can be—so that they 
know right away and he can feel out what their reaction is.  In this case, he succeeded in 
concealing most everything about himself during dinner by “some sort of miracle of 
loaves and fishes.”  However, before leaving to go back to his small town in the Midwest, 
he ended up having lunch with the woman he so desperately wanted to be friends with.  
During the lunch, he was finally “cornered.”  “It literally took all of her energy to get me 
to, you know, say, ‘I am gay.’  I mean, it was painful.  Because I knew that’s where we 
were going and I knew I risked having this awful experience with her where she’s going 
to say something really mean like, ‘I understand you’re gay, but I don’t agree with it.’  
Like, that’s so painful to hear.”  Instead, she responded, “‘My son is gay and I’m glad 
you said this because I have some questions I need to ask you.  I don’t understand.  I 
really want to be closer with him, but he won’t open up to me and I can’t believe now 
you’re leaving.’”  After this experience, Alex says that he ended up with deep regrets 
about his nine months in Colorado, feeling like he lost an opportunity to connect with 
someone “because I wasn’t open about who I was.”  For these nine months, all of their 
interactions were shaped by Alex’s own internal deliberations about whether to reveal 
that he was in Colorado because of his partner, who is a man.  Collins (1989: 24) argues, 
“The neo-Meadian hypothesis implies further restraints.  Thinking in particular symbols 
is taking the role of particular kinds of others; this is something that is learned via 
experience.  One’s fantasies thus are limited by the kinds of fantasies of the groups with 
which one actually interacts.”  As much as Alex wanted to communicate honestly with 
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this woman, her affiliation with Christianity and his past experiences with Christians 
limited the kind of outcome he imagined if he were to reveal that he is gay.  A cognitive 
process—based on past experience—was what shaped and constrained his action and 
interaction for nine months, not the actual beliefs or interactions with this particular 
woman.  In this case, he ultimately recreated his action because he felt his internal 
conflict, constructed out of past experiences, shut off the possibility for a friendship and 
more meaningful, honest interaction. 
 Alex was especially terrified to reveal his sexual identity because of this woman’s 
religious affiliation.  Other participants also note that they would be more likely to 
conceal their same-sex relationship if there is a possibility that a person is religious, and 
in the region of the Midwest where I conducted my research, nearly everyone is.  Jessica 
used to work as an administrative assistant at a hospital, but now runs a dog-grooming 
business out of her home.  She says that when her clients drop off their dogs, she has to 
“de-gay the house.”  She says she makes sure “all the pictures are easy and accessible 
where I can take them down.”  Both she and her fiancé, Belle, agree that this practice is 
particularly important when “certain people” drop off their dogs.  Belle, who when I met 
her has short hair and is wearing cargo shorts and a t-shirt, says, “Like I’m sorry, I’m 
kind of obvious, I don’t mean to.  It’s not a statement or anything…If it’s a particular 
client that I know is very religious, I make sure that I’m somewhere else in the 
house…It’s the respectful thing.  Because that is how, you know, that’s bringing income 
back into the house.  You know, there’s nothing I’m going to do that’s going to 
jeopardize that.”  Jessica explains her cognitive process, “I’m very conscious of what 
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somebody else would think” and agrees with Belle, “And especially where we live, I 
think it’s important to keep them separated.  I really do.”  They explain that it is easier to 
let people assume that they are roommates or sisters than two women engaged to be 
married.   
 A social cognitive approach explains the many moments for lesbian and gay 
people when imagined interaction with a heterosexual generalized other influences 
action.  The social cognitive perspective illustrates that “the causes of our behavior are 
doubly cognitive; our perceptions of others actually present and our imagination of their 
presence both predict behavior” (Fiske and Taylor 1991: 9).  In anticipation or fear of 
what someone else might say, do, or think, Betty, the physician’s assistant, explains that 
she was “adamant” when she worked in family practice and did pap spears that no one 
find out she was gay, and that she “lived a separate life” at this time.  Still, today, as the 
owner of her own business, she says being open about the fact that she lives with her 
girlfriend “depends on the client.”  In fact, her girlfriend, Pam, runs the front desk at her 
business, where she also keeps a picture of their dog.  Betty says, “And I would always 
says, ‘Oh, Pam’s dog, do you know what I means?  We weren’t specific about, ‘Oh, 
that’s my dog too.’”  Jake, a thirty-four year-old graduate student, says that when he is on 
the phone with a call center person, he sometimes refers to his husband using the gender-
neutral term “partner,” fearing that the person will be more distracted by the fact that he 
is in a same-sex relationship and not listen to what he is trying to say. Even when the 
person is so distant from his life, Jake’s behavior is based on an imagination of a possible 
outcome.  Jake explains that he is sometimes “nervous” when walking into a new 
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situation with his partner.  He recounts being on vacation in the Napa Valley just a couple 
of weeks prior to our interview.  He and his husband signed up for a day-long group tour 
of wineries, and when they get there he becomes aware that the twelve other people are 
the sum of six heterosexual couples.  He says, “and these are vacationers from all over 
the country, from all different backgrounds, and it certainly crossed my mind, I think it 
would cross anyone’s mind, including [his husband’s] that we wondered if it would be an 
issue for anybody on the tour.  And it wasn’t, nope.  We honeymooned in Italy…boat 
tour…and the guy was crusty and old and foreign.  But, he knew we were on our 
honeymoon, and he gave us champagne and took a picture of us kissing.”  The gay and 
lesbian people I spoke with are constantly aware of the people they are around, making 
decisions about whether it is safe or comfortable for them to be associated with their 
partner.  But, even when nothing is known about the generalized other, gays and lesbians 
adjust their actions.  Fiske and Taylor (1991: 9) argue that “other people can influence a 
person’s actions without even being present, which is the ultimate reliance on perceptions 
to the exclusion of objective stimuli.”  While the gays and lesbians, here, are relying on 
certain cultural assumptions of the generalized other, they often alter their behavior and 
action due to perception and internal deliberation rather than on “objective stimuli,” or 
knowing how the heterosexual generalized other will react or treat them if they find out 
that he/she and his/her partner are romantically linked.   
 Participants offered countless examples of when their perception of the 
generalized other altered their behavior.  Many participants felt forced to lie.  Ben says 
that when he worked in sales, people would often ask him about his wife and he would 
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answer them, as if his boyfriend really were his wife.  He explains that it was even easier 
in his case because his boyfriend has a gender-neutral name, so he could sometimes even 
use his actual name, but under the assumption that he was a she.  Similarly, Betty 
explains that she used to have a framed picture of her gay male best friend on her desk at 
work.  Conveniently, they were roommates, so she lied and told people that he was her 
boyfriend.   
 Belle explains that when she worked in the business office at the hospital, she 
struggled with personal interaction with her colleagues, explaining that there were 
women who worked there for over thirty years who really wanted to get to know her and 
know about her life.  She explains that she could only take it for about a year before 
quitting, when she began grooming dogs in her home.  She explains that she thinks the 
hardest thing about being a lesbian is “meeting somebody new and then looking at it and 
going, ‘Are you going to be able to handle it?  Are you not going to be able to handle 
it?’”  When she and Jessica got engaged, she found that Facebook was going to be the 
easiest way to keep track of some of the details of their ceremony.  But, as a result, she 
deleted about one hundred and thirty of her Facebook friends, going from two hundred to 
about seventy.  To one former colleague who requested to be her Facebook friend, “I’m 
like, ‘There might be a few things that you might be offended on on my Facebook.  If you 
are, then just don’t add me.’  Because, I mean, I have the wedding stuff on there.”  Belle 
also explains that she would have loved to have a “Say Yes to the Dress” moment, 
shopping for her wedding dress with her family by her side.  But, explains, “I can’t really 
do that.  I worked for David’s Bridal for a summer so I kind of know the gist of what I 
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need to do.  I ended up ordering it online.  Because I didn’t want to go into David’s 
Bridal.  And not because I know the people there, it’s because they have registration 
when you walk in the door and you have to write down the bride’s name, the groom’s 
name, and all the information about the wedding and I didn’t want to do that.” 
 Because Belle was nervous about the interaction with the generalized 
heterosexual other at the bridal store, she forwent the experience of shopping for her 
wedding dress.  Other participants, too, share personal consequences that come along 
with altering their behavior for fear of the reaction of others.  Samantha, a teacher, 
expresses that she “always had a huge fear” that her long-term partner would break up 
with her in the middle of the school year.  “I kind of almost asked her, ‘Could you please 
leave in the summer?’  When her partner did, in fact, leave at the beginning of the school 
year, she found she had another aspect of her life and feelings to hide that were almost 
too much to bear.  Previously, her colleagues thought of her partner as her “roommate,” 
but Samantha explains that when people asked her why she was upset, “It just makes no 
sense, ‘My roommate moved out,’ that you’d be that upset about it.”  Having kept her 
relationship hidden from her colleagues for years, it was only in that moment of grief that 
she shared with some of them that the woman she was living with for so many years was 
actually her partner.  In this situation, Samantha needed her colleagues to lean on through 
the break-up and could not handle the emotional labor of keeping her relationship a secret 
in addition to the emotions she was already experiencing due to her partner leaving.  
Similarly, Kristy feels unable to bring her partner with her at times when it might be 
particularly comforting to have a partner’s support.  She explains that there are times and 
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places where she and her wife make a conscious decision that it is better for only one of 
them to go to something,  
Some people’s weddings, funerals are another one, some of my friends, friends’ 
parents or something like that, older people.  At first, the kids’ functions.  And I 
think people talk about us or me more than…I don’t even know who these people 
are, you know what I’m saying?  Like I am the discussion at the dinner table 
sometimes.  I know that I am.  So kids’ functions are a big thing.  Like, you know, 
we just act like friends.  Because there’s no reason to confuse anyone, they’re 
children….Kids’ functions I think would be the biggest one, especially when 
they’re a little bit younger, and as they get older, high school, might be just one of 
us also, you know? 
 
 Mike works as a singing server at a café.  The servers also have the opportunity to 
sell their CDs at work and they hand out cards with information about themselves that 
they hope will help them sell their CDs.  Like Alex, Mike’s musical genre is gospel.  
When Mike first moved here with his boyfriend, he put his three kids on his card and 
wrote that he moved here in 2009 with a “special friend.”  However, he received 
questions from customers that he was uncomfortable with, “They’d ask, ‘Well, was your 
friend a boy or girl?’ ‘Um, that’s no big deal.’ ‘Are you still with ‘em?’  ‘No.’ ‘Or, yes, I 
am.’  And I’d dance around it.  It’s none of their business.  If they came out point-blank 
and asked, are you gay?  I don’t know what I would say.  I’ve never had that point-blank 
asked to me.  Not at work.”  He quickly removed “special friend” from his card, leaving 
the picture of his three kids.  People still look at the card and grill him about where his 
wife is and why they are not living together.  He explains, “I’ve learned to just walk 
around it and never really answer their question.  It’s all about tone.  And I can read you; 
I’m a pretty good reader, I can read into people.  And I can know what I’m going to 
answer and how I’m going to answer and what they want with it.” 
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 While in most instances, participants describe thinking through negative 
consequences, some LGBTQ people also sometimes feel the weight of any consequences 
or attention at all, even if positive.  Thomas recounts how he was the only openly gay 
student in his high school, and all the repercussions that came along with that.  His high 
school experience improved slightly over time, but for four years he had to negotiate how 
he behaved, whether he demanded civil treatment for himself or not.  For instance, he 
says that he decided to go to prom, but that he went with some friends of his that are 
girls.  “There weren’t any guys I could take and the one guy I could take, I didn’t really 
want to.  I kind of wanted to make a statement like that, but I decided not to.  I figured I’d 
caused enough of any upset in that high school for my lifetime, so I’d just leave it at 
that.”  Mead (1934: 179) tells us that “play back and forth is noticeable” in people when 
they interact, “since the individual not only adjusts himself to the attitude of others, but 
also changes the attitudes of others.”  After being out for the majority of high school, 
Thomas understands both the negative repercussions that he faces as a result of being out 
and gay and the verbal and physical abuse he may face if he makes his sexuality more 
visible.  But, he also is aware that his actions—his choice to be visible—might also create 
positive change, that if he came to prom with another boy, he could change the opinions 
of others.  In this instance, either possibility—and the uncertain consequences--are 
mentally exhausting to him.  After four years of such mental negotiation, he decided to 
mute his sexuality on this occasion.   
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Responding to Homophobia 
 Similar to Thomas, above, participants sometimes find themselves in situations 
where they feel competing pressures over whether to confront a generalized heterosexual 
other or not.  They often hear homophobic comments and they have to decide whether 
and how to respond to them, which sometimes involves an internal struggle over 
visibility.  Madeline, a thirty-year-old librarian in the mid-sized city, feels more 
empowered to confront homophobia as an out lesbian.  Before she fell in love with a 
woman for the first time, she expresses that she often felt “frustrated” by her response 
because she “always wanted to be more than an ally.”  Now that she identifies as a 
lesbian, she explains that, “it feels really good to know that I have that tool to be able to 
say, ‘I’m speaking to you from the position of someone who is affected by your 
bigotry.’”  Now, she literally uses her physical presence to confront people who support 
candidates who “deny people equal rights” and feels she is able to express, “We’re not 
just talking about abstract political concepts.  We’re talking about how policies affect the 
people’s lives that you’re virtually standing right in front of.”   
 Mead (1934) mostly assumes social solidarity and regards social unification as a 
social good.  He regards “social control” and “adaptation” not as sacrifices, but necessary 
for the common good and for the individual.  He writes (1934: 210), “Social control is the 
expression of the ‘me’ over against the expression of the ‘I.’ It sets the limits, it gives the 
determination that enables the ‘I’ so to speak, to use the ‘me’ as the means of carrying out 
what is the undertaking that all are interested in.”  Indeed, lesbians and gays feel the 
sacrifices that the “I” makes for the “me” as a result of social control.  But, for 
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marginalized individuals, maintaining the status quo is often not in their best interest.  
Mead (1934: 214) argues that “The response of the ‘I’ involves adaptation, but an 
adaptation which affects not only the self but also the social environment which helps to 
constitute the self; that is, it implies a view of evolution in which the individual affects its 
own environment as well as being affected by it.”  Gays and lesbians responding to 
homophobia are aware that their actions can possibly alter the social environment, and 
often find themselves struggling between how much to adapt versus how much to try to 
change that environment.  
 In many of the cases in this chapter, the individual contemplates visibility and 
ultimately chooses invisibility.  Research in social cognition shows that “people favor in-
group favoritism even when there is no direct personal advantage or even when there is a 
disadvantage to doing so” and even “in ways that create an explicit advantage over the 
out group, rather than morally rewarding the in-group” (Fiske and Taylor 1991: 166).  
Indeed, my research presents far fewer instances of LGBTQ people confronting the 
dominant, generalized other than adapting to their social environment.  It takes a huge 
amount of energy to do so.  Thomas says that he sometimes challenged homophobic 
remarks made in his classes in high school and says of his teachers, “And I knew some of 
them were looking at me like, ‘Are you seriously gonna say that in class?’  I remember 
my junior year, my English teacher, one day…she just said how I needed to go read the 
Bible and I just looked at her and I go, ‘Did you really just say that to me?’  Everybody in 
the class was staring at me…I was shaking I was so mad.”  In this case, Thomas 
confronted homophobia as an out gay person, resisted in-group favoritism, and made his 
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sexuality visible to his teachers and classmates.  But his emotions, also visible as he was 
“shaking,” illustrate the difficulty in doing so. 
 Like Madeline, others describe instances of their physical presence as a possible 
deterrent for homophobia.  Twenty-seven year-old, Cooper, who is not out at work 
frequently hears his colleagues making homophobic remarks that he “doesn’t think they 
would say if they knew a gay person was in the room.”  Cooper is deeply bothered by this 
atmosphere and their comments, but feels he has let them assume he is straight for too 
long and is past the point where he could come out to them, especially knowing how they 
really feel and the things they say.  Cooper’s plan, instead, is to quit his job in the city he 
grew up in on the East Coast and move to Los Angeles, where his life does not need to be 
“compartmentalized” between people who know he is gay and those who do not.  He 
plans to start over there, making sure that he is “gay from the start” with the people he 
meets.  Mike, the singing server, says that they have a regular customer at the café who is 
a “big TV preacher” who “hates gays.”  Every time he comes in, Mike grabs his 
microphone, stands right next to him and sings his gospel songs, “just to intimidate him.”  
He says, “And I guess that’s bad, but I hope it makes him realize that I am a human 
being.”   
 On other occasions, Mike has experienced being called out by customers at work 
who suspect he is gay.  Mike says, “I sing gospel music and I believe it in my heart….I 
was singing this song one day at work…and I could tell this guy’s a total jerk.  He pulled 
me out and he said, ‘I hope you meant what you sang.’  And I looked at him and I said, ‘I 
did sir, thank you.’”  Another day, Mike was wearing a “pretty little rainbow ring” that he 
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and his partner had bought one day in a town that is known to be more left-leaning 
further down South.  Mike says,  
I don’t hardly ever wear it.  Just for fun.  But I had it on that day and I had 
forgotten about it and I didn’t want to pull it off and lose it, so I just turned it 
around backwards.  So, I went over to bring this lady her food and as I did, she 
caught my ring and pulled it around to the front and she yanked my hand and said, 
‘Is that a rainbow on your finger?’  And I said, ‘Yes, m’am, it is.’  And she goes, 
‘I don’t know there’s rainbows in this town.’ 
 
Mike says that he responded by asking her if she goes to any of the other establishments 
in town and that he knows gay people at those places who he considers friends.   
 
Being Out 
 Many of the above examples about negotiating visibility are also about 
negotiating outness.  Whereas Seidman offers an optimistic take on gays and lesbians 
moving “beyond the closet,” my data more often reveal an everyday, internal struggle 
about when, where, and how to make one’s sexual identity visible.  Contemporary, 
sociological accounts of social cognition contend that a focus on social cognition can 
help to reveal motivational causes for action (Howard 1994).  One such motivational 
cause for action “derives from the cognitive conception of self and identity…:  a need for 
authenticity, a sense of coherence and trueness, compatibility between one’s sense of self 
and one’s actions, a need for self-esteem, and a need for self-efficacy….” (Howard 1994: 
221).   Many of the gays and lesbians I spoke with struggle with living out this authentic 
self, with how to reflect their internal idea of self with their external action.  Kendra, for 
instance, says that when she moved to the small town where I conducted my research, she 
“went back into the closet.”  However, she “got to the point where I’m like, you know, I 
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can’t do this anymore.  I have to tell somebody.  Because people would try to set me up 
with guys, I’m like, ‘No, sorry.  I can’t do that.’”  Kendra felt conflicted between what 
she understood as a homophobic culture in her new town and her own desire for 
authenticity and coherence, to have her identity match her actions.  Kendra’s cognitive 
process led her to come out to colleagues and friends.  Other participants engage in 
similar internal deliberation, but come to a different conclusion regarding the action of 
being out to the generalized other.  Jeremy is not out at work.  As a result, he has heard 
his colleagues make a number of openly homophobic comments over time and has a clear 
sense of what their beliefs about homosexuality are.  He says that the women in his 
workplace have created an image of him as a “playboy” because he is single and keeps 
quiet about any relationships he might be in.  Even though the actions and identity 
ascribed to him by his colleagues do not match Jeremy’s actual actions and identity, his 
thought process and assessment of the culture lead him to stay closeted at work.  In order 
to maintain some sense of coherence of self and action, Jeremy even avoids relationships 
with men who are unwilling to “maintain anonymity” and those who are “out in the 
crowd and fly that flag.”  He says even if there were “chemistry” or a “connection” 
between him and such a man, it would be best that he avoid the relationship because he 
fears that their own comfort in being out might force him to do the same, “if someone is a 
smoker, it’s more likely you’re going to pick it up than changing them,” he explains.  
While he agrees that concealing his relationships and sexuality takes a lot of energy, he 
says he is comfortable taking on the action of “hiding in the shadows” and the identity of 
a “master of secrecy.”   
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 Throughout the interviews, the internal deliberations of participants were at the 
surface of their minds, they talked through them without being asked, and they became 
loud and audible to me over the course of multiple interviews.  While all people have 
these internal conversations and engage in internal deliberations, gays and lesbians seem 
more consumed by them, especially deliberations about visibility.  Collins (1989: 16) 
argues that “consciousness arises because there is a frustration, a hitch in the flow of 
habitual patterns leading to practical results.”  LGBTQ people often experience moments 
when they cannot rely simply on “habitual patterns” of action, questioning whether and 
how to be visible in specific places and cultures.  This “frustration,” and the difficulty 
that some have in how to maintain a sense of coherence of self and actions, results in 
many moments of consciousness, a consciousness of action and identity that is palpable 
in my interviews with them.   
 Alice teaches at a private high school in the Northeast and is out to all of her 
colleagues.  Still, when she is wearing her “admission officer hat,” and if she can tell that 
a family is “uber, uber Christian or uber, uber Republican, then I will abstain from 
elaborating.  I won’t lie…However, there’s no need for the family to walk away thinking 
that what the school is is about a bunch of liberal, hippy, gay freaks.”  Similarly, Svetlana 
has found herself in situations where she “abstains” from sharing that she is a lesbian.  
She works in retail and recently a colleague asked her if she had a boyfriend.  She 
recounts, “For some reason I said no and that’s all I said.”  She explains that she regrets 
not telling her that she is a lesbian at that moment, and fears that if she tells her now it 
will make her colleague “uncomfortable.”  In the first instance, Alice exhibits a 
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“reflexiveness,” taking the “attitude of the other toward [her]self,” “consciously 
adjust[ing] [her]self to that process, and modify[ing] the resultant of that process…in 
terms of adjustment to it” (Mead 1934: 134).  She makes a decision in the moment with 
an “uber Christian, uber Republican” family to sacrifice her visibility or outness as a 
lesbian to allow them to have their own assumptions about her and the school.  As a 
lesbian, she has to be more reflexive about this interaction than a straight person would 
have to be, predicting the immediate and future consequences of her sexual identity being 
known.  These interactions are not “habitual” in the way that they are for heterosexuals; 
gays and lesbians must maintain a different level of consciousness in these interactions.  
For Svetlana, on the other hand, she expresses regret that she did not think through 
simply answering “no” when asked if she had a boyfriend.  She failed to account for what 
this momentary interaction would mean to her future interactions with her colleague.  She 
has learned from past experience that an incoherence of self is uncomfortable for her, can 
be uncomfortable for those she interacts with, and she feels she fails in this particular 
instance to think through the consequences of not making her sexual identity known, a 
type of interaction with others that heterosexuals do not have to be concerned with. 
 
Section Conclusions 
 Howard (1994: 210) argues that social cognition is the micro theory “least 
acknowledged” by sociologists.  Theoretical perspectives on structure and agency pay 
little attention to the internal thoughts and deliberations agents are presumed to have 
when they act.  Because of this, it is difficult to discern if and when individuals are 
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guided more by autonomous internal thought or if and when they feel constrained by 
social structures.  Howard (1994: 224) notes that sociologists often ignore cognition 
because they assume it has “little to do with social structure.”  The thoughts that my 
participants voice, however, illustrate the way they internalize and negotiate their 
response to social forces.  A social cognitive perspective allows us to focus on “how 
people think about social stimuli,” which “determines how they respond to those stimuli” 
(Howard 1994: 211).  Marginalized individuals, such as the LGBTQ people I 
interviewed, provide a unique perspective.  Mead (1934: 171), for instance, is attentive to 
the internal “I,” but overlooks conflict—both internal and in social interaction, instead 
stressing social solidarity.  He argues that an individual “ becomes a self in so far as he 
[or she] can take the attitude of another and act toward himself [or herself] as others act” 
and that the “taking or feeling of the attitude of the other toward yourself is what 
constitutes self-consciousness.”  Mead explains the impact of social structure and the 
generalized other on an individual’s thoughts and actions, but ignores difference.  Alex 
explains that the hardest thing for him as a gay man is his own internal voice, conflicted 
between how he wants to feel about himself and act in public and a generalized other and 
social structure that influences his thoughts and actions.  He says,  
I think for me, personally, the thing that is most difficult about being gay is the 
inner conversation that I endure with myself.  I think my experience could be a lot 
simpler and easier as I reframe the conversation that goes on in my head about 
what people might be saying behind my back or what might happen if someone 
sees, if I’m on a date, the guy I’m with kiss me on the cheek or touch me on the 
shoulder in an affectionate way…I’m not really sure how it would be to be free of 
that inner conflict.  So, for me, that’s the most challenging thing.  If I were free of 
that inner conflict and wasn’t wading through that language in myself, I wonder 
how the experience would be different.   
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Alex’s thought process around the generalized other is in sharp relief because of 
difference he experiences as a gay man.  As a marginalized individual, Alex negotiates 
the “I” and the “me” in a particular way, knowing that he cannot be fully integrated into 
the dominant straight majority, but aware of sacrificing his own self and desires.  
 Alex’s internal thought process, above, exemplifies how one’s orientation to the 
generalized other (e.g., Does one hope to fit in?  Does one hope to challenge the status 
quo?  Does one wish to avoid conflict or harassment?) influences whether he chooses to 
engage in an act of visibility.  His description of his “internal voice” illustrates a self that 
is internally in conversation with a generalized other, and the potential for action that 
either challenges or assents to what he perceives to be the social expectations of the 
generalized other.  In this way, not only do social structures determine action, but the way 
that an agent thinks about social structures determines her or his actions.  Furthermore, an 
individual’s thought process is contextual, and a comparative approach to marginalized 
individuals’ internal processes helps us understand “when we are aware and not aware” 
of “these background rules in everyday interaction” (Howard 1994: 214).  Does Alex, for 
instance, struggle more, less, or differently with his “inner conversation” about how to be 
and how to act as a gay person than an LGBTQ person in an urban environment?  Are 
there particular circumstances or places where his inner conversation is different?  In the 
next section, I will further elaborate on participants’ internal reasoning about whether to 
engage in acts of visibility.  Specifically, I will describe the cultural narratives that 
differently guide and determine LGBTQs’ thinking and action in a rural and an urban 
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context, as well as the consequences LGBTQ people fear when they choose whether to 
enact a visible gay identity. 
 
Respect vs. Responsibility: The Morality of Visibility 
 As described above, LGBTQ people engage in an internal, cognitive process of 
deliberation when deciding whether or not to enact a visible gay presence.  I argue that 
there are two primary influences on this internal process:  1) socially and culturally 
constructed moral frameworks that shape their thinking and guide their actions and 2) 
place-specific fear of consequences for their actions.  Schwalbe (1991: 284) defines 
action in the social cognitive sense as a “continuous process that alternates between the 
overt phase of behavior and the covert phase of thought” and then describes a process of 
moral problem solving as involving a “covert phase of moral cognition” that involves the 
“role taking through which the individual seeks to reconcile conflicting values and 
interests and find a way for action to proceed” and then the “overt phase of observable 
behavior.”  He then describes “moral action” as “comprising both moral cognition and 
the behavior it guides” (Schwalbe 1991: 284).  Christian Smith defines the “moral” as 
“an orientation toward understandings about what is right and wrong, good and bad, 
worthy and unworthy, just and unjust, that are not established by our own actual desires, 
decisions, or preferences but instead believed to exist apart from them, providing 
standards by which our desires, decisions, and preferences can themselves be judged” 
(2003: 8).  He goes on to define moral action, then, as “an imperative to affirm a 
commitment to shared rules or obligations that apply to people in certain defined 
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situations and statuses. The moral also involves a sense of normative duty to express or 
perform obligations that are intrinsically motivated—because they are right, good, 
worthy, just, and so on—rather than motivated by the means/ends-oriented desire to 
obtain the benefit of consuming a good or service” (2003: 10).  Most sociologists, of 
course, emphasize that “the moral” is context-specific, defining morality as “evaluative 
cultural codes” (Stets 2010: 387), or “understandings of good and bad, right and wrong, 
worthy and unworthy that vary between persons and between social groups (Hitlin and 
Vaisey 2013: 55).  Finally, Hitlin and Piliavin (2004: 361) describe a cognitive notion of 
action as influenced by values.  They argue that such action:  is considered positive; 
captures a personal or cultural ideal; is based on an “enduring goal” rather than just a 
disposition, justifies behavior as legitimate; and that values act as “standards for judging 
others’ (and one’s own) behavior.” 
 When participants describe to me their reasons for enacting—or not—a visible 
gay identity, they justify their behavior by explaining its correlation with what is “right.”  
In the small town, participants describe a moral framework of “respect” that compels 
them to refrain from acts of visibility, while urban participants describe a moral 
framework of “responsibility” that pushes them in the opposite direction.  The rural ethic 
of respect was evident in how Darlene described her decisions about visibility.  Like 
many rural participants, she describes the region as “outright homophobic,” and 
acknowledges that she lives “in the middle of the Bible Belt with a lot of Bible Belters.”  
Still, she describes people as “accepting to a point, as long as “you’re not a huggin’ and a 
kissin’ in front of ‘em.  And to me, again, that all boils down to respect.  You know you 
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gotta respect other people’s viewpoints.” Throughout the interview, I ask Darlene many 
questions about her interactions in the workplace, in the region she lives, with her family 
and friends, and with strangers and she continuously boasts that she is out while 
simultaneously explaining to me that she bases all of her actions on an ethic of “respect.”  
Currently forty-six years old, she elaborated that when she was younger she sometimes 
wanted to demand from others, “You’re going to accept me.”  But, she explains, “I’ve 
grown.  I’ve matured.  It’s all about respect….I have a very mature ideal about it.”  While 
Darlene tells me that she is “completely out,” I learn later that she and her partner are not 
out to her partner’s parents, or at least “don’t discuss it, in front of them, or to them.”  
This, too, Darlene explains to me is “out of respect.”  She explains to me that when they 
are in her partner’s hometown, especially, they make sure not to “broadcast” their 
sexuality.  She laughs, and says, “As long as they can explain me away as a friend of the 
family, it’s all good….It’s just out of respect for them that we don’t, you know, 
broadcast.”   
While Suzanne chooses not to “broadcast” her sexuality with public displays of 
affection out of “respect” for others, thirty-year-old Madeline on the East Coast utilizes a 
different moral framework to guide her behavior.  Madeline describes being aware that 
when she holds hands with her partner while riding public transportation, for instance, 
they will sometimes get glares or experience “subtle discomfort” by the looks people give 
them.  Rather than release her partner’s hand, however, Madeline says that such looks 
from others “make me be more overt about it….if you’re uncomfortable with public 
displays of affection, I’m going to be just as public as if this was a straight 
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relationship….In terms of introducing her to family or friends, or holding hands on the 
subway, or kissing her goodbye at work, or greeting her.”  Madeleine here expresses a 
“responsibility” to enact a visible gay presence in public.  Madeline is unique because she 
consistently acts on this moral imperative to engage in public displays of affection.  
While I will show that others in the urban area describe a feeling that they have a 
responsibility to enact a visible gay identity, many ultimately do not. 
 
Morality, Action, and Identity 
In a recent article in the Annual Review of Sociology, Hitlin and Vaisey (2013) 
call for a “new sociology of morality.”  The authors chronicle the attention classical 
theorists gave to morality, criticism of Parsons’s emphasis on morality, and, by the turn 
of the 21st century, the eventual decline within sociology of attention to morality. 
Meanwhile, they show, morality has become a central concern of disciplines such as 
psychology and neuroscience.  Hitlin and Vaisey argue that there is a need for 
sociologists to approach morality with the tools and concepts of their discipline and they 
contend that there are signs that sociologists are, again, becoming interested in morality.  
They cite the founding of a new section of the American Sociological Association—
Altruism, Morality, and Social Solidarity—and recently published handbooks in the sub-
field as evidence. Others with a similar perspective have begun to argue that moral 
frameworks, goals, or orientations influence action and identity and call on sociologists to 
better incorporate morality into theories of identity and action (Calhoun 1991, Hitlin 
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2003, Hitlin and Piliavin 2004, Ignatow 2009, Lowe 2010, Stets 2010, Turowetz and 
Maynard 2010, Stets and Carter 2012, Hitlin and Vaisey 2013). 
Some point to the absence of explanations for what motivates action in other 
theories, specifically for “how culture creates internal environments to action” (Ignatow 
2009: 109).  In the above section on social cognitive conceptions of action and queer 
visibility, I offered descriptions of LGBTQs’ internal processes of negotiation for such 
action.  I show now that a central motivation for the intraindividual processes I describe 
are culturally specific moral frameworks and moral orientations to sexuality and 
visibility.  Hitlin and Vaisey (2013: 60, 61) point out that while psychologists have 
attempted to understand how morality affects conduct in experimental laboratories, 
sociologists are better able to study how morality “motivates conduct in natural settings 
and how moral meanings infuse situations and choices.”  They point out that many 
sociologists have empirically shown the “connection between internalized moral 
orientations and the development of a person’s strategies of action over time,” but have 
not explicitly connected their empirical findings to a sociology of morality.  To answer 
their call, I will begin by illustrating how my participants’ conduct is shaped by the moral 
frameworks most prominent in the places they live. 
I interviewed Mike and Scott, a couple, together.  When I ask them about public 
displays of affection, Mike explains that they are not “really big people on that.”  Even 
though Mike sometimes does feel the urge to grab Scott’s hand and occasionally acts on 
it, he concedes that most of the time they police their behavior in public out of both a fear 
of consequences and because of the “respect” they have for others.  Mike says, “He’s 
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more scared than I am.  He’ll pull away.  But, every once in a while, I don’t care, if I 
want to put my arm around him.  If we were at McDonald’s and I wanted to grab his 
hand, I would…but, at the same time, it’s a respect thing.  I respect others.  Even though, 
I guess I shouldn’t be like that, I guess I’m too respectful sometimes, we just don’t.  No, 
we really don’t show affection out in public….We might not get in trouble, except for the 
fact of people looking on and I’m scared of what they may think.”  The conversation that 
takes place between Mike and Scott as I ask more questions reveals a tension between 
action and identity that others also describe.  Scott begins to speak to the idea that 
everyone should be able to “be themselves,” declaring, “Even if I don’t know ‘em, I’m 
not gonna lie about it.  To me, if you’re gonna be gay or lesbian or bisexual, be 
yourself….If you’re gonna be gay, be gay.  If you’re gonna be a singer, be a singer…..”  
Mike is quick to clarify, however, and explains, “But there is a fine line that we both 
believe in.  For instance, we’re very respectful.  Of straight people.  I’ll give you an 
example—I, myself, was very offended.  The other night, we went to The Troublemakin’ 
Squirrel and one of our friends had another guy there and starts making out and stuff in 
the club.  And I’m like, ‘Dude, don’t do this.’”  Scott explains that everyone knows that 
he and Mike are gay, but Mike finishes his thought, “But we don’t walk in holding 
hands.”  Even at gay bars, he explains, they do not engage in public displays of affection.  
He feels they have benefitted as a result, “People are like, ‘We were so scared of gay 
guys and y’all are so cool, we love hanging out with y’all.’”   
Similarly, Suzanne explains that she ended one of her previous relationships 
because she felt her partner was not behaving respectfully when she demanded that 
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Suzanne’s family acknowledge their relationship.  Suzanne begins, “I respect my family.  
So I don’t flaunt.  My sexual preferences.  My sexuality in front of my family.  I respect 
‘em enough.  They all know.  I don’t flaunt it, I really don’t.  Because of the kids.  I don’t 
know if they would understand.”  Suzanne says that she had no other choice but to tell 
her mother when she wanted to move out of her parents’ house to move in with her 
girlfriend.  Suzanne says, “But because of this person, my mom never accepted me.”  She 
says that it “just took one moment after a few years into our relationship” for Suzanne’s 
mother to refuse to accept her and for Suzanne’s relationship with her partner to come to 
an end.  She tells the story of that day,  
She started mouthing remarks about my family and my mom and dad.  And that’s 
it.  That was the defining moment.  I don’t care how anybody looks at my family, 
but you do not degrade my family in a relationship.  That’s a big no no....They 
basically referred to her as my roommate.  And I was comfortable with that.  If 
that’s how they were comfortable in referring to her, that was fine….But Josie 
was so open, so very open, she didn’t even care how open or how she flaunted it.  
But, I told her, I said, ‘You got to be respectful to my parents.’  I said, ‘Please do 
not flaunt your openness on my family.’  I said, ‘Please be respectful.’  And she 
was one time, not all that.  And I caught within earshot of it.  I caught an 
argument between her and my mom….My mom was blaming Josie for me 
leaving and me being who I am.  Josie was not the cause of it, I knew a long time 
ago, before I met Josie.  Who I was.  What my sexual preference was….I walked 
in the middle of it, I said, ‘Josie—you—outside.’ I said, ‘Mom, please calm 
down.  I’m gonna take care of this.’  I don’t care how much you love ‘em, nobody 
is gonna do this to my family….And I jumped down her from one side, upside, 
and inside out.  I was mad.  I was pissed….We had it out….So, we basically just 
ended our relationship. 
 
As Suzanne describes it, her action and her reaction are the result of her beliefs about 
sexuality and visibility.  Suzanne believes that it is morally wrong and, in fact, 
disrespectful, to be open about her sexual identity or relationship in front of her family.  
After years of being in a relationship with Suzanne and not being acknowledged as 
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Suzanne’s girlfriend, her partner seems to disagree with what is morally correct.  Suzanne 
reacts strongly to her partner’s demand for visibility within the family, ending their 
relationship due to the disrespect she feels her partner showed her mother.   
Mike and Scott describe how a moral framework of respect influences their 
decision not to engage in public displays of affection around strangers and friends, 
Suzanne describes a similar moral framework that dictates her actions around her family, 
and twenty-five-year-old, Rose, describes how she navigates her identity as a lesbian with 
her actions while working as a registered nurse for a Christian-based company.  She says, 
“I guess it’s how you portray yourself.  If you’re going to have your partner come up 
there and be unprofessional about it, it’s going to generate a lot more issues.  So, that’s 
why I’m not out to anybody at my company.”  When negotiating her actions in front of 
colleagues in the workplace, Rose feels like she could be fired for being a lesbian.  But, 
Rose makes sure never to be seen with her girlfriend at work not only because she fears 
consequences if anyone at her company finds out she is a lesbian, but also because she is 
acting on an ethic of “professionalism” and she has determined that being seen with her 
girlfriend in the workplace would violate this moral framework. 
In the East Coast city, a moral framework also influences LGBTQs’ actions.  
While the moral framework of “respect” is most prominent in the small town in the 
Midwest, an ethic of “responsibility” influences participants’ actions on the East Coast.  
Luis, a fifty-four-year-old health care executive, describes his transformation over time 
toward being—or wanting to be—more open about his sexuality.  He reflects that he now 
thinks that hiding his sexuality earlier on in his life was “very harmful and I don’t think it 
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was right.”  He explains that it was a “different time” and that one “fights different battles 
at any given time,” but that he felt like he was “not part of the solution or part of the 
problem.”  Using the “moral vocabulary” (Lowe 2010) more common among rural 
participants, Luis explains that still today, he tells “white lies” if he is, for instance, “in a 
crowd of women or in bars” and that his sexual identity is “not the first thing that comes 
out of my mouth” because “it’s like I’m being respectful to the audience.”  Luis, 
however, goes on to explain how his thinking about what is right changes in the course of 
interacting with people.  While he initially feels he must show certain crowds of straight 
people “respect” by concealing his sexuality, he now prioritizes a different moral 
framework of “responsibility.”  He describes himself as a “relatively visible” person in 
his community and that he thinks it would be “disrespectful to the next generation” of 
gays and lesbians to intentionally conceal his sexual identity.  He says “I really do think 
it’s about showing it’s okay, it’s going to be fine, so I take that responsibility seriously.”  
Similarly, Clyde, a director of human resources, explains that he thinks the fact that he is 
openly gay has been helpful to others in the workplace, “Being gay and being in that 
environment, I think it helped in a number of employee relation issues,” he says.  He cites 
an instance when a transgender employee would have sued the company, but “because I 
was gay that I was able to head things off and deescalate situations” and another instance 
when an employee who was not out came to him to ask about domestic partner benefits.”  
The moral framework of “responsibility” that LGBTQ people in the urban area most 
often hold allows Clyde to believe and then act on the idea that, “I think in the workplace, 
being identified as someone who is openly gay has been helpful to employees who are 
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not and some who are.”  In a school environment, Alice, a teacher at a private high 
school, describes a moment when she makes a decision to mention her wife in the 
classroom, “Cause every new experience, every new group of kids, oh God, here we go 
again, which means you have to come out in all of these little conversations and in all 
these little ways.  Teaching in a school environment, every year there are one hundred 
new kids in the school and you have zero experience with anybody.  No reason they 
would know about my sexuality at all.”  She describes such a situation the past fall, “In 
one of my sections, something came up, about my kids or something, and I said 
something about my wife.  And he said, ‘Wait a minute, what’d you say?’ And I said, 
‘Well, my wife, blah, blah, blah.’ And he gets this look on his face and he looks at the kid 
next to him like, ‘Are you kidding me?’ Which is great because I could continue to talk 
about it like it’s not a thing and allow him to have this ‘holy shit, it’s a thing’ 
experience.” In this way, Alice describes the burden of responsibility she feels in these 
moments of interaction with students not to conceal her same-sex relationship.  A 
heterosexual teacher in unlikely to think through such an interaction with students in the 
same way—he or she might not think twice about mentioning his or her opposite-sex 
partner, and would most likely not feel a similar burden of responsibility to be open about 
his or her relationship in order to teach students a lesson in that moment.  Sometimes, 
even when urban participants refrain from engaging in an act of visibility, they reference 
an ethic of responsibility as they explain why their behavior is “bad.”  Twenty-four year-
old, Stella, says, “I think still like a family party, if I was with someone I probably would 
not hold their hands and I might introduce her as a friend.  I am bad.  I feel guilty.”  In 
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both an urban and rural location, LGBTQs might refrain from engaging in a such a public 
display of affection, but in the rural location, participants are more likely to cite a positive 
moral orientation of respect for others when the choose not to engage in PDA, urban 
participants like Stella, however, might feel “guilty” because they are more likely to 
understand acts of visibility as a social good. 
Not only do some of my participants feel guilty when they choose to conceal their 
sexuality or their same-sex relationships, but they also describe feelings of either comfort 
or discomfort in moments when they must decide how to interact with others.  Elizabeth, 
a thirty-three-year-old Director of Government and Community Relations, has thought a 
lot about how her interactions with others can influence their thoughts and beliefs about 
LGBTQ people.  She says that she and her wife decided after they got married that they 
would always use the word “spouse” because both were uncomfortable with “wife.”  As a 
result, she describes “moments of ambiguity where people will make the wrong 
assumptions and then they’ll ask,  ‘Well, what does your husband do?’…And it will be a 
quick, ‘Actually she is, you know.’ And I’m very comfortable with that uncomfortable 
situation for that person.”  While the majority of LGBTQ people I spoke with describe 
decisions to act in ways not to make heterosexual people uncomfortable, Elizabeth is rare 
among my participants in describing her comfort with heterosexual people’s discomfort.  
Forty-four-year-old, Samantha, who describes herself as a “professional gay” due to her 
visibility and activism in the gay community, describes instances in my interview with 
her where she makes decisions similar to Elizabeth’s out of the responsibility she feels to 
stand up for herself and other gay people.  Even though she makes these decisions to 
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interact with others in a way that does not conceal her sexuality, she describes that this is 
not always easy and that she still feels some discomfort.  She recounts an instance where 
she was depositing a check for an LGBTQ organization she founded and the bank teller 
asked what the organization was.  She says, “I felt incredibly uncomfortable…because 
everybody is sort of right next to you. But, you know, it is something that I try to 
challenge myself, and again the thought process of doing this was that I feel like part of 
my activism is to constantly come out to people, especially because I’m feminine 
presenting, and I think that that opens people’s minds, I really do.”  In both cases, 
Elizabeth’s and Samantha’s belief that it would not be right to conceal their sexuality 
motivates them to act in a way that might be uncomfortable for themselves and others.   
In addition to participants’ moral frameworks influencing action, their moral 
frameworks also influence their construction of self.  In her own description of her sexual 
identity, Suzanne explains that “It’s a lifestyle I’m comfortable with.”  But, she 
immediately follows her statement of comfort with her sexuality with, “I don’t flaunt my 
lifestyle on the straight community.  I wanna be friends with everybody in the straight 
community…It’s just who I’ve become.  And I respect the other person.”  It is clear that 
Suzanne is only “comfortable” with her own sexuality if she can still feel like she is 
operating within the moral framework of “respect.”  On a daily basis, her actions 
regarding visibility follow this moral orientation, but so too does her own level of 
comfort with her sexual identity.  Luis, similarly, understands the moral actions he takes 
regarding his sexuality as part of his construction and understanding of self.  While 
Suzanne is able to be “comfortable” with her sexuality through showing respect to others 
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by refraining from acts of visibility, Luis rhetorically asks in reference to being visible as 
a gay man, “It’s my role, is it not?”  Such self-conceptions of identity validate a call for 
“a theory of self that takes into account individuals as having goals that reflect what is 
moral” (Stets 2010: 385).  In addition to those theorists already calling for more attention 
to morality as motivation for action, explanations such as Luis’s call on us to better 
understand a self “constituted in and through the taking of moral stances” (Calhoun 1991: 
233). 
Stets (2010: 388) argues for a concept of a “moral identity” which “offers a self-
view that can guide one’s perceptions and behaviors within and across situations” and 
helps us to understand how individuals “internalize meanings as to who they are along 
the good-bad dimension.”  She explains that conceiving of a moral identity better helps 
us understand identity, in general, as people attempt to control “perceptions to match 
internal, moral identity standard meanings” and as people engage in “moral action in the 
service of moral identity standard meanings” (Stets 2010: 386-387).  Jessica and Belle 
describe attempting to control the perception of strangers in public, attempting to manage 
perceptions of their moral identities through refraining from being visibly gay in public.  
When I interviewed them together and asked about public displays of affection, Belle 
says, “We don’t hold hands in public.  Now if we’re shopping or something like that, I’ll 
catch myself with my hand on her back or something.”  Jessica interjects, “I can easily 
move away.”  They laugh and Belle agrees, “She does.  It’s really funny.”  Belle, who is 
a dog groomer, explains further, “I mean, I just don’t flaunt it at all and maybe that’s the 
business owner in me too. Because I was raised by business owners how you have an 
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image and I carry business cards everywhere, so, you know, if I come across somebody, I 
don’t know.  I don’t know what it is.”  Not only does Belle, in particular, explain the way 
she attempts to control perceptions in public so that her moral actions correlate with her 
moral identity, the manner in which she attempts to connect her values as a business 
owner to her values as a lesbian exemplify Calhoun’s (1991: 121) argument that “the 
cross-situational sense of consistency that individuals experience can be conceptualized, 
and studied empirically by focusing on their personal value-structures.” 
In some cases, participants express acting in a way that exemplifies Ignatow’s 
(2009: 108) conception of a “moral habitus,” which he defines as “a complex matrix of 
cognized emotions and embodied cognitions that is a foundation for moral judgment of 
the self and for others,” which he argues individuals internalize differently as a result of 
different cultures and subcultures.  The results are “different ways of feeling, thinking, 
and talking relevant to moral judgment.”  Adam, in the rural location, explains when 
asked about public displays of affection, “I guess I’ve been doing it for so long, it’s my 
comfort zone for people not to know or question…But, I feel comfortable when people 
don’t know I’m gay.”  While Adam does not explain his exact thinking in this instance 
for why he conceals his sexuality and why he does not engage in public displays of 
affection or other acts of visibility, he describes a culturally specific way of thinking 
about his action as a means to avoid judgment.   
Others engage in a more self-reflective mode of identity verification in which they 
are acutely aware of wanting it to seem that their moral actions reflect their moral 
identity.  Jake, a thirty-four-year-old graduate student says, “I don’t think we ever want to 
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hide it.  I think there are times when we’re sensitive to not wanting to make other people 
feel uncomfortable.  Like I said, we’re not political.  My goal isn’t to be particularly in-
your-face with people, and that sometimes plays out in my not wanting to make someone 
else uncomfortable because I’m part of a gay couple.”  While Jake’s explanation for why 
he and his husband sometimes choose not to be visibly part of a same-sex couple sounds 
similar to rural participants and does not seem to express a sense of “responsibility” not 
to conceal his sexuality, Jake most fears that engaging in acts of visibility with his 
husband will be perceived by others as “political.”  Jake’s everyday life is very different 
from the lives that my rural participants describe.  He and his partner live in a very nice 
two-bedroom apartment that they own in an expensive, gay-friendly neighborhood in the 
Northeast, they are thinking about trying to adopt a child, and they donned tuxedos a 
couple of years ago to get married in a wedding attended by their friends and family.  
While he is arguably more open about his sexuality than many of my rural participants, 
he articulates how simply being visibly part of a same-sex couple can be interpreted as a 
political act by those in urban areas.  In this way, Jake has internalized the moral 
orientation of “responsibility” more common in this urban area, but he fears association 
with it.  Stets and Carter (2012: 121) describe a process of “identity verification” that 
“occurs when individuals’ perceptions of why they are in situations correspond to their 
identity standard” and that when identity “non-verification” occurs, individuals feel bad 
about themselves because they feel like their “identity standard” has not corresponded 
with their actions in a particular situation.  In this case, because Jake understands the 
ethic of “responsibility” in his city, he feels like his actions will be interpreted as 
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political.  Jake wants to avoid feeling badly about himself if his actions are interpreted in 
a way that he feels does not correspond with his identity, so he sometimes chooses not to 
make it known that he and his husband are together in order to avoid a feeling of identity 
non-verification.   
In terms of identity verification, participants in the small town describe a process 
of privileging their socially and culturally constructed moral identities over their sexual 
identities.  Rather than act in a way to verify their sexual identities, they engage in moral 
action that they feel corresponds with their moral identities.  Samantha and Suzanne 
describe situations when it becomes impossible to conceal their sexuality and they must 
consider how to continue to be perceived by themselves and others as moral people.  
Samantha explains, “If I’m asked the question, I will answer it.  But I’m not going to 
deliberately push it in somebody’s face.  And I think that that’s a lot of time the fear 
people have is that somebody is just going to push it and it’s there and you have to deal 
with it when people are not necessarily ready to deal with it yet.”  Like Samantha, 
Suzanne describes situations when she will be open about her sexuality, but only when 
asked directly.  In these cases, she feels she must privilege the ethic of “honesty” while 
also maintaining her respect for others by then tolerating their beliefs that her sexuality is 
immoral.  She explains, “Cause if they’re gonna ask me, I’m gonna be up front and 
honest.  That’s how I was raised.  I will never deny who I am and if someone wants to 
ask whether it be out of curiosity or whatever, I’ll answer it.  I don’t want to hide.  I just 
have greater respect.  If they wanna ask, I’ll answer it.  I just respect the person’s--or 
society’s--views of my lifestyle or whatever.  I’m just that way. I’m just a respectful 
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person.”  While many participants noted that if they felt they could change their 
sexuality, they would, few seemed to indicate that they had plans to enter into opposite-
sex relationships in the near future.  So, while they are not going to change their sexual 
identity, they continuously attempt to monitor their behavior so that their moral actions 
correspond with their moral identities, even if their sexual identities are considered 
immoral by some or the majority in their communities.  In this way, they privilege their 
moral identities and actions over their sexual identities. 
When participants privilege their moral identities over their sexual identities they 
are, of course, necessarily devaluing their sexual identities.  Ignatow (2009: 105) explains 
that when people act it involves an “ongoing assessment of the moral worth and fit of the 
individual self within a community” and Hitlin and Piliavin (2004: 362) explain that 
values “carry with them an inherent positivity.”  It is clear that when gays and lesbians 
describe acting according to moral orientations of “respect” or “responsibility,” they are 
attempting to construct a positive self-identity.  In order to create a positive self-identity, 
they work to be accepted by their larger community in spite of their sexuality, which 
means constructing a moral identity that is acceptable to their communities.  At the same 
time, when participants attempt to act according to moral frameworks, they are 
simultaneously attempting to avoid feelings of shame, embarrassment, and guilt (Ignatow 
2009).  Ben recalls a situation in which someone he was on a date with wants to hold his 
hand, “And the guy kept trying to like hold my hand and stuff and I was like, ‘No.’ 
Because, again, I’m not trying to shove it in people’s face.  I just want to live my life.  
I’m not trying to go, ‘See, look at us! I’m going to kiss him in front of you and I’m going 
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to make you uncomfortable.’  I’m not trying to do that.”  It is clear, then, that in this 
small town, avoiding shame, embarrassment, and guilt and constructing a positive moral 
identity comes at the cost of devaluing and concealing one’s sexual identity.  But, when 
gays and lesbians conceive of these actions in moral terms, they more frequently 
emphasize positive moral selves than immoral selves.  As shown above, especially in the 
rural site, participants work hard to put a devaluing of self and sexual identity in positive 
terms.  While much of what rural participants’ say sounds like “internalized 
homophobia,” they more rarely speak about their discomfort with their sexuality as such, 
but rather employ moral strategies of action that allow them to still conceive of 
themselves positively. 
 
Individual and Social Structure 
If values motivate action, sociologists can also look to them to explore the 
relationship between structure and agency.  Individuals’ values--which are “deeply 
personal but socially patterned and communicated”--some argue, are “essential for 
understanding personal identity and offer us the ability to identify empirical links 
between self and social structure.” (Hitlin 2003: 119).  Hitlin and Piliavin (2004: 383) 
argue that empirical links between individual values and social structure point to “a 
promising arena for engaging debates relating to what has been variously termed ‘the 
micro-macro link,’ ‘social structure and personality,’ or the ‘agency/structure’ problem.”  
Because values operate at the individual, institutional, and cultural levels, they provide 
links between micro and macro levels of analysis, between structure and agency and are, 
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therefore, a fruitful “arena in which to examine the reciprocal influences between social 
structural positions and individual functioning and decision making” (Hitlin and Piliavin 
2004: 383).  Interviews with my participants reveal that values “occupy an important 
place within individuals’ social psychology” (Hitlin and Piliavin 2004: 384).  At the same 
time, comparative differences between LGBTQ people in the two sites reveal the social 
structural influences on the construction of their values.  Ignatow (2007: 109-110) 
explains that one’s “moral habitus” develops “as a response to realities of the social 
environment in which raised” and leave a “bodily and cognitive” imprint on an 
individual.  Likewise, Schwalbe (1991: 293) explains that understanding “how specific 
self-conceptions of virtue will affect moral action thus requires looking beyond specific 
selves to the cultural contexts in which self-labels acquire meanings.” 
 Darcy, a forty-year-old librarian who lives in a gay-friendly neighborhood on the 
East Coast and describes herself as “ambisextrous,” describes that she felt constrained by 
the “burden of responsibility” to act a certain way when she first began to date women.  
She says, “I was like, oh my God, I don’t want to be in parades.  Like, oh my God, I 
didn’t want to come out, I didn’t want to tell people.  And I was like, oh my God, so I 
have to, like, oh my God, there’s an obligation to tell people, like you somehow have to 
represent and it feels exhausting, like oh my God, why is that necessary…at the time, it 
felt like a burden of responsibility.”  In the rural location, many participants explain an 
exactly opposite ethic that constrains their actions around acts of visibility such as 
participating in Pride parades or telling people about their same-sex partner.  But, in both 
cases, it is evident that participants internalize values about their sexual identities that 
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then constrain their actions around visibility.  In many cases, participants may not 
describe feeling as “burdened” by the ethical motivations behind their actions as Darcy 
describes here.  Yet, in both cases, it is clear that individuals’ values about sexuality are 
not emerging independently and that their actions are not unconstrained from social 
structural forces. 
 While Darcy articulates a feeling of constraint in regard to how she feels she must 
act once she understands herself to be on the LGBTQ spectrum, Darlene defends her 
decision to refrain from acts of visibility, especially when she and her partner visit her 
partner’s parents in their own small town.  In reference to her strict compliance with not 
presenting themselves as lesbians or in a relationship while in her partner’s parents’ town, 
Darlene says,  
Does it make me uncomfortable?  Sometimes.  Do I do it because I have to?  No.  
I do it because I want to.  Because I love her and I respect her.  I could be myself 
up there if I wanted to.  I choose not to.  It’s a choice.  It’s very much a choice.  
Do you choose to respect your partner and the situation?  Do you choose to just 
disrespect her and disrespect the situation?  It’s all about choices.  It’s a balancing 
act, it really is.  And, again, it all boils down to those values you were taught as a 
child.  Respect. 
 
Darlene explains here that she is making a choice to refrain from acts of everyday 
visibility, even though she admits it sometimes makes her uncomfortable to do so.  She 
privileges the value of “respect” over her own discomfort with not “being herself.”  
While Darlene describes making a “choice,” she also articulates that her decision to 
engage in actions that make her uncomfortable is due to the values she was taught as a 
child, specifically, respect.  Especially because Darlene’s “choice” is one that she 
simultaneously describes as being emotionally harmful to herself, it is evident that one 
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must also consider the role of social and cultural influences on the moral frameworks that 
she has developed and with which she acts in accordance.  Like others in her area, 
Darlene privileges a culturally-specific moral identity over her sexual identity.  Schwalbe 
(1991: 293) posits that, “lacking opportunities to receive positive reflected appraisals, to 
make favorable social comparisons, and to perform virtuous actions, it would seem 
difficult to develop self-conceptions of virtue.”  While Darlene explains that she is 
making a “choice,” Darlene’s and Darcy’s opportunities within their communities are 
very different.  The “virtuous self-conception” that Darlene understands is one in which 
she must conceal her sexuality in order to abide by the ethic of respect.  Darlene may 
make a choice to abide by this ethic, but the option available to Darlene in her 
community is one that is necessarily constraining and personally damaging.  Darlene’s 
conception of what is possible is simply more limited than Darcy’s.  Calhoun (1991: 261) 
explains that it is not only “material social factors” that influence the construction of self 
and morality, but also one’s “conceptions of social order.”  He continues, “Our ideas of 
what existing social arrangements make possible also affect our moral judgments, and not 
merely as prudential constraints but also as part of their constitution.  Not least of all, our 
ideas-and experience-of how and whether social organization can be changed affect both 
how we see our personal identities fitting into history and how we see our moral stances 
mattering in the world.”  When Darlene says that she could act different, it seems like she 
does not envision a scenario in which acting more visibly would improve her situation, or 
the situation of others around her.  She does not envision a world in which how she acts 
changes people’s minds about homosexuality, so she acts as she understands a “good” 
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person does in her social world.  Calhoun argues that moral stances need to be linked not 
only to the self but also to social relationships.  He contends, “Our moral motivations 
derive in large part not from abstract reason about what is right, in general, but from 
concrete, highly immediate, and even embodied sensitivity to how our actions fit into the 
relationships we most value” (Calhoun 1991: 261).  He explains that one’s relationships 
with others become “moral sources.”  Darlene makes a choice, on the one hand, but it is 
difficult to see many real options for her if those in her community and those closest to 
her hold such narrow conceptions of how a moral, good, respectful person acts. 
 Schwalbe (1991: 292, 294) contends that “social structural location will shape an 
individual’s opportunities to have the sort of experiences that will either foster or inhibit 
development of role-taking propensity” and that “individuals in relatively poor and 
powerless groups may…be systematically disadvantaged when it comes to developing a 
sense of efficacy.”  He further explains, “A sense of efficacy was said to be essential to 
motivating action based on the result of moral cognition.  It is, in other words, what gives 
the individual the confidence to risk putting thought into action; short of this, morality 
remains a safe philosophical exercise” (Schwalbe 1991: 295).  My participants’ narratives 
support the idea that individuals with fewer resources and less social power are 
disadvantaged when developing a sense of efficacy around morality.  Participants in both 
locations feel constrained by a moral framework as gays and lesbians interacting in a 
heteronormative social world.  In the city, gays and lesbians have more options and more 
resources and, therefore, more ways to achieve what they consider to be moral.  In the 
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rural location, the ethic of respect is dominant among participants’ narratives and acting 
on it almost always means acting in a way that requires a form of self-sacrifice.  
However, whereas Schwalbe argues that a sense of efficacy is necessary in order 
to motivate moral action, my research shows the opposite.  Neither set of participants 
describe their actions as morally-lacking.  While in the rural location, their moral action 
does seem rather constraining, participants’ limited resources compel them to adhere all 
the more to a strict moral framework.  They simply do not seem to engage in these moral 
actions or construct these moral identities out of a sense of confidence, as Schwalbe 
suggests, but in order to achieve some sort of acceptance within their communities. 
 
Morality and Place 
 Classical sociologists and others who previously conceived of morality as an 
influencing factor on action failed to fully consider ways that morality is socially 
constructed and context-specific.  Those who challenged this work and the idea that “a 
morality” influences the action of all people were correct in their critique.  However, 
turning completely away from morality’s influence on action is also the wrong approach. 
Contemporary approaches to the sociology of morality conceive of morality as socially 
constructed and context-specific (Hitlin and Vaisey 2013, Ignatow 2007, Schwalbe 1991, 
Stets and Carter 2012, Vaisey 2007), and that morality is differently constructed in 
“different social and cultural settings” (Ignatow 2007).  They also emphasize that moral 
identities are situation-specific, and that “moral action is always situated action” 
(Schwalbe 1991: 294).  In my own data, “a morality” does not dictate how all LGBTQ 
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act.  Rather, it is the differences that emerge between how LGBTQ people in the rural 
and urban location conceive of ideal action that makes it clear that morality is an 
influencing factor on action. 
In the small town, the people I spoke with often describe their moral frameworks 
as independently constructed, or non-coerced.  It is, of course, common for people to 
think of their values this way, as wholly their own and not simply the result of the culture 
in which they live.  Whether one understands these actions as more constrained than 
participants themselves conceive of them, a significant difference between the narratives 
of those in the two sites is that rural participants never describe situations in which they 
were encouraged or supported by others to be more visible.  In the urban context, on the 
other hand, participants describe situations in which straight people create situations in 
which they then feel encouraged to be open about their sexuality, and in which straight 
people construct the responsibility they feel to be a visible gay presence.   
The workplace provides the most common example of this.  Alice, the teacher at a 
private high school in the city’s suburbs, describes that a few years before she began 
teaching at the school, the school’s first openly gay teacher came out.  Alice describes 
that the headmaster of the school chose to stand by the faculty member, even though 
some families left the school as a result.  Alice describes this as a “significant 
institutional statement of philosophy and values.”  A few years later, Alice was asked to 
participate in an assembly for the entire school on “growing up gay” in which she and 
another gay colleague “sat on a folding chair on the stage and chatted and took lots of 
questions.”  In this case, Alice first cites an example in which she feels there was 
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“institutional” support for herself as a lesbian in her workplace, and then describes being 
encouraged by straight people in the workplace to participate in a large-scale act of 
visibility.  Clyde, who works in human resources in the healthcare sector, tells a story 
with similar results.  Soon after starting a previous job, he and his boss became close 
friends.  Six months into their friendship, Clyde still referred to his partner as his 
roommate until finally his boss asked him one day when she was giving him a ride home 
if his “roommate” was, in fact, his partner.  Clyde admitted that this was the case.  A few 
months later, she approached him again, this time saying, “Clyde, I have got a committee 
for you.”  Clyde asks what she is talking about, to which she replies, “Just shut up, you 
need to go to this.  I think it would be really good.  It’s on diversity.”  Clyde ends up 
helping to form the first “gay and lesbian advisory group” for the hospital, and after that 
gets involved with other LGBTQ events and groups at the hospital, saying “it was just a 
great environment,” and details various symposiums and awards around LGBTQ issues 
that the hospital and the LGBTQ organizations within the hospital established.  He 
summarizes, “[The hospital] was a good place to be GLBT….So, I have been gay—
openly gay—ever since.”  Like Alice, Clyde does not engage in such public acts of 
visibility until he is encouraged to do so by a heterosexual person in his workplace and, 
like Alice, articulates a sense of institutional support—that the hospital was a great place 
to be GLBT.  It is clear that the institutional and cultural support in the urban location not 
only enables Clyde and Alice to participate in such events, but is also one way in which 
they come to internalize an ethic of responsibility about being a visible gay presence.  
Rural participants, however, lack these institutional and cultural supports.  As a result, 
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their moral action focuses on concealing their sexuality rather than being a visible gay 
presence. 
 In the urban location, many participants are willing to keep quiet about their 
sexuality until or unless it is regarded as acceptable or valuable by the heterosexual 
people that they find themselves around.  Participants in the rural location, however, 
never describe situations in which heterosexual people encourage them to be out or 
regard their sexuality as valuable.  Another difference is that urban participants have 
more options about the people and situations that they find themselves around and in.   
Hitlin (2003: 124) explains that values are linked to situations as they “operate within 
situations by affecting judgments and perceptions” and as they “influence decisions about 
situations we find most desirable.”  Samantha explains that “I am sort of that person that 
if somebody does sort of say something I normally will just choose not to further pursue 
the relationship.”  She says she “has the ability now to protect herself where I didn’t 
when I was younger.”  Specifically, she says that if she discovers in the midst of a 
political discussion that someone votes for Republicans or that they do not support 
marriage equality, or if she notices a bumper sticker on someone’s car or a sign in their 
yard that reveals their political beliefs, she will avoid bringing that person into her life.  
In an urban environment, Samantha is able to choose the people she is around on the 
basis on their political beliefs.  In the small town where Republicans run against 
themselves and have never been challenged by any other political party, gays and 
lesbians are not similarly able to choose the situations they find most desirable, in the 
way that Hitlin proposes.  Hitlin (2003: 124) continues, “…people with certain value 
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structures will be more likely to select situations in which they can enact values that are 
important to them. These situations, in turn, reinforce (or potentially alter) the values 
themselves.  People construct (measureable) situated identities around the roles they 
adopt by choosing situations.” Samantha’s choice of situations reflects her values about 
her sexuality, and when Luis explains that he now has pictures of his partner in this 
office, which was an “uncomfortable thing for me, but over the years, I saw my staff 
members do it and thought, ‘Good for you,’” his action reflects how situations can 
simultaneously shape values.  But, such an explanation of the construction of values and 
moral identities neglects to consider the lack of options some people have to choose 
situations that are self-reinforcing.  Hitlin’s ideas, however, do help to explain why rural 
participants adopt a moral framework of respect and act accordingly.  Given their lack of 
choice regarding the people and situations they find themselves around and in, they must 
construct moral frameworks and identities that are not in opposition to those people and 
situations.   
 Occasionally, participants describe acting in ways that are not aligned with their 
moral frameworks.  When asked about public displays of affection, Betty initially replies, 
“I don’t want to make people uncomfortable.”  But, then follows up with a story of when 
she and her partner went on an Olivia cruise.  She begins to repeat her initial thought and 
then describes her feelings during and after the cruise, “I don’t want to—and it’s funny 
because even when we’ve been like on this cruise, it was hard to get used to doing that.  
And just when you get comfortable being able to grab her and give her a kiss, the week’s 
over and you’re like, wait a minute we can’t do that.” When Betty first responds to the 
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question, she uses moral terms to justify her action.  She is acting for the good of others, 
because she “doesn’t want to make people uncomfortable.”  She has internalized this 
moral framework about sexuality and visibility so much so that she describes that in an 
environment where everyone is a lesbian, she finds it difficult to “get used to” acting any 
other way.  Yet, the fact that she does act differently in such an environment illustrates 
the significance of place on one’s sense of what is moral.  Betty’s final comment about 
this situation also illustrates how place-specific morals can constrain one’s actions, when 
she realizes that as soon as she steps off the ship, she can no longer grab her partner or 
give her a kiss in public.   
It is not only rural participants who find that their values about visibility change in 
different settings.  Paula, a sixty-two-year-old teacher, first describes that she thinks 
being openly gay has helped some of her students, mostly boys who seek her out as their 
advisor and then later come out to her.  Like Betty, she first articulates her actions around 
visibility in moral terms.  While Betty does not want to harm others by being open about 
her sexuality, Paula feels she can help her gay students by being open about her sexuality.  
But, Paula then explains, “Parents here and younger students here, I don’t bring it up….I 
bring my son to school, [my wife] comes with me to events, but I don’t make a point of 
reminding everybody who she is.”  When Betty is outside of her everyday environment, 
she feels it is okay to be more open about her sexuality, but when Paula is outside of a 
context in which she feels that her sexual identity could be helpful to others, she no 
longer feels an ethic of responsibility to be open with her sexuality.  In fact, much like the 
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rural participants, she feels she should not be open about her sexual identity in front of 
parents and younger children. 
 
Identity Salience and Collective Identity 
In the following chapter, I will illustrate the way in which rural LGBTQ people 
distance themselves from other LGBTQ people, explaining their inability to access 
resources that connect them to other gay people and their strategies for gaining 
acceptance from the dominant straight community.  Their often seemingly harsh words 
and judgment for other gay people also make sense in light of the moral frameworks that 
they construct around visibility.  When individuals conceive of actions not simply as 
actions, but as moral actions, they experience strong reactions—feelings such as 
contempt, anger, and disgust-- in response to violations of these beliefs (Ignatow 2007).  
In an effort to gain acceptance from the dominant straight majority, as explained here, 
they privilege moral identity over sexual identity, and draw these boundaries between 
themselves and gay people who they believe violate these values.  Darlene explains to me 
in strong terms that she holds the same values as other members of her community, 
values that she has already explained mean that she must respect others by concealing her 
sexuality, “Just because I’m a lesbian doesn’t mean I think differently from other people.  
That has no bearing.  Values are values.  Were you raised to be respectful?  Absolutely.  
Were you raised to have manners?  Absolutely.  Do I expect that from other people?  
Absolutely.  Did I raise my son, the short time I raised him, to be that way?  Absolutely.  
Do I expect that from my nieces and nephews? Absolutely.”  When Darlene says, 
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“Values are values,” she is describing her experience in a place where there simply is not 
the diversity of beliefs and values as might be present in other locations.  Values really 
are values.  As Schwalbe (1991: 213) explains, “the more open the social structure, the 
greater the range of behavioral choices.”  Darlene adamantly explains that her sexuality 
does not cause her to believe or act differently from the rest of her community.  On the 
one hand, this is true.  Darlene holds similar values about same-sex visibility as the other 
members of her community, and believes that engaging in such a display would be 
morally wrong.  Of course, this means that as a lesbian Darlene, herself, must behave in a 
way that is very different from how others in her community behave, concealing her 
sexuality rather than being rewarded for it. 
 In everyday interaction, many of the rural participants work to downplay their 
sexual identities in order to be understood as having the same values as the heterosexual 
people around them.  Adam describes that, at his last job, as a server in a restaurant, none 
of his co-workers knew he was gay.  He says,  “I’m not your average gay man.  I’m really 
weird….Because usually when I meet people, it’s not in the conversation at all.  They get 
to know me for who I am.  They don’t think that I’m gay, they just assume that I’m 
straight.  And I give it time for it to come out.  It’s not something I want them to know up 
front.  I don’t know if it’s because I want to hide it, or conceal it, or avoid, but I’m just 
more comfortable with not being that open in the beginning.”  When I ask for further 
clarification, Adam continues, “I feel like a lot of gay men who have always been very 
comfortable with themselves, I feel like they push it on people.  And they flaunt it in 
front of people.  And they don’t care about other people’s opinions and I do.”  Rose, who 
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also previously worked in a restaurant, but was out to her co-workers, explains the way 
that she still works to be respectful of her co-workers and customers.  She describes that 
during the slow time of the year, her girlfriend would come to the bar a few nights a week 
while she was bartending.  She would order a meal and drink and hang out since they 
worked opposite hours.  She says, “Everybody knew she was my girlfriend.  But, when 
she walked in the door, I would not kiss her—because I didn’t want to make people 
uncomfortable.  I would, however, go to where the restrooms were in the back corner of 
the restaurant.  So, if she would go back there, I would go back and give her a hug and 
kiss and say, like, ‘Glad to see you.’  But, I didn’t want to make people uncomfortable 
because people brought families.”   
 While these particular moral frameworks of “respect” and “responsibility” were 
dominant among the LGBTQ people I spoke to in my rural and urban field site, 
respectively, I do not mean to argue that all rural gays and lesbians and all urban gays and 
lesbians adopt and act on these frameworks.  Indeed, I hope to show that LGBTQ action 
and identity differs according to place.  In these cases, I find that a central cause of the 
action and identity that LGBTQs adopt and act upon are the dominant moral frameworks 
of their communities, moral frameworks that are differently constructed in different 
places and cultures.  If “honest” means different things to different people, (Schwalbe 
1991) certainly it would be hard to imagine that all gay people would similarly conceive 
of the “right” way to be gay. Adam says he’s “not the average gay man.”  He seems to 
mean that he is not a gay man who privileges his sexual identity over other identities.  
Stets (2010: 400) explains,   
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The activation of the moral identity in a situation is influenced by how salient the 
moral identity is given the ranking of salience of all other identities that an 
individual may claim.  Identity salience is the readiness to act out an identity 
across situations.  If the moral identity ranks high in relative salience, then it will 
be activated across situations generally prior to other lower salient identities.  
High salience is influenced by a strong commitment to an identity.  Strong 
commitment is having 1) a large number of persons who are tied to one on the 
basis of identity and 2) deep ties with these persons.  Strong commitment also 
reveals itself in greater motivational force to respond to non-verifying meanings 
in a situation by working hard to move the self from a non-verifying state to a 
verifying state.   
 
Rural LGBTQ people have deeper ties and more connections with straight people who 
often hold homophobic beliefs, rather than ties and connections with other LGBTQ 
people.  Because moral identity is such an important and homogenous identity in the rural 
area, most LGBTQ people describe more salient moral identities than sexual identities. 
Where rural gay people may privilege this moral identity, other LGBTQ people might 
emphasize or downplay their sexual identities for other reasons.   
 
Moral Norms and Heteronormativity 
 Throughout this chapter, I have illustrated the internal deliberations people 
engage in as they negotiate action around visibility.  When scholars describe individuals 
acting according to their beliefs, the agency of the actors is usually emphasized.  Unlike 
previous work on morality, more recent sociological approaches to morality instead 
emphasize the power of cultural norms.  Hitlin and Vasiey (2013: 6) argue that 
contemporary approaches to culture that have conceived of culture as a “toolkit” or 
“repertoire” have failed to conceive of culture as a normative force, but simply as 
something that an actor can put to strategic use.  Recent conceptions of morality, such as 
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that of Mehta and Winship (2010: 426), however, explain that “moral power” is similar to 
other forms of capital, in that it “allows actors to do things they would not be able to do 
without it” and “requires and constrains specific behavior on the part of actors.”  
Likewise, Lowe (2010: 302) develops a theory of “moral vocabularies,” and emphasizes 
that moral vocabularies are tied to the “dominant moral resources of the host society” and 
that when individuals possess and utilize moral vocabularies it does not mean that they 
“possess overwhelming agency that allows them to shape the moral landscape how they 
see fit.” 
 For the most part, participants in both locations describe drawing not on 
individual, national, or sub-cultural moral norms about how best to be openly gay in 
public, but on the moral norms of their local communities.  In everyday life, the majority 
of participants find themselves encountering and interacting most with heterosexual 
people and living in a heteronormative social world.  When participants utilize and 
navigate moral norms, then, those norms are hetero-normative.  When Kristy negotiates 
her actions in public, she explains that it is “just better” not to engage in public displays 
of affection because she does not want to “confuse people.”  Like Kristy chooses to avoid 
all action that could potentially cause straight people to feel confused, Adam worries that 
if he openly engages in a way that will identify him as gay he might “hurt people’s 
feelings or make someone feel different about me.”  He explains that rather than cause 
straight people any discomfort, it is better to simply “avoid conflict.”  He says,  
If they think I’m straight, not having to go into an uncomfortable situation with 
them.  Maybe hurting someone’s feelings or making someone feel different about 
me.  If you want to assume I’m straight, that’s fine.  I’m still going to be the same 
person I am.  I’d rather you get to know me and learn that I’m a good person and 
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like me before you find out that I’m gay and just assume and have these automatic 
walls that come up, that I’m a different personality. 
 
In this way, not only does Adam believe that in order to be a good person he must avoid 
making straight people feel uncomfortable, he also knows that he will immediately be 
judged as a “bad person” by those he encounters if they know he is gay. 
 Many of the theories of morality that I draw on are implicitly theorizing about 
homogenous groups of people. Scholars argue that people are drawing on “shared 
symbols and definitions derived from culture to identify the degree to which situations 
contain moral meanings” (Stets and Carter 2012).  Christian Smith (2003: 148, 8) 
believes that human culture is “always a moral order” and that the moral is what 
motivates human action as people constantly attempt to “enact and sustain moral order.”  
Smith ascribes a great deal of agency to people in the active role they take in “believing” 
and “narrating,” and argues that moral orders are not simply internalized through 
socialization, but that individuals act as both “subject” and “object” as they self-
consciously determine in what they should believe and how they should act.  Smith links 
the moral to religion, arguing that religion provides naturally moral and believing animals 
something to judge their behavior against and something to believe in, and a narrative for 
humans who are also naturally narrating.  While Smith believes that humans are naturally 
moral, believing, and narrating, he argues that they are not naturally self-interpreting.  
Religion serves as one of those narratives people use to interpret their lives, as it becomes 
a public narrative, embedded in institutions and shaping the world as we know it, as well 
as individuals’ identities.  Smith’s account of how religion functions in culture provides 
some useful illustrations for how religion functions as a narrative and operates in the 
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culture of the rural location.  His understanding of the importance of religion in culture 
accurately describes the rural location, except that Smith, like other scholars theorizing 
about morality, neglects to consider how individuals whose identities put them in conflict 
with these moral norms negotiate interaction with others in this culture.  Individuals and 
behaviors outside of these moral norms, Smith explains, are simply considered “derelict.”  
But, a sociological interpretation of “deviance” requires attention to power in a way that 
Smith does not provide.  Understanding moral norms as “moral power” (Mehta and 
Winship 2010) better helps us understand how morality influences action for 
marginalized individuals.  Scholars who conceive of morals as normative are rarely 
explicitly looking to marginalized groups to investigate the manner in which dominant 
social values do act as normative forces on marginalized groups.   
I began my research hoping to shed light on how dominant social norms and 
values influence and constrain LGBTQs in two different locations.  In the course of my 
research, I was surprised to discover the manner in which the LGBTQ people I spoke to 
adopt heteronormative social norms as values that guide their own action.  In a 
conversation I had with a mother, daughter, and mother’s partner who all identify as 
lesbians, the mother’s partner, Gala, expresses that she herself is not “uncomfortable” 
with a public display of affection, but “I sometimes have concerns for other people.  Like, 
if there’s young children, it’s not something I want to throw in their face….it’s not 
uncomfortable, but I think about other people, I guess.”  The daughter enters the 
conversation to ask if it should matter if there are children around and Gala elaborates 
further, “Well, you know, it’s just the conversation that that parent is gonna have to have 
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with their kid.  And is it really the age that they need to have that conversation?  Yeah, 
we’re in the 21st century, they’re gonna see it.  But, I don’t want it to be something that 
they have to address before they’re ready to.”  Gala, then, constrains her own action as a 
result of the respect she wants to show to straight people.  While this group uses the 
example of walking down the aisles of Wal-Mart holding hands, other rural LGBTQ 
people, such as Belle and Jessica, explain how they will adapt their behavior at their own 
wedding in order to avoid any discomfort on the part of heterosexuals.  Because Belle 
and Jessica intend to exchange vows and, presumably, a kiss at their commitment 
ceremony, they explain that they have decided to limit the ceremony to only the ten 
people who they feel will be comfortable with such public gestures of their love for each 
other.  Belle says, ”Yeah, because we don’t want to, and this goes again with, I don’t 
want anyone to feel uncomfortable.  So I really want to separate it where I only have like 
ten or so.”  Since there will be no need to engage in such public displays of affection at 
their reception, they explain that they will invite everyone to it. 
 In contrast to the zealous planning of the public act of wedding that is so common 
in our culture, and ways that brides and grooms are often consumed with planning a 
ceremony that somehow reflects them, Jessica and Belle are instead consumed with 
whether others will be made uncomfortable or will perceive it as wrong.  Schwalbe 
(1991: 295) explains that, “When the powerful and the powerless interact it is the 
powerless who must do the greater share of role taking, because satisfaction of their 
psychic and material interests is more dependent on doing so.  Being able to discern what 
the boss is thinking is often necessary to preserve both employment and dignity.”  
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Whether vocalized directly to them or not, Jessica and Belle are aware that the 
heterosexual majority in their town, and possibly at their wedding, does not find an 
exchange of vows and a kiss between women to be morally right.  As a result, Jessica and 
Belle decide to keep this central part of their wedding ceremony private.  Similar to an 
employee who makes decisions in an attempt to preserve employment and dignity, 
Jessica and Belle make decisions about visibility, but these decisions are dictated by the 
beliefs and morals of heterosexual general and significant others, and a fear of how they 
will respond.  In this case, Jessica and Belle choose to keep their wedding ceremony 
private in order to secure acceptance and preserve their image as good people.  Viewing 
morality and action through the lens of marginalized others, then, further highlights the 
significance of morality in everyday life.  While most work on morality draws on 
empirical examples and theoretical claims about in-group morality influencing action, the 
choices that my participants make around visibility illustrate that even those in the 
margins internalize and act on dominant moral norms. 
 Time and again, participants in my rural site provide examples of ways that they 
appear to make personal sacrifices in order to preserve their moral public and self worth.  
In the small town, culture certainly appears to function more as a normative force than as 
a “toolkit” or “repertoire.”  Indeed, if LGBTQs in this small town are acting according to 
an ethic of respect for others—and they most often understand those others to hold 
homophobic beliefs—it is not surprising that their actions appear quite constrained.  In 
the Northeast city, where LGBTQs act according to a moral framework of responsibility, 
the framework seems less personally harmful to them because it is a framework that 
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compels them to attempt to help others and encourages them to be a visible presence 
rather than conceal part of their life and identity.  Yet, when LGBTQ people in the urban 
location enact this ethic of responsibility, it is usually because they have found it to be 
acceptable or even beneficial among the straight people they encounter.  Luis explains 
that about ten years ago, there was an article written about him and his work around 
disability in the local newspaper.  The reporter referred to him as “the reluctant activist” 
and described him as having a male partner.  From his interactions with that reporter and 
from interactions with his colleagues which he describes as “very endorsing,” he feels he 
has been “allowed to” now be open about his sexuality, not immediately, but “soon 
thereafter, if something comes up.”  Without the “endorsement” and being “allowed to” 
be open about his sexuality from a straight reporter and straight colleagues, then, it seems 
Luis would not feel the same ability or pressure to be a visible gay man.  Similarly, 
Warren, who is on the board of a local LGBTQ rights organization says, “So I don’t like 
to list that in a resume, just sort of like, here’s who I am.  Unless there is some reason to 
do it.”  Hesitant to present himself as a gay man and an activist for gay rights to strangers, 
he follows with an explanation that once he gets to know people, he might invite them to 
dinners for the organization and then he can feel like “we’re all the same and this is about 
families.  You might have a gay kid and the work is so brilliant.”  Warren, too, then, 
needs approval from heterosexual generalized others before enacting a visible gay 
presence.  In the small town, gays and lesbians frequently describe being especially 
cautious around children and families.  In the Northeast city, however, Warren draws on 
family values to appeal to straight colleagues and acquaintances.  He transitions from 
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concealing an important and impressive board membership all together to winning the 
approval and respect of straight acquaintances and colleagues by inviting them to fancy 
dinners for the organization.  Before he makes this transition, however, he must first 
assess whether these particular individuals and the culture of a particular place constructs 
and supports the ethic of responsibility that Warren has to be a visible gay presence on 
behalf of other LGBTQs.  In a few cases, the LGBTQ people I spoke with in the 
Northeast even describe that they think their sexuality has possibly helped them in their 
career.  Elizabeth, a director of government and community relations, describes an 
instance when a state representative sought her out to ask her questions about transgender 
people because he was soon going to have to vote on a transgender rights bill.  He begins 
the conversation by telling her that “Ten years ago I wouldn’t even have been standing 
next to you or talking to you,” and follows with telling her that he feels he can talk to her 
because she is not going to “judge” him when he expresses his thoughts and opinions.  
Because she is able to converse with politicians in a way that they find acceptable, she 
feels she is able to “leverage” her sexual identity to both help her own career and 
encourage politicians to pass bills such as a transgender rights bill.  While in this case, it 
could be said that everyone benefits from such interactions, it appears to be straight 
people and specific institutional and cultural norms that “constrain and enable” these 
interactions.  In the urban location, then, the broader range of people, places, and beliefs 
may construct a culture that feels to some LGBTQ people more like a “toolkit” than a 
normative force.  But, a heteronormative culture still constructs the morality that 
LGBTQs internalize and act on in both locations. 
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 While the particular moral frameworks of respect and responsibility were 
especially dominant in the respective locations, morality, of course, is socially 
constructed, meaning that what is moral is historically and contextually specific, and 
there are individuals and instances who challenge norms in a way that allow us to 
recognize beliefs and values as constructed socially.  If other concepts, narratives, etc. 
were disseminated in place of those that are currently dominant, there is a possibility for 
social change (Lowe 2010, Lukes 2010).  Lowe (2010: 305) refers to those individuals 
who challenge such moral norms as “moral entrepreneurs.”  While in some way, any 
LGBTQ person might be considered such an individual, if being romantically involved 
with a member of the same-sex challenges moral norms.  I do not wish to diminish the 
ways that this is true, nor the courage it takes for any LGBTQ person to act in ways that 
are outside of a heteronormative framework, even within the context of their most private 
lives.  But, as I have shown, the majority of the people I spoke with negotiate acts of 
visibility so that in spite of their same-sex sexual activity, they are still considered “good 
people” by the straight people they encounter on a daily basis.   
Yet, there are those few “moral entrepreneurs” in both locations who do choose to 
challenge a dominant heteronormative or homophobic moral framework.  Thomas, who 
just graduated from high school, describes the difficulty of being visibly gay in the town 
where he lives, and elsewhere indicates that he would not engage in a public display of 
affection for fear of consequences.  Nevertheless, he expresses,  
Being a minority, being a minority anywhere is hard.  And especially when you’re 
in a place where you can’t….for me, if I ever were to be in a relationship, it sucks 
that I would feel awkward and very unaccepted if I were to walk down the street 
holding my partner’s hand and know that I would get dirty looks, get stuff said to 
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you, and in a place like this, you’ll get looks and abused verbally.  To me, I think, 
is it worth it?  Is it worth putting yourself out there and doing that just to show 
people that you’re not afraid?  And getting all of that negative feedback back?  
And then I think about it, and I think it is.  Just to show that this is who I am and 
I’ll do what I want and I don’t care what you think or say about me.  That’s 
definitely probably the hardest thing-just knowing that you can’t fully be yourself 
without getting some sort of negative attention brought to you.  
 
Thomas expresses that positive self-worth and the possibility for social change are worth 
the risks that he would face from the generalized other in his town.  Similarly, Max, the 
man whose story began this chapter, notes the way he observes other LGBTQ people 
acting in his town and rhetorically asks, “Instead of doing things out of respect for other 
people, why don’t you do something out of respect for yourself?” 
To conclude, Alex’s story summarizes the internal thought process that so many 
of my participants vocalize.  He says, “I’m out.  It’s not always comfortable for me.  
Right now, the question is how do I express myself in a way that’s respectful of other 
people’s beliefs and also respectful of my own personal needs, as a human being.  So, 
any conflict would fall into that area.  Now, it’s not whether or not it’s ok to be gay, but 
it’s how to express who I am in a way that is safe and in a way that is respectful.”  After 
many years and much internal agony, Alex has come to accept his own sexuality.  He 
currently struggles to make choices in his life and as a gay man that will make him 
happy, but he is unsure how to do that while being “respectful” of others in his town.  
The “conflict” he expresses is both encouraging and discouraging.  Alex is unlikely to 
decide anytime soon to entirely abandon the ethic of “respect” or to stop caring what a 
heterosexual generalized other thinks about him as a moral person.  Based on the stories I 
heard from the people I interviewed, I also think it likely that the majority of gays and 
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lesbians will continue to privilege moral identities over sexual identities.  In his small 
town, the ethic of respect may even be relatively stable.  But, if and when beliefs about 
homosexuality change, moral frameworks may also change and acting respectfully might 
look differently than it does now.  Eventually, Alex might be able to be an out gay man 
who is able to go out to dinner with his date and still consider himself a “respectful” 
person, and feel like others around him also view him as such.  Of course, waiting for a 
shift in his community’s values is a long and uncertain process.  And, for now, in 
addition to his internal conflict about how to act respectfully, Alex also notes that he must 
act “in a way that is safe.”  In the final section of this chapter, I turn to the second 
motivating force for action that LGBTQ people in both sites describe: a fear of 
consequences. 
 
Fear of Consequences 
As shown, LGBTQs in the small town in the Midwest and the mid-sized city in 
the Northeast draw on different moral frameworks as they internally deliberate whether to 
engage in acts of everyday queer visibility.  These moral frameworks influence action, 
but LGBTQs in both locations also frequently cite a fear of consequences for why they 
do not engage in acts of visibility.  Where the ethic of respect dissuades LGBTQs in the 
rural area from engaging in acts of visibility, a fear of consequences further constrains 
their action.  And in the Northeast, where LGBTQs express an ethic of responsibility, the 
fear of consequences that they cite explains why so many of them still ultimately choose 
not to engage in acts of visibility.  Svetlana, who lives in the East Coast city summarizes 
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her attitude when she says, “I’m not going to put myself in danger because of an idea.”  
In some cases, individuals have had something happen to them in the past and one such 
experience is enough to then shape the way they act in the future.  In other cases, it may 
be individuals’ internal thoughts and perceptions of particular people and places that 
shape their action.  In these cases, the fear of consequences is enough to influence their 
action even if there if not a known, immediate threat. 
I did not ask participants directly about feared consequences or a fear of violence.  
Yet, participants’ fear of such is so constantly present that the majority of participants 
brought the subject up without being asked.  Who, where, and what the LGBTQ people I 
spoke with fear as a result of acting in a way that would identify them as gay are diverse, 
and similarities and differences emerge between participants in both sites.  In both 
locations, participants cite a fear of physical violence.  Thomas, one of the “moral 
entrepreneurs” described above, who believes that being a visible gay presence in his 
small town is “worth” the risk later explains that a fear of violence prevents him from 
acting as such in reality, “Honestly, it still makes me nervous here.  It’s not that I’m 
ashamed.  It’s just that it makes me nervous.  I don’t want any physical violence brought 
towards me, you know.  I don’t want to be harmed.  I don’t mind if people say stuff to 
me, but I don’t want any physical violence to come to me.”  Although people gave many 
different examples of where and from whom they most fear violence, people in the city 
more frequently cite specific places, times of day, or neighborhoods where they fear 
violence as a result of their sexuality, whereas those in the rural location perceive 
possible violence from almost any generalized other that they might encounter.   
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One participant has a “very strong fear of being attacked” after being raped by 
three men a number of years ago, and says, “I do attribute my sexual assault to my sexual 
orientation because there were words said to me that would make me think that.”  While 
she draws on her own experience of violence, she is not alone among participants who 
describe being most afraid of “white, college frat boys.”  She says, “Like, if I’m walking 
down the street and I see a group of them, I have to go to the other side.”  Perhaps 
drawing on a similar demographic, other participants cite fearing violence in and around 
sports stadiums and sports bars, and participants in both locations frequently cite any bar 
as a place where they fear “being jumped” or some other act of violence.  In the urban 
location, participants cite being especially careful and fearful in almost any neighborhood 
at night.  Jake says that if he and his husband are walking around their own neighborhood 
at night—a neighborhood that is known to be “gay-friendly”--“and we saw someone 
coming in our direction, even if they weren’t particularly aggressive, we might kind of 
change our attitudes a little bit, I can remember being in a place like that and having [my 
husband] slip his arm out of my arm.”  Samantha further describes the types of internal 
deliberations she has concerning a fear of violence and engaging in acts of visibility, “I’m 
usually very cautious, like knowing the neighborhood I’m in.  And it depends on who I’m 
with and it depends on the situation.  Is it just us versus are we with a group of people?  Is 
it daytime or nighttime?  Does she have a knife on her or not?  Can we defend ourselves?  
And if I’m with gay men, I’m more cautious.”  When I asked Warren about engaging in 
public displays of affection, he replies,  
I know what you mean and I am cognizant of it.  It would be great not to be, but I 
am.  We haven’t been able to strip that away.  You don’t know if there are going 
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to be rocks hurling and I’m not going to do a dumb thing.  Like when I lived in 
New York, there were certain neighborhoods that people might say you’re 
discriminating.  No, I don’t feel safe.  You gotta listen to yourself.  I don’t feel 
like I have to explain that to anybody.  It’s really dark and I’m not familiar with it 
and it looks like a CSI crime scene, then no, no thank you. 
 
Like Warren, it is common among urban participants to cite specific neighborhoods as 
places they would avoid engaging in PDA or other acts of visibility.  While they 
frequently mention neighborhoods with homogenous ethnic and religious populations, 
such as Italian or Irish, or mostly Black, low-income neighborhoods as places where they 
would intentionally choose not to be a visible gay presence, urban participants also cite 
their own “gay-friendly” neighborhoods or streets with boutiques and salons as those 
where they would be fearful of consequences if they were to engage in acts of everyday 
queer visibility. 
It is not entirely surprising that gays and lesbians in the city fear that violence will 
be directed at them on account of their sexuality in certain neighborhoods or at night, but 
these urban LGBTQs are more likely to isolate a threat of violence to specific places, 
people, or times of day, whereas rural LGBTQs perceive a threat of violence from anyone 
and anywhere.  Early on in our conversation, Tessa and June recount a story of a gay 
friend of theirs who was tortured and killed.  They express that anyone could “pull a gun 
and shoot ya” and “get away with it.”  Later, they say that they “edit” when they are in 
public, using the check-out line at Wal-Mart as an example.  Tessa begins to respond to 
my inquiry about PDA with, “So, yeah, as far as PDA…”  June completes her thought, “I 
prefer not to be dead.”  Tessa echoes, “Yeah, I prefer not to be dead.”  Kristy, another 
rural participant, references one of the oldest restaurants in town as a place where “those 
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people wouldn’t even know what hit them if you made out with your girlfriend in there.”  
They would “freak out and probably shoot you,” she concludes.  While it is unclear if 
Kristy really believes restaurant-goers would stop eating their blackberry cobbler and 
shoot a gay person if she were to make out with her partner in public, she expresses that 
especially in those places that have most retained the traditional character of the town, 
people would be so shocked and offended at a gay couple in the restaurant, that there 
would likely be some kind of response.  Always careful in public, Alex describes a time 
when he unintentionally engaged in a “public” display of affection in his own home and 
then feared the consequences of it.  He recounts the event, “I had a guy here once and it 
was when I was first getting in here and was finally to the point where I was getting ready 
to hook cable up and the service people were here and he was getting ready to go, he had 
stopped by and was getting ready to take off and he kissed me at about the same time as 
the service person walked up to the back door.”  He explains that he felt especially fearful 
because the three cable men who showed up also then knew where he lived and he was 
about to be left alone with them.  
 Similarly to how rural gays and lesbians fear any and all strangers in a rural 
location, urban gays and lesbians fear violence at the hands of all strangers from rural 
places, too.  Shay, a fifty-five year-old unemployed social worker, responds to my 
inquiry about engaging in public displays of affection with, “It depends on where I am.  If 
I am in Wyoming, there is no way in hell I am going to do PDA because I have to look at 
safety.  San Francisco, yeah, I do PDA.  [Urban site she lives in currently], probably I do 
PDA.”  Unlike some of the urban participants who specify where and when they would 
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engage in PDA in the city, it is clear that Shay would not engage in PDA anywhere or 
anytime in a place like Wyoming.  Suzanne, the “professional gay,” describes a recent 
incident when she and her wife rented out their home to a couple from Texas who they 
did not know.  She says, “We actually took down every one of our photographs, we 
pretended to be roommates, we took down any sign of anything for safety.  And I said to 
my wife when it was happening, this is so strange, my whole life I have been, well you 
know, twenty-five years, I’ve been totally open, I can’t believe I am taking down pictures 
in my own house for safety.  Yet, I’m not going to risk my safety…But I said we are so 
lucky because some people live like this all the time.” 
 It is clear then that a fear of violence keeps LGBTQ people from engaging in 
public displays of affection and other acts of everyday visibility, but there is also a range 
of other consequences that they fear.   In the rural location, especially, people fear 
consequences in the workplace.  One person says that being visibly gay would be “career 
suicide,” and Francisco says that even though he works for a company that is known to 
be “gay-friendly,” he says that he still does not want anyone to “have a different 
perception of the restaurant or our staff just because of how their religious perceptions of 
my gayness would affect us.”  And a business owner says that if she openly engaged in 
public displays of affection she would likely have a “burning cross” in front of her 
business. 
 Also in the rural location, all of the participants with children fear that if they 
would engage in public displays of affection or be visibly gay in public, their kids would 
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suffer the consequences.  Thirty-four-year-old Rhea who lives in a slightly more 
populous town north of my primary research site says,  
We go out all the time, but it’s not like we hold hands.  We’re just very conscious 
that we don’t want to anger the wrong people.  We always think, at least I do, we 
don’t want to be out with [my son] and somebody see us, holding hands, and then 
they go after my son later on.  Because we don’t know….It takes a lot for us to go 
out in public.  And I’ll grab her pinky, or I’ll touch her back really quick.  But, we 
don’t do any more than that.  Which kind of makes me mad that we can’t.  But we 
don’t.  Because we just have too much to lose.  We don’t want to lose the house, 
we don’t want to lose her kids, we don’t want anything bad to happen to them.  
We don’t want them to have to go to school and have to deal with hate there, too.   
 
Her partner, Leighton, further explains, “If the kids are with us, then we never do that….I 
don’t want them to be targeted.  I don’t care if somebody says something to me….But, I 
don’t think my kid should suffer.  So, if we were in the mall or something, we just walk 
around like we’re normal people.  And we don’t cause any sort of attention towards 
us….we’re not going to hurt the kids and have somebody accidentally hear something 
like, ‘you homos,’ or something like that.”  Illustrating that a fear of something 
happening is enough to dissuade her and her partner from being visibly together in 
public, she concludes, “I don’t know if anybody truly would say something with kids 
sitting right there.  Maybe they would.”  Rhea interjects, “I don’t want to find out” and 
Leighton agrees, “Um hmm.  I don’t want to find out.”   
 In addition to physical violence, the LGBTQ people I spoke with describe 
refraining from acts of visibility because they fear verbal harassment.  Alex says,  
I’m fully aware that at any point somebody might say something that might feel 
uncomfortable to me.  If I’m with a guy and we’re holding hands in public, it’s 
likely that someone might say something.  They might not be brave enough to 
speak directly to you, but they’re going to say something in passing, so that you 
can hear it, but not so it would be an encounter.  Um, so, it’s I think the individual 
can make it more difficult than it is or they can make it less difficult….Here I 
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kind of have to question whether I want to deal with the people who are going to 
pass, there are pressures that are put on you when you do that.   
 
Elizabeth, echoing what others describe about particular times and places in cities, says, 
“You know at night.  I mean, during the day with all the tourists and stuff is one thing.  
But, you know, at night, walking home, just don’t invite any.  Cause I just feel like it 
attracts the drunken idiots who will then just say stupid shit even if it’s perfectly 
harmless, you know.”  And when Jake and his husband were out of the county on 
vacation, it was enough for them to be called faggots a couple of times before he says that 
“we definitely, like, tried to look like two straight guys on vacation together.” 
 In addition to verbal harassment, participants in both locations describe avoiding 
acts of visibility even out of a fear of what generalized others might be thinking.  Ben 
says he fears “People’s perceptions.  People talking behind your back.  If you don’t do it, 
it’s avoided.  But if I’m holding my partner’s hand…I don’t think anybody would go out 
of their way to cause us harm.  Or maybe say anything to us.  They probably would keep 
their mouths shut.  But, I know they’re talking and, you know, that to me is still a little bit 
upsetting. So, I just avoid that altogether.”  Another participant describes wanting to 
avoid “heads turning,” which she says, “happens a lot, especially with older people, fifty 
and over.”  Kristy says that she feels if she were in public with her partner and they did 
something that would portray them as being romantically linked, there would be 
“Whispers.  Like, ‘Did you see those girls are holding hands?’”  And twenty-one-year-
old, Alessandra, who is Guatemalan, says that if she’s walking down the same sidewalk 
as an “obviously Hispanic man,” she would not want to engage in any type of PDA with 
a girlfriend because of a fear that it would be “entertaining this pleasure” or “fantasy.”  
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While some participants attempt to avoid these negative “perceptions,” others want to 
avoid their own negative feelings if consequences were to result from a PDA.  Luis, for 
example says, “I just don’t want anybody pissing me off and because of that, I don’t want 
to set it up for that kind of thing.”  He says that about ten years ago, he and his partner 
were kissing in an alley when some people walked by and said things like, ‘Look at those 
two fags.’  He says he was “So angry.  I was so angry.  I don’t want to think about those 
things because they get ugly.” 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 
IDENTITIES IN THE INTERSTICES:   
INTRAGROUP BOUNDARIES AND RURAL LGBTQS 
 
 
“I ain’t nothing like that queen you knew way back when in that big ol’ city.  I ain’t 
nothing like her.  So, what’s that got to do with me?” 
          --Jacob, 29 
Background 
 In the above quotation, Jacob, a gay man who lives in a small town in the 
Midwest, envisages a stereotypical image of a gay man.  In the same breath, he rejects the 
idea that such a person is anything like himself.  Jacob’s belief that there exists a 
stereotypical image of a gay person and his simultaneous desire to distance himself from 
that image was a common narrative voiced by the thirty-five gay and lesbian individuals I 
interviewed in a rural region of the Midwest.  Brekhus (1996) refers to the process by 
which people construct and maintain “other-defined sexual identities” as “social 
marking.”  He explains that “unmarked” identities are understood as socially generic 
while “marked” identities are understood as socially perverse.   He describes a process of 
“mental coloring” in which the dominant group conceives of an “entire marked category 
so that it is represented only by the most colorful stereotypical images of the category” 
(1996: 512).  Brekhus (1996: 512) calls these images “identity extremetypes” and argues 
that these images force all members of the marked group into a “homogenous 
extremetype image.”  In their small towns in the Midwest, LGBTQ people must contend 
with the way that heterosexual people employ identity extremetypes as Brekhus 
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describes.  But, the dominant notion of what it means to be gay is not one that LGBTQ 
people themselves are always able to easily deconstruct.  It is an image that has taken on 
a “realness” even if it is only “seemingly” so (Berger and Luckmann 1987).  In this rural 
region, the “extremetype” of what it means to be gay is one that LGBTQ people 
themselves perceive as “real” in some way.   
 In addition to distancing themselves from dominant conceptions of what it means 
to be gay, the people I spoke with also distanced themselves from other gay people.  
Jacob continues to explain, “Most of my friends are straight.  Gay people have a tendency 
to annoy me.  I have a friend of mine that recently, I had to cut ties with him.  Because he 
decided to turn into the stereotypical fag.  And I said no more.  I can’t live like that.  I 
refuse to.  I can’t get into the stereotypical norms of the gay community.”  Kristy, a 
thirty-six year-old firefighter, echoes Jacob’s sentiments saying, “…I prefer not to have 
gay friends…I just…a lot of them come with so much baggage and so much bullshit, I 
don’t want to deal with it.  Like why can’t you just be normal?  I mean how hard is it?”  
The manner in which LGBTQ people in this region distance themselves from such 
images and reject other gay people who they perceive as personifying any aspect of a 
homosexual identity extremetype challenges current ideas about how marginalized 
people construct identity and community.  
 
Literature Review 
 My participants’ feeling that there is a singular image of the gay community and 
experience is one that some scholars have also put forth.  Elizabeth Armstrong (2002) 
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chronicles the transformation of the gay movement over time, describing the shift from 
interest group politics of homophile organizations in the 1950s and 1960s to a push for 
societal change through Gay Liberation politics from 1969 to 1971 to a focus on identity 
politics in the early 1970s.  During the early 1970s, Armstrong (2002: 4-5) argues, a 
“hegemonic understanding of same-gender sexual experience crystallized in a few urban 
centers in the United States” and now all gay people must contend with that image, even 
those “whose experience it describes less well.”  And in his provocatively titled, How to 
be Gay, David Halperin (2012) describes in great detail the individual aspects of identity 
that Armstrong might imagine as constituting the hegemonic understanding of same-
gender sexual experience that she argues comes into being in the early 1970s.  Similar to 
prior sociological explanations of gender (West and Zimmerman 1987), Halperin (2012: 
13) argues that being gay is “not something you are,” but “something you do.”  In his 
course of the same name, Halperin (2012: 5) describes some of the cultural practices of 
male homosexuality that are up for investigation:  “Hollywood movies, grand opera, 
Broadway musicals, and other works of classical and popular music, as well as camp, 
diva-worship, drag, muscle culture, style, fashion, and interior design.” 
 Beyond depictions of an urban, white, middle-class, gay male norm, much of our 
thinking about sexual identity comes out of work on social movements (Gamson 1995, 
Bernstein 1997, Armstrong 2002, Duggan 2003, Ghaziani 2011).  When scholars define 
identity on this basis, they organize and label sexual identities in relation to how specific 
groups of LGBTQs are organizing politically or thinking about their identity as political.   
Lines are most often drawn between LGBTQs who define an understanding of self and 
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sexual identity as either being part of a collective or as queer (Gamson 1995).  An 
understanding of self and sexual identity as collective focuses on what gays and lesbians 
share and the “anchor of minority rights claims is the same fixed, natural essence, a self 
with same-sex desires,” (Gamson 1995: 391) whereas an understanding of identity as 
queer is “to take apart the identity categories and blur group boundaries” (Gamson 1995: 
391).  Bernstein (1997), for instance, outlines the “strategic deployment” of identity in 
lesbian and gay rights campaigns as education or critique, and illustrates the way 
individuals “celebrate” or “suppress” difference from the straight majority.  More 
recently, Ghaziani (2011) describes a strategy of “normalization,” whereas Duggan 
(2002: 179) puts forth a critique of the current state of collective gay politics, which she 
calls “homonormativity,” a “sexual politics of neoliberalism” that “does not contest 
dominant heteronormative assumptions and institutions but upholds and sustains them 
while promising the possibility of a demobilized gay constituency and a privatized, 
depoliticized gay culture anchored in domesticity and consumption.”  Whether queer, 
collective, or homonormative, in each of these conceptions of sexual identity, scholars 
portray LGBTQs constructing sexual identities that are political responses to a straight 
majority. 
 Research on sexuality and place challenges the notion that there exists in reality a 
singular gay identity, and illustrates that the social construction of sexual identity is 
context-specific.  At the same time, this same research consistently depicts gays and 
lesbians who are able to construct identities and communities that help them confront the 
challenges of homophobia and marginalized identity, and is mostly urban-focused.  
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Armstrong (2002) chronicles the transformation of the gay movement in San Francisco 
over time, and Chauncey (1994) challenges “myths” about gay life in New York City 
before the rise of the gay movement.  Contrary to notions that gay men in New York City 
before the gay rights movement were isolated from each other, remained invisible to 
outsiders, and internalized homophobia as a result of anti-gay hostility, Chauncey shows 
the opposite.  He acknowledges anti-gay hostility, but his story is one of agency and a 
“making of a gay male world.”  Others have focused on communities gays and lesbians 
have created as a place where they could feel safe, comfortable, and unconstrained in 
regard to their sexuality, such as the community of Cherry Grove on Fire Island (Newton 
1993). 
 Metronormative depictions of LGBTQ identity have recently been challenged by 
research on LGBTQs living in rural areas.  As some of the first work in this area, scholars 
have been careful not to assume that rural LGBTQ lives and identities will be more 
constrained than those of urban LGBTQs’, and in some cases have focused their research 
around challenging this assumption.  Gray (2009) acknowledges that the standardized 
image of LGBTQ people in the media does not match rural queer youth’s experiences.  
Yet, she argues that many rural queer youth do engage with these images in the media as 
they are constructing their identities and looking for a “queer realness.”  Kazyak’s (2011) 
research challenges eleents of Gray’s work in that Kazyak argues that there is little 
tension between rural LGBTQs’ understanding of sexual identity and their locale.  She 
describes the ways her participants differentiate between rural gay identity and urban gay 
identity and see activities such as “participating in pride groups, activism, or doing drag 
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as connected to urban-based gay identity” (2011:5).  Furthermore, she contends that her 
participants draw on elements of rural culture to produce a distinctly rural gay identity, 
specifically being known as a good person, having ties to the community, and 
understanding their communities as “close-knit” with a “live and let live” attitude.  
Barton (2012), on the other hand, describes a more difficult experience for the “Bible 
Belt gays” she interviews.   She refers to the overtly conservative Christian culture as the 
“Bible Belt panopticon,” and describes that many LGBTQ people are forced to live their 
lives in a “toxic closet.”  Those who are out describe being disowned by heterosexual 
people in their lives or being accused of “flaunting” their sexuality.   
 In all of these depictions of gays and lesbians in urban, rural, or suburban places, 
the authors stress agency, resistance, and the construction of a gay identity and 
community.  Those who study gays and lesbians in urban and suburban places even 
predict that rural LGBTQ people would be less likely to integrate into local culture and 
more likely to form a close, local gay community (Armstrong 2002; Brekhus 2003).  This 
prediction seems to be built on the logic that gay people will be able to draw on elements 
of local culture in order to resist oppression and discrimination.  But, my findings show 
the opposite.  LGBTQ people in the rural region of the Midwest where I conducted my 
research distance themselves both from mainstream notions of collective gay identity and 
from other gay people in their community.  They neither construct “rural gay identities” 
nor do they accept the hegemonic cultural idea of “how to be gay.”  In this case, rejecting 
collective gay identity does not blur group boundaries and open up a range of possibilities 
for identity construction as queer theorists might anticipate.   Unwilling to identify with 
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collective gay identity and unable to be fully accepted in their local communities, they 
are confined to the interstices between their local, homophobic culture and their 
understanding of what it means to be gay.  
 
Intragroup Boundaries 
 Both Kazyak and Gray describe the “close-knit” nature of small towns and the 
feeling of “being known.”  But, it is also important to acknowledge the sense of moral 
homogeneity that can come along with a sense of community.  Brown-Saracino (2011) 
describes a sense of “ambient community” felt by LBQ women in Ithaca, New York.  In 
Ithaca, LBQ people describe a “sense of belonging and connection that arises from 
informal voluntary and affective ties—largely fashioned around shared tastes and 
activities predicated on a sense of safety and acceptance” (2011: 362).   The town where I 
conducted my research provides an example where a sense of “ambient community” also 
exists as result of a perception of shared beliefs and values among community members 
in a small town.  But, rather than a feeling of “safety and acceptance,” LGBTQ people 
describe the town as a place where people are “outright homophobic.”  In descriptions of 
the town, participants provide various reasons for this.  One participant gets at the manner 
in which homophobic beliefs are socialized and instilled into people from a young age, 
explaining that homophobia is just “bred into” people in the region.  Others cite 
conservative political beliefs, explaining that the town is “very Republican” or by noting 
how the old Dairy Queen has recently been converted into “Tea Party headquarters.”  
Most, however, cite the influence of religion.  Jacob says, “Oh this place is totally 
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controlled by the church.  I mean, duh.”  Others refer to it as the “buckle of the Bible-
Belt,” saying there’s “church-overload, “ and describe community members as “Bible-
thumping,” “good old Christian hillbillies,” or that “99 percent are Christian and pride 
themselves on being totally Christian and all about God and the Bible.”  Another 
participant says simply, “If you don’t belong to a church, you need to find one very, very 
quickly.”  Like Kazyak’s (2011) description of gays and lesbians constructing identity in 
rural areas, my participants are able to articulate what it means to be considered a “good 
person.”  But, where Kazyak attributes rural gays and lesbians’ strategy to be “known as 
a good person” to a utilization of local culture to forge an empowered rural gay identity, 
my data points toward a more constrained process of boundary-drawing between my 
participants and their understanding of what it means to be gay.   
 The LGBTQ people I spoke with employ a strategy and construct identities that 
fit neither context-specific conceptions of gay identity (e.g., a distinct rural gay identity) 
nor national or historic conceptions of collective gay identity.  And while they reject 
collective gay identity, their strategy is not reflective of a queer politics, as it solidifies 
rather than blurs group boundaries.  In fact, I argue that their strategy is one of boundary-
drawing.  Lamont (1992: 1) defines symbolic boundaries as “the types of lines people 
draw when they categorize people” and investigates the “nature of the criteria that people 
use to define and discriminate between worthy and less worthy persons, i.e., between 
‘their sort of folks’ and ‘the sort they don’t much like.’”  When Lamont and others 
describe the ways individuals and groups draw boundaries, they are describing intergroup 
boundaries, or the lines and conceptual distinctions that one group draws against another.  
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For instance, Lamont (1992, 2000) illustrates how working-class men construct racial and 
class boundaries between themselves and others and how upper-middle class men draw 
moral, socioeconomic, and cultural boundaries that separate themselves from others.    
 Specifically, Lamont (1992: 4) explains that “moral boundaries” are drawn on 
“the basis of moral character; they are centered around such qualities as honesty, work 
ethic, personal integrity, and consideration for others.”  I found that when my participants 
describe other gay people, they are drawing moral boundaries between themselves and 
their notion of what it means to be gay.  Rather than constructing an empowered rural gay 
identity, as previous research suggests, by drawing intragroup moral boundaries between 
themselves and other gay people, my participants are constructing binaries between what 
is moral and what is immoral.  Because these boundaries are erected as a strategy for 
survival in an environment that participants feel is overwhelmingly homophobic, these 
boundaries are born out of a lack of options for rural gays and lesbians and further 
constrain their options as they maintain heteronormative moral boundaries between what 
is “moral” and “immoral” and what is “straight” and “gay.”  Specifically, participants 
draw intragroup boundaries--boundaries between themselves and members of their own 
sub-group—at three different levels:  the individual level of appearance and presentation 
in relation to gender norms; the level of everyday interaction with friends, family, and the 
local community; and the institutional level in their engagement with their perception of 
the gay mainstream.   
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Individual Appearance:  Gender “Normal” vs. Gay Male Effeminacy 
 Regardless of whether their own appearance and behavior seems hegemonically 
masculine or feminine, one of the central images that my participants reject is that of the 
effeminate gay man.  Echoing Jacob’s insistence that he “ain’t nothing like the queens in 
the big ol’ city,” thirty-seven year-old masters student and former police officer, Jeremy, 
says, “…Cross-dressing or not so much cross-dressing, it’s the drags, the ones that are 
profiting from it…. What I don’t understand is a guy who likes to be with guys but that 
has the need to dress like a woman.  It’s those types of phobias that you step back from 
and it’s like, I don’t want to be classified in this group.”  Previous research points to a 
relationship between homophobia and non-normative gender presentation, and especially 
the way that homophobic insults are used to police masculinity (Connell 1995, Kimmel 
2001, Pascoe 2007).  The people I spoke with seem to sense this connection between 
homophobia and non-normative gender presentation and attempt to disassociate 
themselves from the behavior itself and their idea of a group whose members might 
embody these stereotypes. 
 Gay men rejected this image, but this singular image of what it means to be gay is 
so salient that even lesbians referenced the stereotype.  Darlene, who works in sales, 
expresses a sentiment quite similar to the sentiment expressed by Jacob at the beginning 
of the paper.  She self-righteously declares, “I’m not shoving it down their throat like 
some of these queens can be.”  Kendra, who works in retail, explains, “Most of the 
people down here, they know what they see on television….But, it has been a little 
difficult.  Because everybody knows gay men.  They’re more prevalent.  And even then, 
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you meet somebody and they’re like, there’s no lesbians here.  And I’m like, that’s 
because they’re not talking about it.  It’s not because they’re not there.” Kelly, a customer 
service representative, further explains the gay male stereotype she feels gay people must 
contend with, “I think part of that thought is because gay boys are always portrayed as 
such negative influences and things.  Whenever there’s news stories about Pride festivals, 
all you see is gay boys walking in chaps with their asses hanging out.  And they only take 
that negative perspective instead of showing the boys that are doctors, lawyers, librarians, 
boys that are teachers, gay boys.”  These accounts are illustrative of the “lesbian 
invisibility” that many queer women experience (Hamilton 2007), but the fact that even 
women reference this stereotype of homosexuality demonstrates its ubiquity.  Gay male 
effeminacy, a central feature of the gay identity extremetype, is a behavior that both 
lesbians and gay men in this region distance themselves from, and a behavior that falls on 
the wrong side of their binary notion of moral versus immoral behavior. 
 
Interaction with Others:  Public vs. Private Behavior 
 Another central way that the rural gays and lesbians I interviewed distinguished 
themselves from other gays and lesbians and the gay mainstream was on the basis of 
“respect.”  Suzanne attributes her ability to maintain relationships with straight people to 
the “respect” and discretion she exhibits.  She explains her relationship with her closest 
childhood friend,  
She’s married and has a son.  When he was born, she made me a god-aunt.  That’s 
how—even though after she knew my sexual preference—it’s like it didn’t bother 
her—because I never flaunted it in front of her and because I was respectful.  And 
that’s basically how I am.  I am respectful of everybody that is straight.  Even 
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those who don’t know.  There are some straight people that have gaydar.  And 
they’re fine with it.  I guess most of ‘em are scared of us is because we flaunt our 
sexuality in front of them.  And I think that’s where people have our biggest 
misconception of us.  And I don’t flaunt it.  I wanna be able to get along with 
people whether they’re straight or not.  I want them to accept me for who I am 
without being afraid of me. 
 
Suzanne and others are aware of the “hierarchical system of sexual value” and know that 
homosexuality is outside of the “charmed circle” of “normal” behavior (Rubin 1984).  In 
an effort to win the affection of their friends and family, they draw bolder lines between 
public and private behavior in regards to same-sex sexuality.  They frequently labeled 
public displays of affection as an example of “flaunting” one’s sexuality and explained 
that this was not behavior in which they would engage.  Kristy describes the way she 
interacts with her close straight friends and the way she handles being seen with her 
partner in public and contrasts her approach with gay people she considers less respectful,  
…And with my friends, I just knew that they’d be upset but they’d get over it.  If 
I’m not injuring them in any way and it’s not like I’ll make out with my girlfriend 
in front of them.  If I know it makes people feel uncomfortable… and even now, I 
mean, Sarah and I, we’ll be walking down the street, if we see kids, we’ll let go of 
hands.  You know, or old people or something, you know.  You know, it’s just a 
respect thing.  I’m not, you know, ‘I’m gay and I’m proud.’  No.  You’re fucking 
gay and you’re acting like an idiot. 
 
In this way, rather than ignore or challenge those with homophobic beliefs (or those they 
assume are homophobic), they internalize the idea that same-sex sexuality is at the 
bottom of the hierarchy and, therefore, should be kept out of the public sphere.  Not only 
do they insist that they act according to the rules and values of their local community, 
they also draw moral boundaries based on “respect” between themselves and gay people 
who refuse to keep their sexual identity private. 
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Gay Mainstream:  “Getting by” vs. Queer Visibility 
 In a similar manner to the way my participants avoid public displays of affection 
and distance themselves from gay people who behave otherwise, they also distance 
themselves from their idea of a gay community that attempts to make its sexual identity 
visible.  One way they do this is through a rejection of institutional symbols of a gay 
community.  For instance, Johnny, a dancer, loves rainbows, but explains, “But like I 
said—I don’t want to put up—like I love rainbows but not because of that—it’s God’s 
promise and I have one on my back and it’s just beautiful.  Rainbows are beautiful.  I 
almost hated it when the gay life took that over because when you say rainbow, 
everybody goes, oh, you’re gay and I go, but isn’t it just beautiful and that God created it.  
It kills me.”   
 Even more than symbols of a gay community, my participants take issue with 
Pride events that emphasize visibility and challenge the idea that homosexuality is 
inferior to heterosexuality.  Some, like Jeremy, attended a Pride event, but then 
determined that they were uncomfortable with them: 
It’s not that I’m not—I’m supportive of people being proud of themselves.  And 
we should be proud to be Americans and stuff like that….It’s not like you hear 
people saying, ‘Oh, I’m proud to have a nickel.’  Or, ‘I’m proud to have a  lawn to 
mow’ or something like that. People are mostly just like, ‘Oh, I have to mow.’ So 
there’s—to be supportive of my gay community, yeah, in a way.  Am I going to 
shell out money towards it?  It’s not the Children’s Miracle Network…it should 
not be about, ‘Hey, I’m a flaming fag’ or however you want to look at it…To me 
it’s a travesty.  That’s why I don’t participate in those types of events.  I went to 
one a couple of years ago and I was just, ‘Well you know, I’m not comfortable 
here, so.’ 
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In this one description, Jeremy rejects the effeminate gay male stereotype (“a flaming 
fag”), the idea that same-sex sexuality should be visible, and the notion that queer people 
be “proud” of their sexual identity. Betty, a physician’s assistant, also talks about her 
reluctance to attend a Pride event in a nearby small city and her embarrassment of the 
community she believes she would find there.  She explains,  
Now granted I don’t go—we always laugh about this.  I’ve been to Pride in 
Denver, I’ve been to Pride in Kansas City, I’ve been to Pride in St. Louis.  I’ve 
never gone to a [closest small city] Pride.  That’s the kind of thing where you see 
on television they show these crazy looking people just like they do in any big 
city. But these are people that look—not homeless—but, unemployed.  You 
know, because no one in [closest small city] wants to come out and all the 
professionals that I know, nobody goes to Pride, nobody is  going to go get on 
camera, you know.  The closest I think I would do is I would do the AIDS walk, 
you know?  And it’s still the majority of people are ridiculous looking 
homosexuals.  And that’s rude of me to say ridiculous, but…men wearing 
women’s clothes, you know what I mean? 
 
Max, an East Coast implant, on the other hand, describes the event this way,  
Like gay pride just happened in [closest small city]….But this one really pissed 
me off because it wasn’t a Pride event.  There was no march or parade or march.  
It was down by the river.  There was no advertising about it.  I tried to find 
information about it before and no one could tell me what was going on.  I’m like, 
that’s not a Pride event.  That’s like we’re here, we’re queer, we’re really quiet 
and staying down by the river.  What the fuck is that?  That’s so weird.  I don’t 
get that and that’s what I see happening here… 
 
 Not only do the rural LGBTQ people I interviewed mostly distance themselves 
from activities and symbols of collective gay identity, many of them also voice 
opposition to rights and causes that the “gay mainstream” might take for granted.  Mike, 
who makes a living as a waiter and a singer, explains his beliefs regarding same-sex 
marriage,  
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I don’t necessarily believe in gay marriage.  I believe in commitment.  I believe 
that there should be a civil union.  But, I look at marriage as a man and a woman 
that can have children.  And I look at commitment and a civil union-it should all 
pretty much be looked at the same way-but, I don’t like it to be called marriage.  I 
think that partly comes from the way I was raised.  But, to say that two men are 
getting married-we don’t want to call it that.  And I’m trying to get more 
comfortable with that because I don’t judge anybody for calling it that.  I just 
wouldn’t push it to be called gay marriage.   
 
Likewise, Adam, a waiter, struggles with whether he thinks it would be right for him to 
have kids.  He muses,  
If I ever had kids…I don’t know if I could have kids…in a gay setting…I don’t 
know if that’s right yet.  I don’t know how I feel about that.  I just feel like the 
child should have more of an opportunity than that.  I don’t feel like you’re giving 
them what they need, just making it harder for them in life.  And I’ve already 
lived kind of a struggling life as a kid and I wouldn’t want to be in fault in making 
someone else have another bad struggle in life.  I would love to have kids.  I want 
to have kids so bad.  But, I don’t know if I could do it in a gay relationship.  I’ve 
thought about it a lot.  A lot of gay men are like, yeah, I want to have kids.  But, I 
think I owe it to the kid more if they want to be raised in that area.  I mean, I 
would be a great father, I really would and I think Jason would be as well and the 
kid would have everything it needed  and provided for well.  It’s not even the 
question, it’s just what the kid would have to put up with and would I be willing 
to do that to him or her.  
 
 Gray (2009) illustrates that images of gay people portrayed in the media often do 
not fit the experiences and identities of rural gay youth “out in the country.” At the same 
time, she argues that many rural queer youth do engage with these images in the media as 
they are constructing identities and looking for a “queer realness.”  While Gray’s research 
depicts the way that rural queer youth engage with media images, my research suggests 
that in the politically and socially conservative small town where my participants live, 
gay and lesbian adults are more concerned with survival than in constructing a rural 
“queer visibility.”  Jeremy explains, “When you start to wave that flag in front of people, 
they get a little uptight.  And you run the risk of recourse.  I don’t agree with the gay 
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lifestyle at all.  Like I don’t want Glee, I don’t want paintings that has a gay undertone or 
anything like that.  Because in certain aspects, you’re not looking for acceptance, you’re 
just looking to get by.”  Johnny echoes this sentiment when he describes a former friend,  
But he was on another spectrum.  He’s on that spectrum of those gay guys  that all 
want technology and thinking they would be rich and run the world and be the, 
you know, high-powered couple and stuff.  You know, let’s-take-over-the-world 
gay.  And I’m like I just want to go to dinner.  I don’t want to take over the world.  
I just want to have a relationship.  I just want somebody to fight through life and 
pay bills with.  Like, you know, normal life.  I’m not trying to do something that’s 
big.  
 
 Johnny knows that he is not going to be able to achieve the urban, middle-class 
gay ideal of gay men with “technology” and “thinking they would be rich.”  Like Jeremy, 
he is simply struggling to “get by” and also rejects the idea of collective activism.  
Kazyak (2011) claims that LGBTQ people in rural Illinois and Michigan associate some 
of these actions—activism, pride, drag--with an “urban-based” gay identity.  My 
participants did not make this distinction.  Rather, they distanced themselves from these 
activities altogether.  Likewise, this strategy does not fit other conceptions of gay 
identity.  When participants place themselves outside of the “charmed circle,” they are 
not employing a queer politics of deconstructing identity and categories, as they’re 
solidifying boundaries between “normal” and “abnormal” sexuality.  Yet, their strategy 
cannot be understood as “integrationist” or “assimilationist” in that they believe that 
certain things (e.g., marriage, children) should be reserved for heterosexuals.   
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Material and Cultural Constraints 
Lamont (1992: 11) argues that boundaries are drawn out of “available cultural 
resources” and are determined by “spatial, geographic, and social-structural constraints, 
i.e., by the particular set of people with whom we are likely to come in contact,” and that 
individuals “do not exclusively draw boundaries out of their own experiences: they 
borrow from the general cultural repertoires supplied to them by the society in which they 
live, relying on general definitions of valued traits that take on rule-like status” (1992: 7).  
If this is the case, then it should not be surprising that LGBTQs’ own perceptions of 
homosexuality and the gay mainstream are not independently developed as a result of 
being gay.  Their understanding of sexuality is also shaped as a result of culture and place 
and with the material and cultural resources available to them.  Their actions and 
identities are constructed out of this understanding. 
Unlike research that describes urban and suburban queer people who are able to 
engage in a “postmodern” type of individualism in which they choose elements of the 
culture at hand as they construct their identities and systems of belief, my participants 
describe their limited options.  Wilcox (2009), for instance, argues that queer women in 
Los Angeles often pursue a path of “religious individualism” when they find that the 
religious traditions they grew up in either no longer welcome them or are incompatible 
with their current beliefs.  Similarly, Brekhus (2003) describes the various social 
identities that suburban gay men construct (“peacocks,” “chameleons,” or “centaurs”). 
However, my participants living in a small town known for its conservative religious and 
political beliefs do not have the option of taking a train into New York City on a Friday 
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night like Brekhus’s suburban gay men.  They must contend with the local context and 
shape an identity and means of survival in that place.    
 For a range of possible reasons, participants in this small town feel literally 
confined to it and the options that it presents.  Jacob explains his options as such: “It kind 
of brings me back to this saying, like, ‘This is Africa.’  You know, from Blood Diamond, 
you know where they kept saying, ‘Why do you endure this?  Why do you deal with 
this?’  ‘Because this is Africa,’ you know.  This is [rural research site], you know.  It is 
what it is.  So I got to live with it.”  Taylor (2009) critiques postmodern theories of 
sexuality that do not confront the everyday reality of individuals’ social positions and 
identifications.  She argues that such theories “reinforce the sense of the ‘flexible,’ 
geographically and economically mobile chooser, deciding on and preferring certain 
ways of being” (204).  Indeed, my participants describe the way that the physical 
landscape and geography of the region prohibits them from participating in gay culture 
and community.  Several participants mention the “only” gay bar in the area which is 
located in a small city forty-five miles away.  Max feels that this bar is the “saddest little 
bar in the universe” and describes the drive there as a “rollercoaster ride.”  He explains 
that he is often very depressed living in this area and sometimes he and his partner 
consider making the drive to lift their spirits, but that it is geographically difficult to do 
so: 
…It’s still really, really hard not to have a fun gay place to go to.  Like when we 
go to [gay bar], we make a point to stay overnight because I can’t drive home.  I 
don’t want to—he’s gotten a DUI before and it was our own fault.  You know, he 
didn’t blow out, but he had had cocktails and we were driving home.  We weren’t 
swerving or anything but he was going about 10 miles over the speed limit.  He 
shouldn’t have been but we were going down a steep hill and we got snagged by a 
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cop.  And how do I get to go out and enjoy myself?  Even though it’s only 40 
minutes away—which is still far—but, then I have to drive home like this, like 
rollercoaster…I mean, Long Island is flat.  I mean Florida is flat.  This is like the 
Andes.  I don’t understand it.  It drives me crazy.  But it just makes it so much 
harder to get anywhere and it just seems so much longer.  So, now we make sure 
that we have to stay over.  And then I’m planning, like I can’t just spontaneously 
have a good time.  Let’s plan  to go to this tiny, shitty little club that I fucking hate 
and stay overnight… 
 
 Other participants note the absence of places they can go to meet and socialize 
with other gay people.  Ben says, “There’s nothing here.  There’s no gay groups, or 
organizations, or anything.”  Jacob notes that there is also an absence of other gay people, 
“The people that do live here and work here that are gay is limited, limited to a pool and 
most of them—how do I put this?  Most of them I don’t even want to know…I guess just 
because of limited amount of people versus, you know, just because we’re gay does not 
mean that we’re going to go out.  We do have a common bond, but does that really mean 
anything?”  In addition to the geographic, cultural, and population constraints, the desire 
participants express simply to “get by” points to economic constraints to activate a “gay” 
identity, one described by Hennessy (1995: 143) as “an imaginary, class-specific gay 
subjectivity” that is created for both “straight and gay audiences” as a result of the 
“increasing circulation of gay and lesbian images in consumer culture.”  Without the 
means to construct a “fashionably queer” or “lesbian chic” identity (Taylor 2009: 201), 
the population to meet many other out gay people, or places to congregate, LGBTQ 
people have fewer “tools” in their “cultural toolkits” to construct sexual identities.  
Francisco, who is originally from a large city in South America explains, “In a bigger 
city, you have more guys….you have leather, bears, all different groups.  Here, it is what 
it is.  You just have in the closet or not.”  This is not to say that the rural Midwest is 
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absent of culture.  Rather, like most people, LGBTQ people here use the cultural tools 
available to them as they construct identities.  Because of the limited options for 
activating a “gay” identity, local culture is more central in their construction of identity 
than a collective gay culture from which they are far removed.  Without options or 
exposure to other gay people or gay places, they are more likely to draw boundaries 
between what they know of gay people and their own experience. 
 
Strategy for Acceptance 
 In many ways, the unwillingness or inability to construct an identity 
representative of the gay mainstream helps expand our understanding of queer sexual 
identity, which rarely is simple confirmation of a stereotype or mirror image of a gay 
ideal type.  Yet, similar to the ways in which we see that LGBTQ people here are not 
offered a smorgasbord of options out of which to construct identities that incorporate 
their sexuality, participants are also drawing boundaries between themselves and other 
gay people with the hope of being accepted by the local community and by the dominant 
straight majority in their small towns.  Barton (2012) describes the way that those in the 
Bible Belt regulate one another’s behavior and terms the type of social surveillance under 
which LGBTQs find themselves “the Bible Belt panopticon.”  She describes the way that 
straight people consider a gay person’s assertion that they are in a relationship or holding 
hands with a partner to be “flaunting” one’s sexuality.  However, the metaphor of the 
panopticon is meant to convey the way individuals self-regulate their behavior as a result 
of possible social sanction (Foucault 1975).  Barton’s presentation, on the other hand, 
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suggests that LGBTQ people in the Bible Belt resist and criticize their treatment.  In this 
way, she neglects to interrogate the full extent to which LGBTQs in the Bible Belt police 
their own behavior and identities.  The boundaries that my participants draw between 
themselves and other gay people suggest that LGBTQ people in politically and socially 
conservative rural settings may be working to survive in other ways.  By distancing 
themselves from the negative associations that they and the local community attach to 
gay people and a gay collective, my participants attempt to receive acceptance from their 
local community.  While this action, of course, demonstrates agency on the part of 
participants, it is also constrained by a local culture that participants perceive to be 
homophobic.  Their strategy for action—the intragroup boundaries that they draw—is 
more of a constrained agency, constructed out of and in response to a local culture they 
perceive as homophobic. 
 Rural LGBTQs’ desire to be accepted by their straight friends and neighbors is 
central to understanding how they are simultaneously acting on their knowledge of local 
cultural rules and resources and constrained by these same structures.  Scott, a 25 year-
old gay man who works in retail, says,  
I think a lot of the gay bars--like when we talk to our friends in Little Rock--are 
turning more into straight bars and there’s a lot of straight people in them.  And 
that’s what I think it should be.  I like that that’s how it is.  Because we want 
straights to, us gays are wanting straights to be our friends.  We want them to like 
us, and we want them to feel comfortable and have a good time.  And we want 
people to have fun with us--not just us--any gays.  They’re going to want to feel 
accepted and so when you hear, “it’s more of a straight bar than a gay bar,” well, 
that’s a good thing, you know, because it’s like, “mission accomplished”… 
because any gay wants to be accepted and feel like the straights are accepting 
them. 
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Barton’s explanation of the “Bible Belt panopticon” is a fitting description of the local 
culture in this small town where it feels like everyone shares the same conservative 
religious and political values.  This illustration of the way that religious culture can 
exclude and contribute to the marginalization and discrimination LGBTQs experience in 
these regions is a corrective to theories of religion such as Durkheim’s (1995) that stress 
cultural consensus and social cohesion.  What people like Scott show us, however, is that 
the desire for group membership is often experienced by those excluded from it.  When 
Scott explains that he wants straight people to have fun with gay people, he describes a 
desire for “collective effervescence,” to be part of a “collective conscience” (Durkheim 
1995).  Hunter, a manager at a resort and a former dancer, echoes Scott’s desire to be 
accepted by straight neighbors and friends--to have group membership--but he also 
reveals the mechanism he uses in order to try to achieve this.  Hunter says, “Because I 
have friends—straight friends—that I became really good friends with—that had never 
met a gay person in their life.  Ever.  And then they meet me and are okay with it.  
Because I don’t fit into that stereotype.”  Hunter explains that he is able to have straight 
friends because he does not fit the negative stereotypes that they have of gay people.  
Durkheim explains that group membership is built around “the sacred.”  Hunter and 
others demonstrate that they are active readers of local culture and that they must actively 
reject that considered by the dominant group as “profane” if they want a chance at being 
a member of the group. 
 Similar to Hunter, Ben elaborates on the behaviors that he enacts or polices in 
order to earn straight friends, 
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Yeah, people expect me not to like sports. When March Madness would come 
around and we do the office poll, I'd be like, “Yeah, yeah.”  Or football on 
Sundays.  And I would do quite well. Sometimes I'd win. Or, you know I could 
talk about sports. Things like that, and they never equated, you know, they 
thought because I'm gay, I wouldn't know what a quarterback was.  Stuff like that. 
Even my friends with negative viewpoints of gay people didn't have a negative 
viewpoint of me. To me, the gay person that's portrayed on television and when 
you hear people talk about them, on the news, just like when the media goes to a 
trailer park, they always find the worst people, they don't find your quality 
examples of people who live in trailers. They find your worst sleaze buckets. And 
to me, my opinion of most mainstream gay people is a negative. For the same 
reason everybody else's is. But, there are a lot of professional people who own 
homes and have a life, a normal everyday life, just like anybody else would. And 
that doesn't get seen by the people that have hate, they don't see that. They see the 
ten guys that just got done at the bar, and go home and do drugs and have an orgy. 
As a gay person, I don't like those people either. So the same thing they don't like 
about gay people is the same thing I don't like about them.  
 
Ben is able to distinguish between what the dominant culture views as “sacred” (e.g., 
Sunday football and March Madness) and what they view as “profane” (e.g., gay orgies).  
He attempts to demonstrate to his straight colleagues and friends that—even though he is 
gay—he can participate in their sacred rituals and be part of their group.  While Ben may 
genuinely enjoy these rituals and enacting this behavior, he also feels compelled to 
distance himself from what is considered “profane.”  Based on an understanding of the 
moral boundaries that straight people draw between themselves and gay people, Ben 
draws moral boundaries between himself and other gay people, declaring that he dislikes 
the same things about gay people that straight people dislike.   
 Lamont (1992: 11) explains that boundaries are not created out of “hypothetical 
inner states” but are determined based on the people that one finds oneself around and as 
a result of “public evaluation of social behavior” and as “conformity to social codes.”  
Kristy describes a behavior that is illustrative of why people draw boundaries.  She says,  
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And honestly lesbians make me look bad.  I know that sounds weird, but a lot of 
lesbians have these huge amounts of issues and they’re fucking crazy.  Like I 
hang out with these chicks in [small city 35 miles away] sometimes and I’m like, 
‘Man, you are weird.’  I’m like you’re giving me, you make me look bad because 
I’m gay right now because I’m in a relationship, but if people look at you and 
then look at me, I’m like, that’s bad.  That’s a bad deal because they’re just going 
to think everybody is like, every gay girl is like you.  Just I can’t.  I’m not friends 
with a lot of them. 
 
Kristy explains that she feels she can no longer associate with some lesbians she knows 
because they “make her look bad.”  Lamont (1992: 11) describes that boundary-drawing 
is a way that we constitute the self and that by drawing distinctions we develop a “sense 
of security, dignity, and honor; a significant portion of our daily activities are oriented 
toward avoiding shame and maintain a positive self-identity by patrolling the borders of 
our group.”  In this case, it is troubling to think about a constitution of self that requires 
one to avoid shame and attempt to achieve a sense of security and dignity by distancing 
oneself from other marginalized people and from one’s own sexuality. 
 Therefore, when Kazyak, for instance, argues that one mechanism rural LGBTQs 
use to construct a distinctly rural gay identity is “being known as a good person,” it is 
important to look closely at the cause and effect of this strategy.  Attempting to be known 
as a good person requires that rural LGBTQ people draw intragroup boundaries between 
themselves and other gay people or stereotypes of what it means to be gay.  But, we 
know that boundaries necessitate inclusion and exclusion and reinforce collective norms.  
Research on boundaries and class shows how this construction of difference creates 
inequality and how symbolic boundaries lead to class reproduction.  Similarly, when 
LGBTQ people attempt to control impressions (Goffman 1959) by drawing intragroup 
boundaries, they may unintentionally reinforce stereotypes and further solidify moral 
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boundaries that construct heterosexual sexuality as sacred and homosexual sexuality as 
profane.   
 Yet, these individuals are not simply acting as “cultural dopes.”  They are able to 
articulate the way that their beliefs and strategies for survival are created in response to 
their local culture.  Adam says,  
It may have made me more conservative.  Maybe if I’d lived in a place where 
there’s a lot of gay men.  Not that I’m saying there’s a place where there’s a lot of 
gay men, but where it was more accepted and more open and I had more access to 
be around that and see it and know it was okay more than it is here, it probably 
would have made me different. If I was somewhere where it was more accepted, I 
probably would have been more comfortable with being who I was and letting 
people know instead of trying to hide it and conceal who I was. 
 
Adam articulates that his strategy for survival is due to a lack of “access” to a gay 
community and a fear of not being accepted.  Likewise, Nathan imagines what life 
outside of his small town would be like and wonders, “But, I think moving to a city as a 
gay person would be moving to this place where you don’t know anybody and you don’t 
care if they like you or not because you don’t risk anything.”  Implicit in this speculation 
is his current everyday world in which he must carefully navigate his straight friends’ and 
neighbors’ impressions of him.  Nathan and Adam realize that they have been given a 
toolkit with some specific tools and they are using what is available to them (Swidler 
1986).  The fact that they use the tools given to them and even the fact that they realize 
that they might think and act differently if they had a different toolkit does not mean that 
they are not simultaneously constrained. 
 My participants’ strategy of boundary-drawing points to a more complicated 
struggle with identity than what previous research suggests (Kazyak 2011).  Rather than 
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emphasizing the ability to construct gay identities out of local cultural repertoires, post-
structuralist theories emphasizing the dialectic between structure and agency are more 
illustrative.  In Giddens’s (1976) theory of structuration, he stresses that actors are 
knowledgeable of rules and resources.  When actors put their knowledge into practice, 
they are acting with agency.  Giddens stresses the duality of structure and argues that 
structures are constituted through action on the part of individuals and that people’s 
practices and action are shaped by structures.  Giddens (1976: 239) explains that “rules 
and resources are drawn upon by actors in the production of interaction” and also 
“reconstituted through such interaction.”  Importantly, he also stresses that this 
interaction does not take place “separately from the operation of relations to power, or 
outside the context of normative sanctions” (1976: 241).    
 Giddens’s theory of structuration helps us understand that the LGBTQ people in 
this area are, indeed, actors knowledgeable of the rules and resources of their local 
culture.  But, the concept of boundaries helps to illuminate the resulting difference and 
inequality produced when interaction does not occur separate from power or normative 
sanctions.  Boundaries are drawn out of the cultural resources individuals have at their 
disposal (Lamont 1992).   Even though LGBTQ people here are acting as agents 
knowledgeable of rules and resources, the fields of power in which they act keep some 
resources outside their moral vision.  Where others might assume that gays and lesbians 
in places such as this would come together and draw boundaries between themselves and 
the people and culture they perceive as homophobic, they instead articulate conflicting 
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cultural, moral, and class boundaries between themselves and their idea of what it means 
to be gay.   
 Rather than draw boundaries between themselves and other gay people, agency on 
the part of LGBTQ people might be better conceived as Taylor and Whittier (1992: 111) 
conceive of it, that for a subordinate group, “the construction of positive identity requires 
both a withdrawal from the values and structures of the dominant, oppressive society and 
the creation of new, self-affirming values and structures.”  Taylor and Whittier are here 
describing a process in which subordinate groups erect boundaries between themselves 
and dominant groups as opposed to dominant groups drawing boundaries between 
themselves and subordinate others.  While LGBTQ people in this area draw boundaries 
between themselves and other gay people in order to differentiate themselves from their 
perception of what it means to be gay, it is clear that they are drawing boundaries that 
unintentionally reproduce the rules and resources of a dominant, homophobic culture. 
 Where other research focuses on these strategies as resistance, my participants’ 
narratives better illustrate Foucault’s (1978: 95) argument that “resistance is never in a 
position of exteriority in relation to power.”  Theories of sexual identity and place that 
focus only on agency and the construction of gay identity and community deemphasize 
both that interaction takes place in fields of power and the dialectic Giddens emphasizes 
between structure and agency, specifically that actors are drawing upon dominant rules 
and resources in order to act and that when they act using these rules and resources, there 
are likely “unintended consequences” of their actions (1976: 235), consequences of 
difference and inequality that are produced through the power of normative sanctions.  
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Because these individuals do identify as gay and lesbian, these moral boundaries that they 
are complicit in constructing may be more difficult to cross than they imagine.   
  
Identities in the Interstices 
 Unwilling to identify as part of a collective gay identity and unable to be fully 
accepted in their local communities, they are confined to the interstices between their 
local, homophobic culture and their understanding of what it means to be gay.  
Simultaneously compelled to draw boundaries between themselves and other gay people 
and not fully accepted by their local community that they identify with in many ways, 
they find themselves struggling to construct an identity that feels right to them.  Alex who 
currently makes a living by breeding and selling dogs explains that he “tried to be gay,” 
but found that it was not aligned with his “true self.”  After high school, Alex moved 
further south to attend what he refers to as “Bible college.”  Seven weeks before he was 
to graduate, he left the school after coming out to the director of the program and 
discovering that the director’s suggestions for how to deal with his sexuality “definitely 
didn’t sound good to me—well, with who I knew myself to be.”  He describes that he 
then returned to his small town in the Midwest to work in a factory during what was for 
him a “pretty dark period” because he was dealing with “letting go of what I had in 
regard to the vision I had for myself, but knowing what was true for myself and trying to 
differentiate between those two ideas.”  Once he got back to his small town he found that 
the only openly gay person who was willing to associate with him was a drag queen and 
describes,  
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I found myself adapting my behavior to mimic that community.  Not that I wanted 
to be a drag queen, but I picked up the words and phrases and actions and 
movements….I tried to be gay.  Because there was this idea of what it meant to be 
gay, like I had to talk a certain way, and use certain  words, and use certain hand 
expressions and whatever….I try to be who I am; I think just who I am….So, I 
could fit really well in most Christian churches because a lot of the men in those 
churches and my role models were men-they were disciplined, they were 
dependable, you know, well-rounded members of society, of the community.  But, 
they also were a little more in touch with their spiritual aspect, so they’re not like 
kicking things and spitting and punching and grabbing themselves and doing the 
macho man kind of thing….So, I feel more comfortable with who I am in this 
place. 
 
Alex references the cultural practice of homosexuality as described by Halperin, 
explaining that he “tried to be gay” by talking a certain way or using certain hand 
expressions.  However, he explains that was not his “true self,” and that his true self is 
more like the men in the Christian churches he grew up in.  The problem, he later 
explains, is that he is no longer welcome in those churches or accepted by those men. 
 Colt echoes Alex’s dilemma.  Like Alex, he shares many of the cultural and 
religious beliefs and practices of his upbringing.  He expresses that he “is who he is” 
which is different from people who expect him to “put on a pound of make-up” and 
“have a rainbow flag hanging from my Jeep” when they find out he is gay.  But, also like 
Alex, Colt struggles to be accepted into the communities that he most identifies with.  He 
explains,  
I wish I could find a church…I wish I could read the Bible and then find a 
religion that actually believes what I believe about it.  Because I don’t want to go 
to a church where they read something and I believe something different…I 
wish…I can’t just sit down and read it for myself.  I wish I had somebody to 
guide me and actually hear it from.  But, I don’t want to go get their version of it.  
I want my own version of it.  It’s kind of a Catch 22.  I can’t go listen to 
somebody else because I’m not going to believe what they believe and I can’t 
read it for myself because I lack motivation. 
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Indeed, many of the people I spoke with are living a “Catch 22.”  They frequently 
describe themselves as “individuals,” pointing to the space into which they fall once they 
draw boundaries between themselves and other gay people, but are still not fully accepted 
by their local community.   
 Scholars who look to social movements in order to describe and label gay 
identities, do not catch those who fall into these spaces (Gamson 1995, Bernstein 1997, 
Armstrong 2002, Duggan 2003, Ghaziani 2011).  When they speak of “forging gay 
identities” (Armstrong 2002), what they are really describing are political identities.  And 
when labeling political identities, they are often chronicling historical changes over time 
rather than looking to specific contexts and cultures.  When scholars describe and label 
identity in this way, they miss those people who identify as gay but who do not conceive 
of their sexuality as political and are not organizing around sexual identity.  In the rural 
region of the Midwest where I conducted my research, participants do not have the means 
and cannot risk identifying as a collective.  Rather than constructing an identity imbued 
with political meaning, they draw intragroup boundaries between themselves and other 
gay people and describe themselves as “individuals.”  For instance, Johnny says, “I don’t 
need another bunch of guys to be gay.  I can do it on my own, nobody around, it doesn’t 
make you more or less, you know, what you’re doing.  I don’t need a bunch of other 
Black people to be Black.  I can be that on my own.  I am.  I’m sitting here, there’s no 
other Black people.  I’m still Black.  You know?” For him, “gayness” is mostly about his 
sexuality—his same-sex attraction—rather than being part of a community and he 
stresses that he can do that on his own.  Negative stereotypes are attached to being Black 
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or being gay in this community and Johnny cannot risk being affiliated with other Black 
people or other gay people. 
 In one of the most recent conceptions of gay political identity, Ghaziani (2011) 
argues that gay people are employing a new strategy of building bridges toward the 
dominant group rather than drawing boundaries against them.  He attributes this shift to 
the idea that we are living in a “post-gay” period.  With only forty-three percent of the 
population asserting that being gay is morally wrong, he sees inclusion as a given.  
Ghaziani comes to this conclusion after interviews with members of the Princeton Pride 
Alliance and an analysis of the names of gay groups at a handful of colleges nationwide, 
although he focuses primarily on the Ivy League, hardly the cultural context in which my 
participants live.   
 When Johnny insists that he doesn’t need other gay people to be gay, he is not 
describing a world in which being gay no longer matters.  Other participants’ comments, 
similarly, illustrate that they are not living in a “post-gay” society.  Jeremy describes an 
instance at work in which he is appalled at being thought to be gay,  
I had one lady—I mean she didn’t even know me—and she popped off that and I 
don’t know if it was because of the polo shirt that I was wearing or because it was 
kind of a purplish color and wearing slacks and stuff like that.  She had asked if I 
was gay and I’m like, ‘What on earth gave you that impression?’  And I just 
wanted to lash out with, ‘Do I walk around with a rag hanging out of my back 
pocket or my wrist broken or something?’  And I just wanted to get totally 
offensive and I just blew it off as, ‘No, why?’  I don’t portray.  I don’t want to 
portray a feminine character.  I want to portray a very confident individual who’s 
comfortable in their own skin. 
 
While “only” forty-three percent of Americans may believe that being gay is immoral in 
2011 and even as the percentage continues to decrease, Jeremy lives in a place where 
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most members of the community fall into that forty-three percent.  June acknowledges 
that times are changing, but that even today she refrains from political activism because 
she would be fearful of her safety if she were to take part,  
I don’t run around town.  I’m not like a lot of people who go around and scream, 
‘You’re going to accept us whether you like it or not!’  I’m just not that way.  I 
never have been that way.  I just want to live my life and be left alone.  But, I also 
come from the background of back in the day, if people found out about you, 
they’d kill you….Some of these younger fellas don’t understand it.  So, I’m just 
really careful of what I do, and where I go, and what I say.  Which is sad even in 
this day and age that we have to be this way, but I’m just glad to be breathing. 
 
Like work on place-based sexuality that emphasizes resistance and agency, social 
movements research that focuses on political identity emphasizes resistance and agency.  
These accounts miss individuals for whom identity construction and political resistance 
are more difficult.  Because of this, this research fails to include the everyday 
construction of identity and sexuality for a large population of people who identify as 
gay.  They miss the everyday difficulty and discrimination, and the social and cultural 
constraints on individuals—in a sense, the reason for political activism.   
 Given the discrimination LGBTQ people in this area face, they do not want to be 
held responsible for anyone else.  They are employing strategies for survival—sometimes 
literally, as June describes—that do not include organizing with other gay people in an 
attempt to change people’s minds.  Instead most express that they do not think changing 
people’s minds is possible and that instead they simply focus on themselves.  They 
attempt to live a life as a gay person in this area without bringing onto themselves more 
difficulty than what they already face.  June, above, says she “just wants to live her life 
and be left alone” and Jeremy explains that he is simply trying to “portray a confident 
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individual,” “comfortable in his own skin.”  Johnny elaborates on the fact that he 
“doesn’t need another bunch of guys to be gay” and that his central identification is with 
his own name, 
Yeah that’s what I said, I don’t like the word gay.  I can’t tell you not even on my 
hand how many times I have referred to myself as a gay man.  I just don’t….Now 
I’m, you know, now I get to be me--yay.  You know.  So, when they say, ‘Are 
you gay?’  I can say, ‘No, but let me tell you though on my spectrum.’  I say my 
name, which I have created for me, they gave it to me in college.  And when 
everybody says who are you and I say my name and I say, ‘That’s it.’  That leaves 
everything.  That takes care of my blackness, that takes care of my gayness, that 
takes care of everything that you think about me—that name says it and…it’s 
nothing else.  There’s no other like me.  So when I say my name that just takes 
care of everything.  They don’t know what to say with that.  I say my name and 
they’re just like, ‘But, what does it mean?’ ‘You’re asking who I am—I just told 
you.’ 
 
This assertion of individualism is both an experience of isolation from the dominant 
community in their town, as well as isolation from other gay people.  While many 
participants draw explicit lines between themselves and other gay people, for others, even 
if they wanted to be part of a community of gay people, they find themselves alone.  
Denise explains, “It’s not tolerated.  At all…And when we go out, we very rarely see 
another couple that’s gay.  I mean, very rarely.  And if we do, it’s like, oh my God, 
there’s another one of us walking around here.  It’s like a joke to us.  It’s like, nobody’s 
here, it’s just us.  And I’m sure that there are people here, but everybody’s just very low-
key because they don’t want to have a big problem.”  Alex explains the dual problem of a 
dearth of other gay men in the area, combined with the fact that he feels he does not share 
interests that other gay men might have,  
And most of my friends are heterosexual people, just because there’s not a lot of 
gay people in this area for one thing or not out or not wanting to hang out with me 
because I’m out or they are-the kinds of things they enjoy doing-I’ve tried to 
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develop friendships with other gay men-just platonic friendships… They’re not 
really interested in coming here and playing with the dogs and playing in the 
creek and walking over the hill and that kind of stuff.  Not on their agenda of fun 
things to do. 
 
In an area where inclusion is not a given for gays and lesbians, and attempts to gain 
acceptance by distancing themselves from other gays and lesbians only leave them more 
isolated, Johnny summarizes, “So now that just kind of leaves me by myself.” 
 The “individualism” that my participants articulate is a process of identity 
construction that challenges conceptions of LGBTQ people who engage in a process of 
“identity deployment” as a form of strategic collective action (Bernstein 1997) in which 
they emphasize either difference from the straight majority or similarity to the straight 
majority.  Assimilationist strategies of “normalization” and “homonormativity” feel out 
of reach to the majority of the LGBTQ people I spoke to in this area.  In many cases, 
rather than demand equal treatment to heterosexuals (e.g., marriage), my participants 
explain that they do not feel entitled to take part in what they understand to be a 
traditionally heterosexual activity and institution.  Rather than “build bridges” toward the 
straight majority (Ghaziani 2011), or retreat into a life of domesticity (Duggan 2003), 
their own rearing in and reading of local culture informs them that assimilating into 
straight culture will not be possible.  While this prevents them from emphasizing their 
similarity to the straight majority, their strategy of drawing intragroup boundaries is far 
from a queer politics of deconstructing identity categories and blurring boundaries.  
Indeed, drawing boundaries demands binaries rather than fluidity.  The binaries that they 
unintentionally reinforce are those they find themselves caught between.   
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Conclusions 
 The LGBTQ people in the town that I spoke with have thought a lot about their 
sexuality.  They have thought about what it means for their identity as a whole, as well as 
how best to “get by” in a place where they perceive possible physical and emotional 
danger to themselves as a result of being gay.  They live in a place where being moral 
and ethical—however defined—is highly valued and closely observed.  The people I 
spoke with work hard to be perceived as such.  They take on more than their fair share of 
care for aging parents and decline gifts at their weddings in favor of donations to 
charities.  But, precisely because they are not “cultural dopes,” they also know that being 
known as a good person is often incompatible with being gay.  As a result, they distance 
themselves from any association with hegemonic ideas of what it means to be gay, as 
well as from other gay people.   This strategy might have limited success for them in their 
everyday interactions with others.  But, we know that drawing boundaries demands 
inclusion and exclusion, and that socially constructed difference produces inequality.   
 So, while they are not “cultural dopes,” when they draw intragroup boundaries 
between themselves and other gay people, they unintentionally reinforce and reproduce 
dominant understandings of what it means to be gay.  Johnny explains his response to 
people when they make derogatory remarks about gay people or Black people, “[They’ll 
say], ‘Oh man, you’re so gay!’ Everybody looks at me.  And then somebody will say 
somebody’s a faggot and they all look at me and I go, ‘Well, I’m not one, so why are you 
looking at me?’  You know.  Or sometimes they will say the N Word.  I will say, ‘You 
can say it because you’re not talking about me, so…”  In this instance, Johnny is able to 
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momentarily deflect from himself by distancing himself from other gay people and other 
Black people, but stereotypes are left unchallenged and dominant local conceptions of 
gay people as immoral are left in place.  And Johnny is left in the interstices, neither 
accepted by the local community nor willing or able to identify with a collective gay 
identity.  There is likely a cost to gay people as a collective by leaving these notions 
unchallenged, but there is almost certainly an emotional cost in affirming these notions 
about others like yourself.  The personal costs are numerous.  Recall how Adam “wants 
to have kids so bad.”  But, he questions whether it would be right for him to do so.   
 Current research that conceives of LGBTQs’ actions only as resistance overlooks 
the personal costs and sacrifices that many are willing to make in order to get by or gain 
limited acceptance from the dominant straight community.  And research that looks to 
political organization and activism in order to define and describe LGBTQ identities 
excludes many LGBTQ people, their experiences, and the reasons why many LGBTQ 
people find resistance and political organization difficult or impossible.  Broadening our 
scope to include LGBTQs whose identities and experiences do not mirror hegemonic 
ideas of what it means to be gay and shifting our perspective to acknowledge and 
describe the ways that local cultures make resistance difficult is more inclusive and 
honest.  Research such as this also sheds light on places where people often feel unable to 
express a desire for rights or unable to challenge notions of heterosexual superiority.  
This is important to consider when activists, scholars, and ordinary people work to 
expand opportunities for LGBTQ people in rural and politically and socially conservative 
areas.  
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CHAPTER SIX 
 
CONCLUSION 
 Identity politics, Dawne Moon (2012) explains in “Who Am I and Who Are We? 
Conflicting Narratives of Collective Selfhood in Stigmatized Groups,” emerges from 
stigmatization, and multiple narratives of collective selfhood emerge from identity 
politics.  She notes that the lesbian and gay movement has been called the “quintessential 
identity politics movement” (2012: 1364).  It seems, however, that identity politics and 
collective selfhood is just one way to attempt to understand marginalized groups’ 
response to stigmatization.  Throughout this dissertation, patterns of interaction that 
emerge among LGBTQ participants illuminate another response to stigmatization.  
In the previous chapter, I illustrated how our current conceptions of LGBTQ 
identity and collective selfhood do not capture how my rural LGBTQ participants 
understand their sexual identities or how they interact with other gay people.  Their 
actions and identities do not take shape around political strategies; they do not self-
consciously strategize, for instance, about assimilating with a straight majority, becoming 
involved in identity politics, or queering notions of sexual identity.  Where others have 
been more eager to label and define actions that do not reflect our current categorizations 
of LGBTQ identity with other identity labels--“rural gay identity,” for instance—I resist 
this urge and instead focus on patterns of interaction that emerge among LGBTQs.  
Through illustrating that the actions of these particular LGBTQ people in this particular 
place do not fit neatly into current conceptions of LGBTQ identity, I mean to raise the 
question of whether our current conceptions of LGBTQ identity are too narrow and, 
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especially, if narratives of resistance fail to capture a greater variety of experience and 
LGBTQ identity than what exists in much of our current scholarship.  Turning our 
attention, instead, to sexuality in interaction may be one way to account for this variation 
in identity and lived experience, helping us to better understand the everyday lives of 
LGBTQs and the stigmatization that they still face. 
 In the final chapter, sexuality is in interaction when rural LGBTQs draw 
boundaries between themselves and other gay people.  Contrary to other scholarship and 
hypotheses about how marginalized people construct identity and community, LGBTQ 
people in this region reject collective identity while simultaneously solidifying 
boundaries between “straight” and “gay.”  As a result, they find themselves attempting to 
construct identities in the interstices, unwilling to identify as part of a collective gay 
identity and unable to be fully accepted in their local communities. LGBTQ people in this 
region describe drawing intragroup boundaries because of 1) the material, geographic, 
and cultural constraints making them unwilling and unable to identify with hegemonic 
depictions of what it means to be gay and 2) a strategy for acceptance from the dominant 
heterosexual, religiously and politically conservative local community in which they live.  
Extending the concept of symbolic boundaries to include those who draw boundaries 
between themselves and members of their own sub-group, this chapter highlights the 
unintended consequences and personal costs to LGBTQ people who employ this strategy, 
and the resulting difference and inequality that boundaries produce. 
In Chapter Four, sexuality is in interaction when LGBTQs are guided by 
culturally shaped beliefs and values when they deliberate about engaging in acts of 
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everyday queer visibility.  Here, I expand the idea of queer visibility to include everyday 
acts of visibility.  While other research connects queer visibility to political activism or 
gender transgression, my participants describe their everyday negotiations around acts 
such as being associated with their partner in public, responding to homophobia, and 
whether to engage in public displays of affection.  In these instances, participants’ own 
culturally influenced beliefs about sexuality influence how they choose to act and 
interact.  Participants in the small town describe a moral framework of “respect” that 
compels them to refrain from acts of visibility while urban participants feel they have a 
“responsibility” to enact a visible gay presence.  Contrary to other research that suggests 
that LGBTQs have moved “beyond the closet,” however, the majority of participants in 
both sites more frequently describe refraining from acts of visibility due to a stated fear 
of consequences than engaging in them.  Like the different processes of deliberation 
LGBTQs engage in based on acceptable social beliefs about sexuality, participants in the 
two sites differently map places that they consider safe and then act according to this 
intraindividual process of deliberation.   
 Finally, in Chapter Three, sexuality is in interaction when LGBTQs perform 
emotion work to overcome relational boundaries with straight friends and family.  
Relational boundaries are most often drawn between these significant others and 
LGBTQs due to religious belief, fear of attraction/contamination of heterosexual identity, 
or lacking sufficient language.  Just as gender, race, or class influence the emotion work 
that one is expected to perform, I show here that so, too, does sexuality.  LGBTQs 
differently manage these boundaries and their emotions depending on whether they are 
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suppressing or evoking a feeling.  But, in both cases, their unequal position in relation to 
social power forces them to engage in emotion work that is invisible to and unperformed 
by their straight counterparts.  In the first strategy, LGBTQs call on themselves to 
suppress feelings of hurt, disappointment, or resentment when straight friends and family 
act in ways that they consider hurtful due to their sexuality.  In the second, LGBTQs 
labor to evoke confidence in their sexual identities.  LGBTQs who work to evoke 
confidence describe a long-term process in which the construction of a particular feeling 
benefits themselves rather than the straight significant others with whom they are 
engaging.  Whereas the collective emotion of “pride” prescribed by the mainstream gay 
rights movement does little to serve LGBTQs in their everyday lives, evoking confidence 
shapes their identities and their interactions with others.  In this way, this chapter 
connects changing patterns of interaction to changing emotions.  Because feeling rules 
are always social and cultural, such variations in feelings point to variations in sexual 
identities and interactions that occur over time and place. 
If identity politics’ narratives create a “’reverse discourse’ that the stigmatized 
can use to embrace their category of stigmatization and use it to wrest concessions from 
culture and institutions that created and disfavored the category in the first place,” as 
Moon, quoting Foucault, explains, then patterns of interaction more often reveal the 
social and cultural pressures individuals experience when they make choices about 
everyday interactions (2012: 1341).  As I illustrate in previous chapters, emotions and 
values are personal, but also socially communicated, constructed, and patterned.  
Dominant ideologies and “feeling rules” that shape internal deliberations and guide 
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interaction illustrate how social power functions in the everyday lives of LGBTQs, its 
reach extending inwardly. 
 But, sexuality in interaction also points to opportunities and strategies for social 
change.  In Chapter Three, for instance, participants described how evoking a feeling of 
confidence around one’s sexuality led to better interpersonal relationships, as well as a 
feeling of positivity about themselves and their sexuality.  As I mentioned then, simply 
replacing one prescriptive emotion (pride, for instance) with another (in this case, 
confidence) has its issues, namely replacing one homogenous emotion or identity with 
another.  At the same time, there may be some practical, social psychological utility to 
LGBTQs—especially those unwilling or unable to identify with the gay mainstream—in 
knowledge of emotions or interactional strategies that are individually cultivated and 
seem to lead to positive change.   
 When participants choose to engage in acts of everyday queer visibility or evoke 
confidence, for instance, I find that these, arguably, subversive acts are often supported in 
some way by dominant local ideologies.  When Elizabeth corrects local politicians’ 
assumptions that her partner is a man, she notes that she does so in a government building 
of a state that supports her marriage.  And when she and her partner have a wedding 
reception in Nebraska, it is likely that their internalization of the dominant ideologies of 
the “liberal” place where they currently live empower them to engage in this activity in 
Nebraska.  Still, it is clear that such interactional work on her part can lead to social 
change, as it nonetheless challenges heterosexual social norms.  While fewer in number, I 
also spoke to individuals who described moments when they consciously challenged 
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heteronormativity or homophobia through an interactional act, even when they knew that 
the people they were around or the places they live would not support them in this. 
We live in a time of both legal victory and defeat for gays and lesbians.  Recent 
“religious freedom” laws have come into existence as a response to marriage equality.  
Alongside legal changes, there is some evidence that “hearts and minds” are changing in 
regard to homosexuality.  While I would argue that these changing attitudes are not quite 
as widespread as often depicted—and that changes to structures and institutions are not 
necessarily reflective of changing attitudes—there has been some change.  I imagine that 
as dominant ideologies change toward LGBTQs, so too will patterns of interaction.  The 
specific patterns of action and interaction documented in this dissertation will likely take 
different shape in other times and places. 
My research was conducted, for instance, before Obergefell v. Hodges.  Might the 
specific patterns of interaction that I found in the rural site, where same-sex marriage was 
not legal when I conducted interviews, be different today?  I imagine that some people 
may, in fact, feel the reach of such a legal change in their local communities, and feel that 
their own attitudes and/or attitudes of those around them are shifting.  As a result, 
perhaps they would describe a faster path to confidence, more of a “responsibility” to 
engage in acts of visibility, or less forcefully distance themselves from other gay people.  
But, I also contend that we should not take this for granted.  As “religious freedom” laws 
show, a single Supreme Court ruling does not instantaneously change beliefs and 
attitudes of individuals or local communities.  Throughout the United States, large 
percentages of Americans still believe that homosexuality is morally wrong, and it is 
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difficult to imagine a time when the general public would identify and challenge actions 
and institutions as heteronormative.  Understanding LGBTQs’ everyday experiences still 
requires looking at more than just the right to marry.   
A better understanding of these everyday experiences and the stigmatization 
LGBTQ people still face--issues that are more likely to be overlooked after marriage 
equality--can be achieved through an interactive lens.  In a time of increasing formal 
equality for gays and lesbians, it may be difficult to imagine that LGBTQ peoples’ 
“hearts and minds” regarding their own actions and sexual identities are shaped by a 
variety of factors, too.  Marginalized groups’ patterns of interaction tell us much about a 
time and place, and they likewise tell us much about how much agency marginalized 
individuals have in those times and places.  The fact that patterns emerge among 
LGBTQs illustrate that these interactions are socially and culturally shaped.  At the same 
time, focusing on interaction—rather than identity—allows researchers to better account 
for variation—differences based on place, other aspects of identity, and change over time. 
Understanding social inequalities and stigmatization will require, I argue, 
increased attention to interactions among marginalized groups.  It is those everyday, 
social processes that shed light on the negotiations marginalized people confront and, 
therefore, on how social power functions in their everyday lives.  While the arguments 
contained herein do not leave much room for individual agency, we also see moments 
throughout the dissertation that illuminate the power of interactive work for creating 
personal and social change. 	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APPENDIX 
Interview Guide 
 
Life History 
I’d like to start by asking you to tell me the story of your life – not everything, of course, 
but think about the major “chapters” and for each tell me about the important things that 
were happening then, where you were living, what you were doing, who was important to 
you in that chapter of your life.  And if your sexuality or relationships are important to 
those moments, include those as well.  But mostly I just want you to tell me about who 
you are. 
 
Sexuality 
1.  Do you identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, or in any other 
way? 
2. Are you currently in a relationship? 
3. Could you tell me a bit about your past/present relationships? 
4. When did you first realize that you were attracted to people of the same sex? 
5. Did you struggle with that realization?   
6. People have different ideas about why they’re gay—what’s yours? 
7. How do you meet people to date? 
 
Coming Out 
1.  Are you “out” as lesbian/gay/bisexual/transgender/queer? 
2. Who are you “out” to? 
3. Who are you not “out” to? 
4. Can you tell me your coming out story?  This may include a pivotal moment 
when you came out or a long process of gradually coming out. 
5. What have been the reactions of the people you have come out to? 
 
Discrimination/Marginalization/Disempowerment 
1.  Do you find it to be difficult to be lesbian/gay/bisexual/transgender/queer in your 
community? 
2. Have you ever encountered anything that you would call 
homophobia/discrimination? 
3. What about being lesbian/gay/bisexual/transgender/queer is most difficult? 
4. Can you remember a particular instance when this has been difficult?  When 
you’ve felt discriminated against or disempowered?  Why does this moment stand 
out? 
5. How has the discrimination/homophobia/difficulties that you experience as a 
LGBTQ individual changed over the course of your life? 
 
Family 
1.  Are you out to your family? 
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2. What have been their reactions to your sexuality? 
3. Do you feel that they treat you differently because of your sexuality?  Do they 
treat you or your relationships differently from other members of your family 
(such as siblings)? 
a. Can you remember a particular instance when feel you have been treated 
differently?  
b. Why does this moment stand out? 
4.  Why do you think your family has struggled with you sexuality OR why do you 
think your family has been accepting of your sexuality?   
 
Friendship 
1. Describe your friendships to me. 
a. Are many of your friends LGBT or Q?   Heterosexual?  Religious?  Non-
religious? 
b. Of all your friends who do you spend the most time with?  Why? 
i. Where did you meet these friends? 
ii. What kinds of things do you do together?  What kinds of things do you 
discuss?   
c. Is it important to you to have friends who are LGBT or Q? 
d. In regard to your friends (straight and gay):   
i. What is your relationship like with these people? 
ii. Does sexuality come up in conversation regularly? 
iii. Does religion come up in conversation regularly? 
iv. What links you to these people specifically?  
 
Place 
1.  How would you describe the city/town you live in? 
a. What is your perception of the beliefs and values that members of your 
city/town hold? 
b. Do you feel like you share these beliefs or hold beliefs that differ from the 
majority of the people in your city/town? 
2. Are there any places in your city/town that you consider to be particularly 
“friendly,” especially in regard to your sexuality? 
3. Are there any places in your city/town that you consider to be particularly 
“unfriendly,” especially in regard to your sexuality? 
4. Do you like living here?   
5. Have you ever wanted to live somewhere else? 
6. How has living here made you who you are today? 
7. Do you ever try to change people’s minds here?  How so?  What do you think 
would be an effective way to change people’s minds? 
 
Community 
      1.  What communities are currently most important to you? 
a.  Why are these communities important to you? 
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1. What communities have been most important to you in the past? 
b.  Why are you no longer a part of these communities? 
 
Work 
1. Are you currently employed?  What kind of work do you do? 
2. How did you choose your particular line of work?   
3. Do you have relationships at work?  Describe them to me.   
4. Are you “out” at work? 
a.  Can you think of any consequences of being “out” at work? 
b.  Can you think of any consequences of not being “out” at work? 
i.  Can you think of a particular instance at work when your sexuality mattered 
in some way? 
 
Religion 
1. Would you describe yourself as religious? 
2. What religion do you identify as? 
a.  What does it mean to you to be _____? 
b.  What about that religion do you strongly agree with? 
c.  Is there anything about the religion that you disagree with? 
d.  Do your religious beliefs influence your beliefs about sexuality in any way? 
3.  Did you attend religious services with your family growing up? 
4.  Is your family religious? 
a.  What religion do they identify as? 
b.  How would you describe that religion? 
c.  Do you think that your family’s religious beliefs influence their beliefs about 
sexuality in any way? 
d.  Can you think of an instance that illustrates that? 
e.  How often does religion come up in conversations with your family? 
5.  Are most of your friends religious? 
a. What religion do they identify as? 
b. How would you describe that religion? 
c. Do you think that your friends’ religious beliefs influence their beliefs about 
sexuality in any way?   
d. Can you think of an instance that illustrates that? 
e. How often does religion come up in conversations with your friends? 
 
Interaction 
1. Do you feel like you are able to freely express your thoughts, opinions, or 
experiences with others? 
2. Do you ever feel like you would like to say something, but don’t?   
3. Do you try to avoid certain conversations with others? 
4. What do you tell people when they ask about your relationships or sexuality? 
5. Are you ever afraid that someone will ask you something about your life, 
relationship, or sexuality? 
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6. Have you ever chosen not to correct someone when they assumed something 
about your relationship or sexuality? 
7. Have you ever felt excluded from a conversation because of your sexuality? 
8. Do people say things about their beliefs and values that ever make you feel more 
or less comfortable? 
9. Are you affectionate with your partner in public?   
a.  Why or why not? 
b.  Do you fear there would be some sort of consequences if you were affectionate 
with your partner in public? 
c.  Where do you feel most and least comfortable being affectionate with your 
partner (e.g., holding hands)? 
10. Can you describe a particular instance when you wanted to say something, but 
didn’t? 
 
Beliefs and Values 
1. What are some of your core beliefs and values? 
2. Have your views on right and wrong undergone any important changes? 
3. When do you feel most like yourself? 
4. What would make your experience as an LGBTQ person better? 
5. If you could change one thing about your experience as LGBTQ, what would it 
be? 
 
Conclusion 
1. Is there anything that I didn’t ask that you’d like to touch on? 
2. Would you be willing to keep a journal for three weeks in which you write down 
your thoughts and experiences about your social interaction with others?  You 
might take note of your interaction with religious, heterosexual individuals; your 
experiences in places you consider to be “friendly” or “unfriendly;” your thoughts 
about their everyday experience as an LGBTQ individual; and your conversations 
and discussions with others about sexual identity.  It is sometimes difficult to 
recall everyday social interaction and experiences of homophobia and 
marginalization in an interview.  But, you might be able to capture this in your 
journaling.  If you agree, I will provide you with a journal with instructions.  We 
will then meet again to talk about the thoughts and experiences you recorded in 
the course of your journaling.   	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